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Readers, new people exposed IO CONTACToften
speak in
terms of our “fear tactics” and, further, accuse us of being antigovernment,
extremists, and thus and so. No, we point out the
facts and the TRUTH.
We try always to back up each bit of
information
with documentation
from somewhere around the
globe so that you don’t have to decide whether or not you “can
believe” us.
Just today in the news you will find a very casual
announcement
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THIS STUFF WILL KILL A HUMAN INSTANTLY)
stuff has been
acknowledged,
located, and attention is being demanded for removal and
disposal.
Is this something to do with that miserable, awful and genocidal
Saddam Hussein in Iraq, further justifying all sorts of bombings and terrorist
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reservations. Don’t forget a lawyer is a minion of
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BANKS
FIGHT
DERIVATIVES

TO HIDE
LOSSES

From THE NEW FEDERALIST,
10/13/97:
[quoting]
Fighting to keep the extent of their dangerous
derivatives speculation hidden from public view, top
U.S. derivatives
banks and their allies have
escalated their attacks on a proposed accounting
rule which would require U.S. corporations to
publicly disclose their derivatives holdings. The
rather mild proposal, by the Financial Accounting
Standards
Board (FASB), would force U.S.
corporations to put their derivatives holdings on
their balance sheets and report their market value,
revealing their derivatives gains and losses.
Attempting to bully the FASB into dropping or
watering down the proposal, the House Banking
Committee’s subcommittee on capital markets held
a hearing Oct. 1. Subcommittee chairman Richard
Baker (R-La) called the hearings to, in his words,
“consider sponsoring legislation to block the FASBI
rules”.
Behind Baker stand Federal Reserve chairman
Alan Greenspan and the leading derivatives bankers,
who have publicly demanded that the FASB
attempts to shed light on the derivatives bubbles be
stopped. Greenspan has sent a series of letters to
FASB chairman Edmund Jenkins, expressing
“serious concerns” about the proposed accounting
requirement. On July 3 1, top officials of 22 banks
sent a letter to Jenkins demanding that he back
down. Among the signatories were the chairmen of
the top seven U.S. derivative
banks-Chase
Manhattan, J. P., Morgan, Citicorp, Bankers Trust,
BankAmerica, NationsBank, and First Chicago
NBD-which
have, between them, $22.3 trillion in
derivatives, backed by just $93 million in equity.
[Talk about leveraged

DISCLOSURE

for disaster!]
vs.

COVERUP

“If ever a case can be made for reporting
something in more detail, it is for derivatives,”
Jenkins told the subcommittee Oct. 1. “Different
companies
may report very similar activities
differently, and even an individual company may
report similar activities differently.. . .Gains and
losses on derivatives are not explicitly disclosed
today, and their effect on earnings is difficult, if not
impossible, for an investor or creditor to determine.
Again, we believe that the public has the right to
know.”
Jenkins added that “the information about
derivatives
and hedging reported in financial
statements today is incomplete, inconsistent, and
just plain wrong. Better information is badly needed
by all consumers.”
The opposing view-that exposing derivatives
holdings to public view would make it harder to
sustain the bubble-was
presented by both the
bankers and their supposed regulators.
Federal Reserve Board Governor Susan Phillips
suggested that the market values of corporate
derivatives
should be placed in “supplemental
disclosures, rather than forcing their use in primary
financial statements”.
“Indeed,” Phillips said,
“placing financial
instruments
in regulatory

accounting pigeonholes.. .can create disincentives
U of T ACADEMICS
ANGRY
for prudent risk management.”
OVER
BUSH
AWARD
Citibank Comptroller Robert Trupin decried the
alleged “extra cost” of accurately
reporting
From THE FINANCIAL
POST, 1 l/19/97:
derivatives exposures, and complained that under [quoting]
the FASB proposal,
“Derivatives
have to be
A decision to award an honorary degree to
reported as if they are bets rather than hedges.”
former U.S. President George Bush has triggered
derision and threats of a protest from a group of
‘SAVE
THE BUBBLE’
academics at the University of Toronto. More than
100 faculty members of the country’s largest
The question of bets vs. hedges goes to the heart university have signed a petition demanding that the
of the derivatives debate, since all the parties university cancel an ornate ceremony today at which
involved
know that derivatives
are indeed an honorary doctorate of laws will be presented to
speculative bets which vastly increase the risk to the Bush. The protesters have threatened a mass
Financial system-precisely
the reason the bankers walkout during the ceremony. They cited Bush’s
are determined to beat back the FASB’s attempts to career in the Central Intelligence Agency, the Iranforce disclosure.
Contra scandal and his 1989 invasion of Panama as
The objection by the banks to disclosure of evidence of his unsuitability for the degree. [End
corporate derivatives activities, was reflected by the quoting]
Bank for International
Settlements, the Basel,
As follow-up to this, as the actual ceremony got
Switzerland-based
central bank for the central underway about 100 faculty who were sitting on the
banks, which noted in an August 1997 paper, that stage abruptly stood up and left the stage in an
“the backlash against derivatives that followed a orderly procession of protest.
series of corporate loses is waning.” “The BIS is
referring to the furor which struck derivatives
ISRAEL
APOLOGIZES
markets in late 1994, when derivatives losses
bankrupted Orange County, Calif., and Bankers
From THE MODESTO
BEE, 10/l l/97:
Trust was caught red-handed cheating its corporate [quoting]
derivatives clients. The “backlash” put a damper on
Israel apologized Friday for using forged
the U.S. banks’ derivatives business: After growing Canadian passports in its assassination attempt
by more than 30% in 1993 and 1994, U.S. banks’ against Khaled Meshal, a leader of the militant
off-balance-sheet derivatives holdings grew by just Islamic group Hamas, on Sept. 25 in Amman,
9% in 1995, and 18% in 1996, and are just now Jordan, and promised not to do it again. Canadian
returning to “normal”, at an annualized 35% clip so Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy said in response
far in 1997. The last thing the bankers want now, that Canada’s ambassador to Israel, recalled to
is more losses to surface and another public uproar protest the passport forgery, will return to Israel
to erupt, so they are fighting to keep their scam early next week. [End quoting]
hidden from view. [End quoting]
The Jews have just taken their yearly Kol Nidre
This is possibly one of the biggest-if
not the oath-do you, really, think they can be trusted to
biggest-financial
scam ever pulled off in the keep their promises??
history of this planet.
THE NATIONAL
IDENTITY
CARD
LAWYER
IS NEW LEADER
OF
BUREAU
OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS
From THE SEEKERS,
Sep./Ott.
1997:
[quoting]
Excervted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL.
House Version: The Smith immigration Bill1 l/l l/97:-[quoting]
March 1, 1995. Source: This is reproduced and
The
Senate
has
confirmed Albuquerque,
NM lawyer Kevin Gover
to run the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Gover, 42,
is a member of the Pawnee
tribe. An anti-gambling
group had opposed his
nomination as assistant
interior
secretary
for
Indian affairs because of
his work for Indian
casinos in New Mexico.
But Gover was widely
supported
by tribal
leaders, and the Senate
approved his nomination.
[End quoting]
The fact that he’s a
lawyer doesn’t say much
for the hopes of those
Indians who want honest
government
for their
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condensed from a report by the Congressional
Action Program- March 1, 1996 on the Internet.
The House of Representatives bill is H.R. 2202.
Key provisions are in Sections 403, 812. It is
sponsored by Lamar Smith (R-TX), however the bill
enjoys widespread bipartisan support. The purpose
of the bill is to prevent illegal immigration by
employer
establishing
a computer-linked
verification registry for all American workers. Pilot
programs in 5 states will test this technology using
biometrically
encoded ID cards to register and
identify legal citizens. The Senate counterpart, Bill
S. 269, is even more extreme. However, the House
bill is still dangerous
because it gives the
government the right to approve private employment
contracts.
This paves the way for an intrusive
computer-driven national identification system.
KEY

PROVISIONS

OF

THIS

BILL:

*It creates new computer data bases, data
sharing and computer link-ups between state and
This will vastly expand the
federal agencies.
government’s ability to monitor the lives of every
citizen. (H.R. 2202, Sections 403, 812).
Pilot projects will determine if we need a
national identity card (H.R 2202; Section 812).
*Every employer will require authorization from
the federal computer database before hiring new
employees. This does not just apply to immigrants.
The company must transmit each new employee’s
name and identification number to the government
via modem and then wait for the national database
to respond with an authorization
code. If the
person’s name is not in the government database, &
cannot obtain work anvwhere. (H.R. 2202, Section
403).
Objections:
(1) The computer registry and national ID card
will increase the police powers of the state.
(2) The system will Cost up to $6 billion dollars
annually to administer.
(3) This system is an Invasion of Personal
Privacy and a Threat to Civil Rights:
A computer-linked
registry which contains
private information on every single citizen would be
accessible by social workers, employers, police
officers, etc., and would allow tremendous privacy
and civil rights violations.
(4) The Registry Has Tremendous Potential for
Abuse:
Government abuses of protected information
contained in computer registries and tracking
systems by the IRS and the Social Security
Administration are well documented. The potential
for abuse of a national ID system is greater than it
has been of any previous government program.
(5) The Registry Could Be Easily Expanded for
Purposes Beyond Illegal Immigration:
Once a system of information on all Americans
is in place, it will inevitably become universal with
a variety of tracking information records ranging
from personal credit to academic achievement to
vaccination records.
(6) The Bill Will Give the Government an
Unprecedented Ability to Collect Personal Data.
For the First Time:
The government will have a comprehensive
registry of every citizen’s name, date of birth, place
of birth, mother’s maiden name, Social Security
number, gender, race, and other information.
Personal information that is now scattered in
many different places will be consolidated in one
single database, controlled by a single federal
agency.
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Personal information
will be accessible to
government
and anyone who claims to be an
employer.
The government will have to grant approval
before a company hires anyone. Before a company
hires a new employee, it will need to receive
authorization from the government.
(7) Citizens Oppose a National ID System:
In a 1993 poll, 53% opposed a national
identification card system. (Newsweek poll, July
1993)
(8) Members of Congress Are Ignoring the
Privacy Concerns of Americans:
Despite the dangers, the proposal has received
relatively little media attention.
(9) The ID System Would Be Prone to Error:
This federal verification system will use two
data bases known to contain errors: (1) the Social
Security Administration and (2) the Immigration
and Naturalization Service. Both systems contain
incorrect or outdated information, with error rates
as high as 28%. Over 65 million Americans enter
the work force or change jobs annually. Even if the
error rate was only 1% we would still have 650,000
Americans denied jobs annually due to errors in
their computer file.
(10) The Bill Will Raise Costs for Employers:
A national
verification
system for every
in America
will cause a huge
company
administrative cost to employers, especially small
business. Every employer will be required to ask the
federal government’s permission every time they
wantto hire a new employee.
No other nation demands that every employer
obtain permission before hiring anyone to work for
them. This system, while “designed to prevent
illegal immigration”,
will give the federal
government awesome powers to control and harass
citizens in the future. Such a system could easily be
integrated with the Social Service Administration,
welfare and unemployment insurance so that a
citizen could be totally prevented from obtaining
income from any source. [End quoting]
This system is not established to prevent illegal
immigration. It is designed to make 100% slaves
out of all except the Elite. WAKE UP!!
BALL

AND

CHAIN

From THE MODESTO BEE, 1O/5/97: [quoting]
Under the guise of “protecting the children”, the
federal government has locked another ball and
chain to the ankle of Joe taxpayer.
Recent
legislation requires that complete personal histories
of all persons landing new jobs be entered in the
federal computer system. Wage status is to be
reported every two months. This information is to
be available to the FBI, IRS, law enforcement
agencies, etc., ad nauseam.
Ostensibly this tyranny is to aid in locating child
support fugitives. If and when violators are located,
do you suppose agents will break down their doors
and drag them out at gun point? Wherever he is ,
George Orwell must be muttering, “I told you so!”
[End quoting]
Excuses, excuses-all to accomplish the same
purpose of enforced 100% slavery.
Always, always -the Elite cause the problem
and come up with the solutions that remove more
and more freedoms. They very seldom fail.
When are we going to wake up and look at the
big picture of all situations instead of the minute
details that sound good?
Until we start
understanding that the Elite are never out to help
anybody except themselves and their buddies-and
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even then they eventually turn on anyone that gets
in their way-we
will never restore our freedom!

CDC: WHOOPING-COUGH
VACCINE
MAY
WEAR

OFF

From UNKNOWN, newspaper clip 10/97:
[quoting]
Health officials are warning that the whoopingcough vaccine doesn’t last a lifetime-as
an
outbreak in Vermont demonstrated last year.
The outbreak had 290 people hacking, almost
half of them teenagers,
“The vaccine is highly effective for early
childhood years, but it may wane over time,” Dr.
Dalya Guris, an epidemiologist with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, said Thursday.
Five doses of whooping-cough vaccine by age 7
are recommended for maximum protection. After
that, no booster shots or catch-up vaccines have
been approved in the United States. [End quoting]
The Elite won’t let up on their desire to get their
vaccines into you on a very regular basis. Just
think, 5 times in the first 7 years for just the
whopping-cough vaccine alone. The poor child is
going to think he was born just to punch needles
into, since they won’t know that they are, usually,
slow death and illness shots.
WARTS

AND

ALL

A leading
opinion researcher
takes a hard look at what’s wrong
with his profession

From THE WASHINGTON POST, 1O/13/97:
[quoting]
Harry W. O’Neill is a treasure.
He’s a
pollster’s pollster, and one of the most fair-minded,
thoughtful and candid critics of his profession. He’s
also wickedly funny, louder than most, and anything
but shy. All of those qualities were on display in
abundance when O’Neill addressed the New York
chapter of the American Association for Public
Opinion Research at the Media Studies Center in
Manhattan last June.
The occasion was an occasion: O’Neill, the vice
chairman of the Roper Division of Roper Starch
Worldwide, was being honored with the chapter’s
1997 outstanding achievement award. Harry, of
course, was Harry. He used the event to ask the
assembled survey researchers to look at “our
warts”; those troublesome aspects of polling that we
pollsters
too often look away from, if we
acknowledge them at all.
“I do not mean to be a nattering nabob of
negativism, but rather to be a constructive conveyor
of criticism. So here goes-10 warts,” he said in a
speech that has just now been printed and is
available from the Media Studies Center.
Among the warts O’Neill sees on this
“honorable and rewarding profession”:
*Opinion polls have given respectability
to
uninformed opinion. “We ask people about every

conceivable
issue and dutifully record their
responses -whether or not they have ever heard
about the issue or given it any thought prior to our
interview bringing it to their attention.” Better, he
correctly argues, if we asked respondents whether
they were aware of the issue and then ask further
questions only of those with some awareness. “But
this, of course, takes time and money, both of which
often are in short supply,” he says.
*We have learned too well to be advocates
rather than objective researchers.
Here O’Neill
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sDeaks directlv to his colleaaues in the commercial
iorld.
“it is iempting to se&e our clients or their
particular causes too well,” he says. Questions
asked for paying clients often produce the results
that the client sought (funny how that happens). It
helps get repeat business, O’Neill says, but it’s
dishonest research.
+ We mislead rhe public.
“We must insure
that . . *public research is open and direct, clearly
understandable, free of exaggerations, distortions
and unsupported conclusions,” he says. The survey
results must not be overinterpreted, a mistake that
both media and commercial pollsters too often
make. O’Neill also wonders whether we mislead
rather than inform the public when we dutifully
report margin of sampling error, in the process
creating “the aura of an exact science and, I suspect,
leading the public to a false impression of a survey’s
soundness”.
*We impose on the public.
“We do this in
several ways- apart from calling at dinner or
during some more intimate moment-for
example,
by the sheer amount of research being conducted, by
incomprehensible questions and by unconscionably
long interviews,” he says. One of the examples he
offers is a thoroughly
wonkish and utterly
unfathomable
126-word question that President
Clinton’s first pollster, Stanley Greenberg, asked in
1993 about the energy tax. “What do you think the
effect of such drivel is on our image?” O’Neill asks.
l We too
often allow
our romance
with
technology
to overshadow
the art of asking
questions.
Forget (sort of) computer skills: The

things that O’Neill seeks first in a job applicant are
analytic and writing abilities. Technical skills are
important, and familiarity with advanced statistics
is helpful.
But he says they create their own
problems, such as the “temptation to believe that
putting your data through some fancy computer
model will uroduce the best solution to the problem
under stud;. . . I know of no computer progiam that
will transform data from an inept questionnaire into
a meaningful report.”
*We misuse and overuse focus groups. “Any
idiot can sit around a table and talk to people,”
O’Neill says. But focus groups are much cheaper
than quantitative studies. Little wonder, then, that
they’re so popular with clients and with the media.
(After all, isn’t that what reporters
have
traditionally
done: talked to people and drawn
conclusions
from those conversations?)
The
problem is that focus groups may come to be viewed
as replacements for random sample surveys, and not
as complements to a poll. O’Neill tells this little
cautionary tale about focus groups: “When the
Taurus automobile was first tested in focus groups
it bombed. People called it a ‘jelly bean’. The
Edsel, however, was a focus group success. I
strongly recommend.that
yoli don’t forget that,
either.”
*We are not as concerned
as we should be
about refusal rates.
“We are losing a precious
resource-our
respondents. We have learned well
how to more effectively disturb more people at an
inconvenient time-and them blame them for being
uncooperative-and
we have learned how to bore
them unmercifully and insult their intelligence when
they do cooperate,”
he says. (In fact, one of
polling’s dirty little secrets is that response rate of
most, if not all, media polls is below 40 percent, if
figured strictly, and not somewhere between 50 and
60 percent as we are so quick to say when asked.)
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comfortably in our offices, it’s easy to forget the
interviewer-particulaly
since, as is too often the
case today, researchers
have never had the
experience. They want to go from Harvard to vice
president, skipping a few important and instructive
steps in between.”
(Well, I agree with most of that: I personally
learned more about the sources of non-sampling
survey error working as an interviewer at the
University of Michigan than in my survey methods
classes. I vividly recall laughing with respondents
over bad questions, inadvertently skipping questions
and waiting patiently as respondents groped to
answer a question that they clearly had thought
nothing about.)
O’Neill describes two other warts, directed
toward his commercial colleagues. He criticizes the
tendency of researchers to call themselves suppliers
or vendors, as if they were distributing beer. And he
complains that the lowest-bid mentality is producing
bad research, albeit at a good price.
O’Neill ends by noting that he may have
“engaged in some exaggeration to make a point”.
But not much, he quickly adds: “I believe they are
all serious and all occur-and
we all, including
myself and my company, could do more to prevent
their occurrence. I strongly encourage all of us to
do so.”
Amen. [End quoting]
Finally, they tell us the real truth about their
pollings being as unreal as we always suspicioned
them to be. Afterall, how many of you have ever
had a voice in them? The whole purpose of these
polls is to guide your thinking by making you think
that most people think the way the polls say they do.
Naturally, you don’t want to be the odd-ball-or do
you?? The majority are more often wrong than
right. If this were not so, the world wouldn’t be on
the precipice of a major disaster.
IRS

TO HOLD
FIRST
SEMINAR
TO AID TAXPAYERS

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
11/12/97: [quoting]
The Internal Revenue Service will begin its most
visible response to taxpayer complaints-“problemsolving days”- starting Saturday in 33 cities,
including Los Angeles. The tax agency hopes to
handle at least some problems on the spot and send
a message of a new commitment
to personal
attention.
Residents can get the ear of IRS employees and
talk about their lingering and unresolved tax
problems, which could range from unresolved bills
to errors with payments or IRS collection tactics.
“Having a national day, it’s almost the
equivalent of a military stand down,” said Phil
Brand, a former IRS chief compliance officer now
at the accounting firm KPMG Peat Marwick. “I
think it has a chance ofbeing almost a seminal event
for the service.”
Deputy Treasury Secretary Lawrence H.
Summers agreed that beyond tackling taxpayer
problems head-on, the sessions carry symbolic
weight.
“Over time, problem-solving days and steps like
it, (such as) strengthening the taxpayer advocate,
will create an IRS with a different culture,”
Summers said in an interview Tuesday.
The problem-solving days also allow the agency
to present itself in a more positive light, particularly
*We don ‘t pay enough attention
to our after Senate hearings into alleged IRS abuses in
interviewers.
God bless our interviewers-even
if September.
“This is our chance to show what we can do and
we innore them. O’Neill savs. “Sitting back
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to tell our own story,” said Ellen Murphy, the IRS
assistant director in Dallas.
Nationwide, the IRS has received 1,600 calls
from taxpayers inquiring about the problem-solving
said Summers,
who oversees
the
days,
administration’s efforts to overhaul the IRS. The
IRS urges people to make appointments before
Saturday so it can research cases beforehand.
“One of the very encouraging things is with
many of the calls, there wasn’t a need to schedule an
appointment because it was possible to work out the
problem right then and there,” Summers said. Those
without appointments won’t be turned away.
The IRS plans to hold Saturday problem-solving
days each month in different cities in each of the 33
IRS districts. Senior managers in those districts,
including the local “taxpayer advocates”, will be on
hand. Some districts will have private accountants
or enrolled agents on hand to offer free taxpayer
assistance.
The idea was part
of the Clinton
administration’s
response to the Senate Finance
Committee oversight hearings into IRS mishandling
of taxpayer cases. At those hearings, IRS agents
hidden behind screens leveled allegations
of
unethical collection practices and abuse of lowerincome taxpayers least able to defend themselves.
The revelations led the acting IRS commissioner
to issue an unusual public apology. The hearings
also inspired the House last week to pass a bill to
make the biggest restructuring at the IRS in 45
years.
*
And the White House, sensing a wave of anti-tax
sentiment, is considering injecting a tax overhaul
initiative into the State of the Union address next
year. Democratic pollster Mark Penn is surveying
voters on the issue for the White House, two
administration officials said Tuesday, speaking on
condition of anonymity. [End quoting]
I heard on CNN HEADLINE NEWS that the
burden of proof is still on the taxpayer unless you
get into a court session, and then only if you have
answered their questions
and delivered &l
paperwork that they have asked for. What do you
think the odds are that you’ll be able to conform to
their rules?? One lost paper, or if you don’t have
it-forget
it!!
Don’t ever expect the Mafia, gangster IRS and
Clinton to give up their stranglehold on you until
you throw them out of office! They’ll keep throwing
you what you think is a big win and it’ll only put
you into a bigger hole!
ULTRAREALISTIC

HOLOGRAMS

From POPULAR
MECHANICS magazine,
Dec. 1997: [quoting]
A new photopolymer film promises to make
holograms look brighter and more realistic.
Holograms recreate realistic 3D images, but
only if they are shown in sunlight or clear
incandescent light and seen from a narrow viewing
angle. Less than perfect conditions produce unclear
images.
At a recent holography conference at Lake
Forest College, holography experts from around the
world showed off early examples of their work using
a photopolymer film manufactured by DuPont.
“The hologram film is as clear as glass, with
only the image to be viewed and nothing else,” said
Dr. Tung Jeong, a Lake Forest physics and
hologram pioneer critiquing the new material.
“There is no film grain or hazy backgrotind.”
Early applications for the new material will
include security seals, promotion materials and
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computerscreens.
[End quoting]
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PARTS
GROW
THEIR
OWN CONNECTIONS
From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine, Dec.
1997: [quoting]
Many designers believe electronic devices could be
made smaller if there was a more efficient way to wire
components.
Chemists at Drexel University may have found the
solution. They placed copper particles- similar to
copper connectors-in
a water-based solution and
applied an electric field. The contacts sprouted wires
and, minutes later, “grew” in a direction determined by
the field’s shape. The wires also were finer than any
that could be attached using conventional technology.
Researchers hope the new wiring technique will
make it possible to create 3D circuit boards that are
both smaller and more efficient than conventional
multilayer circuit boards.
[End quoting]
The above two articles are about more wonderful
technologies, but will the Elite allow them to be put to
use for the good of mankind?

immediately passed us through.’ Dragging our.duffel
bags to the Sofia bus.. I glanced back at the man whose
words had held such power.
After a two-hour ride we arrived in Sofia. The
other passengers dispersed, leaving only us and our
bags. A driver approached us. “Taxi?” he asked,
quoting an exorbitant fee. What if he tried to charge
even more, or steal our valuable cargo? I looked at
Stephen. We were both thinking of the twins. What
hoice do we have but to get in the Qxj?
Suddenly the man who had assisted us in Plovdiv
was at our side, although he had not been with us on the
bus. He proceeded to negotiate an honest fare from a
couple of taxi drivers. We divided the baggage, and
Stephen rode in one cab, our guide and I in the other.
“What do you do in Bulgaria?” I finally asked. “I
work with the government,” he said. “My name is
Chrjstos.”
At the hotel our newfound friend wished us well
and then walked off into the foggy night. The trials of
our trip were over. A few days later we were home with
our twins, thanks to our mysterious man in Bulgaria.
[End quoting]
I venture to say, there isn’t much mystery in your
minds about who this man was.
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few ounces could kill millions sits in steel containers
among the corn and soybean fields of western Indiana
while the Army works on a plan to destroy it. Officials
planned to open the Indiana site to the media today for
the first time in four years so reporters could attend a
briefing on the military’s progress and photograph the
one-ton cylinders of VX nerve agent.
The military doesn’t expect to destroy any of the
1,269 tons of the lethal chemical weapon in Indiana
until the fall of 2003, because the Army must still finish
a required report on how the process may affect the
envjromat.

At the same time, the Army is preparing to search
for companies capable of building a disposal facility at
the Newport Chemical Depot 32 miles north of Terre
Haute.
“We are preparing the package to go out for
proposals for companies to bid on the facility, and were
working with a team comprised of state and federal
regulators to write the permit applications required
under environmental laws,” said Mickey Morales, a
spokeswoman for the Army in Aberdeen, Md. where
deadly Mustard agent is stored.
VX is 10 times as lethal as the nerve gas Sarin used
in a deadly attack in a Tokyo subway that killed 12 and
injured 5,000 in 1995. The agent can be inhaled or
1
absorbed in the skin and causes death by paralysis.
OUR MYSTERIOUS
MAN
WEAPONS
DEPOT
FOR BRIEFING
VX, which has the appearance and consistency of
IN BULGARIA
mineral oil was developed in 1952 and produced in
From
e-mail
from
Carlson western Indiana during the 1960s as a Cold War
Angie
His English was perfect.
Qngie@connectnet.com>: [quoting]
deterrent. It has never been used in combat but is listed
So was his timing.
Reply to: John Stark: Received this from a friend in the Guinness Book Of Records as the deadliest
in Indiana! Feel free to send to other lists, etc.
substance known. [End quoting]
From ANGELS ON EARTH, MaylApr. 1997,
Army Plans To Open Chemical Weapons Depot
This article was mentioned in Commander
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 105 12: For Briefing (from AP) NEWPORT, IN.
Hatonn’s writing of 1 l/19/97 and was on our
[quoting]
Some 1,269 tons of an oily nerve agent so lethal a Telephone HotLine during the week. &
Stephen and I held hands as the plane took off from
Frankfurt, Germany, and headed east. We had left the
world we knew far behind that January day in 1992,
My husband and I had boarded this antiquated
Russian-made aircraft en route to Sofia, Bulgaria,
where we planned to adopt 13-month-old twin girls.
Although we knew them only from photographs, we
had already grown to love them. Now, after four long
months, we were close to fulfilling our dream.
Fog shrouded Sofia as we approached the city. The
pilot announced we would land in the small town of
Plovdiv instead, 130 kilometers from Sofia, far from
the hotel where representatives of the adoption agency
Donations
to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
were expecting us. Stephen saw the flash of worry
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
noted.
cross my face and squeezed my arm.
Postage is included in tape prices.
The chaotic Plovdiv airport did nothing to ease my
Please send check or money order to: TtfE
WORD, P.O. Box 1498, Tehachapi,
anxiety. Hundreds of cigarette-puffing Bulgarians
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa,
pushed their way toward two overworked customs
Discover or Master Card.
agents. We struggled to find a place in line. Everything
If you desire to automaticallyreceive
tapes from future meetings, please send
seemed to be going against us: the language, the
at least a $50 donation
from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to
locale-and our luggage. Along with a small suitcase,
notify you as your balance reaches zero.
we were carrying 11 large duffel bags full of medical
supplies donated for the other children at the
Special Order tapes are noted by * and are not automatically
sent.
orphanage. I looked around frantically, praying for
The following
is a partial
list of older items but including
all of the most
some kind of help.
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and
And there he was. He would have stood our
mentioning
if the meeting
has a special focus:
anywhere, this handsome man, well dressed and
8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) & 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander
carrying an expensive briefcase. He motioned to us.
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke;
“This is your place in line,” he said in perfect English.
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) jUDCEMENT’DAY-I 995, a dramatization;
“Here, in front of me.” We happily complied.
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada;
We had been told by the U.S. Embassy that visas
1 l/2/96
(3); 1 l/24/96
(2);12/8/96(2)
;12/29/96(2);
weren’t necessary to enter Bulgaria, but the customs
2/l g/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2)
Little Crow tape;
agent demanded to see them. Bulgaria’s government
3/3-4/97(8)
Eustace Mullins & Cort Christie; 3/l O/97(2) David Miller Tapes;
was in transition; the laws sometimes changed
3/l 6/97(S) Farrakhan Speech; 4/2/97(l)
Cult Media Blitz;
overnight. We showed the agent our passports, and he
shook his head. Had we come this close only to have
4/6/97(2); 4/7/97(2) EXUU Interview; 4/8/97(2) Channel 29 Interview;
to return without our girls?
4/l 3/97(3) David Icke; 6/l /97(2); 6/22/97(2);7/20/97(2);
8/l 5/97(3)*Corporation
Lecture ;
Then the well-dressed gentleman stepped forward
8/l 6/97 to 8/l g/97(1 1) New Year Celebration meeting; g/21/97( 1); 1O/l g/97(2); 1 1/g/97(3).
and spoke a few words in Bulgarian. The agent
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The Final Time
Has Come
PART

V OF A SERIES

Editor s note: For those ofyou who may be new
to our readership, meet Gary L. Wean: he entered
the Los Angeles Police Department Academy in
1946, after making a number of distinguishing
contributions
in World War II. Along the road of a
brilliant police career, he eventually became Chief
Investigator
for the Ventura County Public
Defender
Office.
Gary had contributed
many
articles to CONTACT, but none created a bigger
stir than our Front Page for our 9/6/94 issue, when
he wrote the definitive story called, “0. J. Simpson
Frame-Up:
Jewish Mafia Conspiracy
For Race
Riots & Revolution”
which we have, by popular
demand, been pressured to reprint on several later
occasions.
The following
is Part V of a new Series from
Gary which began in the 10/28/97
issue of
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GARY WEAN

In Ventura County the Mongol Jews have
completely taken over the judicial system and
replaced it with their Mishna (Jew law).
The head Jew of the California State Appellate
Court (three counties, Ventura, Santa Barbara and
San Luis Obispo) is Hymie Blitzberg, aka Steven
Stone. You cannot identify a Mongol Jew by his
name only-they have switched to English, Irish and
Scottish names. District Attorney Michael Bradbury
and County Counsel James McBride are Mongol
Jews closely associated
with the top cocaine
smuggler, Federal Judge Harry Pregerson. They
have covered up for Pregerson’s main Ventura
County Cocaine distributors,
Martin V. (Bud)
Smith, Federal Commissioner Ben Nordman (Bank
of A. Levy), his law partner Superior Court Judge
Jerome Berenson, and lawyer-banker
Stanley
Cohen.
These people actually
own the County
Courthouse through their Ventura County Public
Facilities Corporation. For’ handling the corrupt,
illegal operations
from the very beginning,
McBride’s payoff was a huge block of the Ventura
County Public Facility Corp. bonds along with the
block that the Mongol Jew judges got. These
gangsters have stolen over 2 billion dollars from
Ventura County property taxpayers over the last 25
years, and the people can get it back, every bit of it.
Lawyer George Benz, an elite Mongol Jew spy,
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writes secret reports on the other county lawyers
and their clients and turns them over to the FBI and
ADL. Judge Hymie Blitzberg (aka Steven Stone)
from eastern Russia is a high-level cocaine dealer
under Federal Appeal Court Judge Harry Pregerson.
Hymie is one of his own best customers. Snorting
huge amounts of his own products up his nose,
Blitzberg and his judicial associates have ‘joyful
coke’ parties right in their chambers. This is when
they make their most momentous judicial rulings.
As District Attorney Michael Bradbury was
sending one of his Dep. D.A.s, Jay Johnson, on
investigations
out of the county, during these
convenient periods Bradbury and Jay’s wife Mindy
Johnson, also a Dep. D.A., were conducting a torrid
sex-affair. As near as can be determined, under the
Talmud (Mishna,
Jew Law), they were not
committing adultery; whether this was just an
obscene act and not adultery is not knownhowever, Judge Mindy Johnson had Bradbury’s
child in sin. As punishment for her sins, Judge
Mindy should hustle her off-spring down to the
biologist to see if her child has inherited Bradbury’s
deadly, racial identifying colon-cancer gene. Why
an innocent child should be punished is hard to
understand.
Maybe Rabbi Michael Berk at the
Temple Beth Torah in Ventura can explain. Perhaps
he could start with the Talmud’s Mishna (Jew law)
in (Book) Sotah. 26b (this is a mind boggler for a
Christian), “A man or a woman does not commit
adultery in a sexual connection with an animal
because that is merely an obscene act and not
adultery.” And “did the All Merciful prohibit a wife
to her husband for an obscene act? No, she would
not be prohibited to her husband for such an act.” It
is a question, did Jay Johnson leave town knowingly
and willingly at Michael Bradbury’s orders???
This formulates one great big question-why
should innocent children suffer for the insanities of
adults-why
is pederasty (sodomy) of young boys
and sex with young girls under the age of three years
allowed in this country-well,
it is allowed in the
Mishna (The Jew law), and we are now controlled
by the Mongol Jew judges and shyster lawyers who
dominate our judicial system.
Does this indicate why the murder investigation
of the little girl, JonBenet Ramsey is being
sabotaged, because the Mongol Jew law is in effect?
Do they really feel that the murderous sexual attack
on the little girl was legal and the killer broke no law
(refer to just a few of the Talmud laws herein
recorded)? After all these months of investigation
since the sex-murder of this little girl, it’s obvious
someone is interfering.
And here it comes, the schizophrenic, raging
frenzy of the Mishna (the & law). The District
Attorney of Boulder County, Colorado, Alex
Hunter; his Dep. William Wise; a shyster lawyer
William Gray; and JonBenet’s parents the Ramsey’s
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are all tied in together in Jew-law operations,
million dollar bankruptcies, loan company frauds
with government agencies involvements, real estate
manipulations and child molestings and murders.
Shyster William Gray and D.A. Alex Hunter
collaborated in sabotaging the murder trial of a man
for the sexual beating to death of a little three-yearold boy. The killer only got a few years in jail.
You can follow this trail right to the highest
politicians
in the land: Neil Bush, Chairman,
Silverado S&L; Michael Wise, Pres., Silverado
S&L; James Metz, Chairman, Silverado S&L;
Andrew Cuomo; Federica Peiia; and U.S. President
George Bush; then you will understand the power
behind the cover-up of this little girl’s sex-murder.
Read my book, There’s a Fish in the
Courthouse.
Ventura County Dist. Atty. Michael
Bradbury and the whore Judge Mindy Johnson
sabotaged the case of a pederast who molested little
girls. Judge Mindy Johnson, while having a sex
orgasm on the bench, released this convicted ‘sicko’
and stated, “This defendant is just ~0 charming and
so manipulative that it would be difficult to convict
him. Case Is Dismissed.” And whoremaster Dist.
Atty. Michael Bradbury refused to refile the charges
against this dangerous, schizophrenic child molester
and budding sex murderer of children.
This brings us down to the bare, hard facts:
Christian’s law or Jew Mishna law; who is running
this country??
News reporter Steve Chawkins, who bills
himself as a Star Columnist for the Oxnard Star of
David news rag, wrote column after column
denigrating and blasting me and my book, There 5 a
Fish in the Courthouse. One thing got to Chawkins
real bad. In my book I had exposed the Jew Crime
Family. The Sicilians call their crime family the
Mafia The Jews call their crime family the
Mishpucka. Chawkins went to his mother who is
from east Russia and speaks Yiddish, and she told
him, “Yes son, there h a Jew crime family; in
Yiddish it is spelled Mishnocka. This is verification
right from the ‘Yiddish dialect’ that there is a Jew
crime family. Very few Jews still speak Yiddish
except those from the area of Kazyr in northern
Mongolia. Now, Steve Chawkins should go back to
his mother and ask her about the Yiddish word Jew.
She will explain that it is the name of Juda that the
Mongols corrupted to their word Jew in the Centurv
700 A.D. when they converted to Talmud Judaism.
Steve Chawkins should also make a quick trip to
his doctor to check his Mongol gene to see if it has
been mutated. Out of deep concern and compassion
for the rest of his Mongol Jew associates at the
newspaper, the Beth Torah, the United Methodist
Church, shyster James Reach, and those Oxnard
librarians, Chawkins should tip them off to have their
special genes checked.
The evil Mongol & shyster Stanley Cohen’s
identifying gene was mutated, and very swiftly he
was gone. And don’t forget that, when a Jew dies, he
is dead; there is no hereafter like there is for the
faithful followers of Christ.
I have written it many times; it is a rule that
cannot be bypassed; to do so is fatal; you must know
who your enemv is. They must be identified, each
and every one of them down to the very last one
before you can fight back. God has identified the
frontline enemy for you, the so-called Ashkenazi
Mongol Jew; they cannot disguise their DNA, their
special gene. It is a colon-cancer gene that God can
mutate at any time. Also a ‘frontline’ enemy is the
so-called Sephardic Pharisee Jew; thesetare the real
Christ Killers.
Then there is the ‘hidden-line’ enemy; this is the
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insidious non-Jews who secretly made the decision
to become a Mongolian Candidate. They are the
Christians and Muslims who accept the rabbis’ gold
and commit treason against America and its people.
Do not confuse them with the Hollywood scenario
of the Manchurian Candidate who suffered cruel
physical and mental tortures to induce a forced mind
control.
These Christian and Muslim traitors became
Mongolian Candidates of their own free will,
activated out of pure greed alone. They do exactly
what the Mongol Jews tell them to do, no matter how
vile or horrible a criminal act they command.
There is ReDentance; that is up to God whether
he will allow these treacherous, cowardly persons to
repent in good faith and return to Christianism.
Personally, I feel that most of them have already
committed such evil, blasphemous criminal and
immoral
acts that not even God in all his
benevolence
can forgive. And there are the
unrepentant Mongolian Candidates who refuse to
give up the gold and political power the Mongolian
Jews have given them under any circumstances.
We have all these enemies against us; we know
who the Mongol Jews and the Pharisee Jews are.
That leaves the Mongolian Candidates, the corrupt
Christian politicians, judges, and most dangerous:
the Christian clergy who have been preaching their
evil lies to their congregations. They are the ones the
people have trusted to give them God’s Word.
For the Mongol Jews’ gold, the pastors,
reverends and priests, etc., have preached the
blasphemy of Judeo-Christian dogma at the tops of
their voices, “Mary is a whore and Jesus is a Jew (a
Mongolian) and the Mongol Jews are God’s Chosen
People.”
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Some of these top, most notable Christian
betrayers are Pat Robertson, Oral Roberts, Robert
Schuller, Jerry Falwell and Ed McAteer, etc., etc.
The gold and power these detestable traitors have
accepted from the Mongol Jews to betray God and
Jesus and deny their word to the people are
astronomical.
Will these demagogues stand up on their pulpits
and repent to God fot all loyal Christians to hear?
Will they confess and ask God’s forgiveness for
their vicious lies that Mary was a whore, that Jesus
was a Jew Mongolian and not the Son of God, and
that the Mongol Jews are God’s Chosen People?
Are these deniers of God and Jesus so hooked on
the Mongol Jews’ gold that they are unrepentant and
choose to remain in Satan’s mold? If they choose
this course, then they are our enemies and are to be
shunned by all loyal Christians.
One of Oregon’s U.S. Senators is Ron Wyden. It
has come to the attention of Oregon’s voters that,
when sworn into office, Wyden had demanded that
he take his oath with his hand on the Talmud, the
Judaistic cult law of the Mongolian Jews. The
Talmud is the Mishna, the Pharisee and Mongol Jew
law that all Jews must follow and obey.
Phone calls were made to Wyden’s office and
questions
were asked, such as, who was the
government official who swore you in? Who else
was present at this fraudulent oath-taking? When
and where did it take place?
Wyden’s staff members refused to answer and
Wyden would not return the calls.
A question arises, is Ron Wyden a U.S. Senator
with full authority to act in that capacity, or is every
official act he has conducted null and void? Can
newly elected Senators take their oath on the Sears

A treasonous judiciary...
a secret Black Robe Cabal...
so Powerful, so evil, they make
the Black Hand Mafia look like
kindergarteners!
1

Pane

and Roebuck catalogue or a roll of toilet paper if
they chose? Should the other 99 Senators remo+e
Wyden immediately and replace him?
Not only has Ron Wyden been identified by God
with his special Mongolian Jew gene, but he suffers
from another Mongol Jew affliction,
severe
schizophrenia. His father and brother also have this
devastating
mental sickness. Mongolian Jews
schizophrenics hold bizarre paranoias, delusional
thinking and weird hallucinations
which create
murderous patterns, all of which they blame
Christians for.
About now the Mongol Jews are shrieking in
their synagogues, foaming at the mouth; they scream
at me, “racist,
anti-Semitic,
persecution,
discrimination” and every other damnable thing
their sick minds can come up with-but
do I
persecute them any more than they persecute me??
I level specific charges against them backed by
evidence and facts. All they do is scream lies
against me and refuse to allow me to go to a U.S.
Constitutional Court before a jury to resolve the
issue. With their absolute judicial power, they
simply dismiss me.
I cannot even write a ‘letter to the Editor’
refuting their lies. With their absolute media power
they simply refuse to print it.
Again I ask, Who is persecuting whom? Read in
my book, There k a Fish in the Courthouse, in 1987
I went to the entire U.S. Senate and presented facts
and evidence of the crimes committed against
America and its people. Read what they did, and in
my book there is a list of each and every U.S.
Senator who committed the cover-up. Most of these
crooks are still in office. You can watch them on
CNN, the Mongol TV, still covering up all their
crimes against the American people in their
Congressional hearings ten years later.
The U.S. Congress has financed and built Jew
synagogues in foreign countries all over the world
with U.S. taxpayers’ hard earned money. All the Jew
Senators, Wyden, Metzenbaum, Cohen, Leiberman,
Specter, Schumer, Boxer, Feinstein, Levin, etc.,
etc., were behind this fraud, and the Mongolian
Candidate Senators eagerly rubber-stamped it.
And there are the Patsies. The Mongol Jews love
that old, evil Pharisee Judaist strategy where Aaron
put all the sins of the Pharisees on the head of a goat
and turned it loose on the World. This is what the
lews sic on the Christians.
It is known as a
scapegoat or a Patsv and is evilly designed to blame
someone else and take the heat off themselves. The
Mongol Jews take meticulous pains to set up a Patsy
for every one of their wicked conspiracies. This is
3ne of the tip-offs to look for when investigating. It
is a fetish with them, their Modus Operandi that you
can always count on; like clockwork, it is always
there.
One of the Jews’ latest Patsv set-ups is the
‘Papparazzis’ and the ‘Alcoholic Driver’. Princess
Diana and the wealthy Arab were a combination the
Mongol Jews were scared to death of and feared it
would gel against them. They hated the situation and
determined that it &
be removed.
But as I said in my book, evil people eventually
get caught in the act. Right after the deaths of
Princess Diana and the Arab, Prime Minister
Netanyahu was caught smack in the act of another
frenzied, murderous conspiracy. Two of his Mongol
Jew thugs were captured attempting to assassinate
their Arab victim in another country. It brought
about international revealment of their bloody sect
of Mongolian Jew fanatical killers.
Netanyahu has been operating under the advice
of his close Mongol Jew associate-now
get this,
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Since the end of’WWI;the h&ngol.&‘had
Nefar@ahu’s accomplice Arthur Finkelstein-calls
already been done, and.ver$ cleve&~dbbert Rubin
himself.an Americ&.Jew.
Arthur Finkelstein, a, moved in and usurped the governments of everv and Alan Greenspan use our own money to finance
direct descendant of ‘Evil-Eye Finkelstein” (aka country in Europe, except that in Spain and our destruction.
Finkel), and Netanyahu were’getting ready to put an Portugal, the Sephardic, Pharisee Jews (the &
Willie Clinton refuses to reveal any of his
Evil-Eye
Whammy on the World with this Christ killers) controlled the government and banks medical records so it is unknown if he is a
assassination,
but it back-fired on them, ‘Big- since arriving shortly after they perpetrated the Mongolian
Jew or a treasonous
Mongolian
Crucifixion.
Time’.
Candidate.
In France, the Vichy government had passed
Patsies: In the assassination of Pres. John F.
President Clinton by appointment has filled
Kennedy, even the U.S. Senators admit that the strong measures, the law of October 3. 1940. It every crevice in government with a Mongol Jew. and
[Warren] Special Commission’s final decision of the barred the oppressive Jews from elected office, and now has sent Felix Rohatyn to France as U.S.
‘Single Bullet’ was a fabrication to fool the people. from responsible positions in France’s civil service Ambassador. Rohatyn is a billionaire Wall Street
So even the most unenlightened know that Lee and judiciary where the Jews had been conducting operator with an outfit called Lazard Freres and is
Harvey Oswald was a Patsv. The entire operation horrendous corruptions. They were removed from tighter with Rubin and Greenspan than three homos
was set up by Menachem Begin, a terrorist, bomber the armed forces where they had diligently
in a San Francisco bathhouse.
and from
In 1987 I gave the U.S. Senators information
and killer, in a conspiracy
with Los Angeles undermined the military institutions,
gangster Mickey Cohen and Federal Judge Harry public school teaching and culturally influential and evidence of Rohatyn’s corruption. Prior to that,
Pregerson,
all Mongol
Jews. The entire jobs such as newspaper editors, directing movies on October 15. 1982 Pres. Ronald Reagan, the
assassination
was plotted and controlled from and radio programs where their vicious propaganda Great Free Enterprise man from Hollywood, had
Hollywood
and Oxnard, California.
There is machine of chaos and destruction had become signed the Garn-St. Germain bill that deregulated
propaganda that a corporation called Permindex and unbearable.
the S&L and loan institutions. This opened the
Terrified at their losing control, Mongol Jews floodgate, turning a horde of savage Mongol Jews
the Mossad, aided by the CIA, carried out the
‘anti-Semitism,
persecution
and loose to rip and tear like ravaging sharks feeding on
assassination,
but that is not true. It was a shrieked
Mishpucka (Jew Crime Family) operation from discrimination like unearthly banshees; they could the carcass of America.
Scum bag Jews like Michael Milken, Ivan
beginning to end, and the Mafia (Sicilian Crime be heard all over the world. The French and
Germans were hitting the Jews a mighty blow right Boesky and Felix Rohatyn stole more than $500
Family) had no hand in it.
Sirhan Sirhan, the alleged killer of Robert where it hurt; without those controlling jobs, they billion, more like a trillion, that American taxpayers
had no more power than the Christians they were have to pay for. When the gangsters began to get
Kennedy, was a Patsy.
All the evidence is not yet in, but we will all beating to death had. Hollywood Mongolian lew arrested and indicted at the Stock Market for their
learn before it is over that Timothy McVeigh was a moguls began cranking out propaganda movies frauds, panic struck the Jews because it was
about the poor mistreated Jews and falsely promoted instantly visible to America that all the thieves were
Patsv for the Mongolian Jews.
Now I ask you, all loyal Americans, put on your them as ‘God’s Chosen People’. The American Jews.
The wealthy, influential Felix Rohatyn, scared
thinking caps, think deep, because we are going to Christians lapped it up as they eagerly joined WWII
to death that the honest citizens would revolt against
expose the Mongol Jew Conspiracy
of World to ‘save the Jews’
Approximately 50 million people were killed; the Jews’ depredations,
ran to his buddies the
Control and the secret of their success up until now.
American servicemen were Mongolian Candidate Senators. Appearing before
Their secret is so simple that most of the Christians five-hundred-thousand
killed and-nearly 2 million seriously wounded and their hastily formed Committee, Rohatyn whined
have simply overlooked it.
Adolph Hitler was the Jews’ biggest Patsy of all. crippled to’save these evil plotters and their and shrieked his fears and anguish that, because all
the people caught stealing were Jews. there would be
Just as the Mongol Jews had financed Nicoli Lenin government jobs throughout the world.
Europe was devastated,
cities and towns a vrcious backlash of anti-Semitism against Jews.
in the Russian Revolution, so did they finance
Adolph Hitler, but so did they also arrange for his levelled, but the Mongol Jews came back stronger There were secret meetings of top Stock and Bond
demise. (Lenin was n@ a Patsy; he was a full-blown than ever, and now they have their phony Jews from New York to Hollywood; their feverish
Mongolian Jew idiot.)
topic was, “Great Juda, oy yoy yoy, we can be
‘Holocaust’ to beat the world to death with.
The financing of Hitler was the ‘take-off’ on the
Just before WWII the Mongol Jews, most of ruined if the people realize what we’ve been doing.”
But the Jew gangsters and their Wall Street were
Mongol Jews ‘second biggest hoax’ of all time, the them illegal aliens, were considered to be menacing
enemies of Germany and France and were sent to saved; the Mongolian Candidate Senators had come
so-called ‘Holocaust’.
The Mongol Jews knew the Germans had to be camps. This was in the very same manner that to their rescue and it was covered up. And the
kept beaten-down in poverty, but they had failed to President Franklin D. Roosevelt sent the Japanese in arrogant Jew media spread their defiance to all
accomplish this in the aftermath of the Russian the U.S. to prison camps because he proclaimed Americans, as the Jew TV hucksters and newspaper
Revolution and WWI. Even though starved and them to be a menace to the government.
editor hacks let the Jews know that it was
The Mongol Jews knew that, if they were completely safe to continue their blood-sucking.
deprived of their property and money, the sturdy
Germans were making a come back. The Germans removed from all their government positions of A.M. Rosenthal with the New York Times News
knew the Mongol Jews were stifling them, with their power in Germany and France, it could spread Service wrote, “There is absolutely no need for the
every country in Europe. Such a Jews on Wall Street to feel called upon to explain the
control of the banks, the judiciary, the teachers in throughout
the public schools, elected and appointed political movement and trend causing them to become number of Jews who are involved.”
And Alan Greenspan, the ‘renowned, respected’
jobs, the newspapers and radio; this was the secret politically powerless could utterly destroy their
of their power, control of everything.
&yy economist (according to the Jew media), a paid
carefully laid conspiracy to control the World.
In 1997 we are in the precise predicament that consultant for Lincoln S&L owned by shyster
The Germans were beginning to protest and
forcibly removing the Jews from all these powerful Germany and France suffered in 1939-40. The lawyer Charles Keating, wrote a letter to the
controlling positions they had, usurped. Naturally Mongol Jews in America have infiltrated and seized FHLBB, (Federal Home Loan Bank Board) and
the Mongol Jews screamed racism and anti-Semitic control of the banking and finances, every elected FSLIC (Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
In this letter Greenspan lied and
to high heaven and shrieked the propaganda that office and appointed positions, and responsibility in Corporation).
they were forever being persecuted for no other the civil service, the judiciary, the armed forces, all covered up for the Jews, causing the government
the culturally influential jobs such as teaching in agencies to stall their investigation while the Jews
reason other than they were Jews.
The Jews knew one thing Hitler didn’t realize. public schools, newspaper editors and reporters, the stole another $3 billion dollars before Lincoln was
As world-wise Internationalists, the Jews knew that, television, movie and radio industry. This is the shut down.
This very same Mongol Jew Alan Greenspan is
regardless of the most mighty military machine Jews secret to power; very simple, you just move in
Hitler built, he would still be unable to conquer and and take over everything-and at the moment that is now head of the Federal Reserve Bank, where he
hold Europe because they had America and Britain precisely what they are doing, stealing everything in controls &l of our money, and he and Robert Rubin
manipulate the World with their machinations-of
are eating America alive.
lined up. They would manipulate and bring about sight-they
But just imagine what would happen if America course they have the help of Secretary of State
Hitler’s downfall and the Jews would come back
passed laws to save itself like the German and Vichy Madeleine Albright who just discovered she is a
more powerful than ever.
But at the same time the Germans were governments did in October 1940. The Mongol Jews Mongol Jew and not a Christian.
At th=resent
time there is trouble In Franceremoving the Jews, France also exploded against the would finance our ‘Leader’ Pres. Clinton like they
overwhelming domination by the Jews’ control over did Lenin in Russia and Hitler in Germany and they like 60 years ago, the people are up in arms,
would declare War on the American people. This has nrotestina against the Mongol Jews’ oppression and
the French Government.
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control over their government and banks. And here them alive, and they wanted to stop it.
One of the Mongol Jew lawyers prosecuting
we go again; remember, with the Mongol Jews
everything is connected. To straighten out the Pampon is Amo Klarsfeld; he claims to be a ‘great
French people and Arabs, Pres. Clinton appointed Nazi hunter’. Klarsfeld shrieked at the Judge who
Felix Rohatyn as Ambassador
to France. His allowed the 87-year-old Pampon to remain out of
certification by the Mongolian Candidate Senators jail during the trial because of his flimsy health. A
zipped through with no problem, even though Mongol Jew reporter from the New York Times News
Rohatyn lied right to their faces. Rohatyn claimed Service, Roger Cohen, wrote the slanted article. The
he was a Jew hero of the ‘Holocaust’ and the ‘ovens’ Mongol Jews will not allow any trace of
of death and was a victim of brutal German and disobedience to their power to live; it must be
French torture-an
outrageous lie. Felix Rohatyn destroyed, no matter how long ago it happened. The
was born in Austria and his parents were extremely Christians must look at the Jews’ corruption the
rich (how come so many Jews in Europe were so rich same way.
Prime Minister Netanyahu’s luck and Finkel’s
if they were so constantly persecuted as they claim);
they left Austria for France in 1933. They left ‘Evil-Eye Whammy’ power are disappearing like
France in 1940 before the Germans arrived. They water through a sieve. Another murder has just
went to Brazil and in 1942 they arrived in New occurred that can totally destroy the Mongol Jews
York. Rohatyn’s lies are just more of the Jews’ number one hoax that they are Biblical descendants,
‘God’s Chosen People’ and thus have a claim on
everlasting ‘Holocaust’ crap.
But regardless of how bad the Germans and Palestine and Jerusalem, the Holy City.
In Montgomery County, Maryland, a 17-yearFrench purportedly hated and tortured the Rohatyn
family, they still allowed them to leave Europe with old Jew, Samuel Sheinbein, killed Alfred Tello, a
all their fortune (doesn’t make sense does it?). In nineteen-year-old. Using a power saw, he cut off
New York Felix had a fantastic job waiting for him both arms and both legs; then with propane he
with the Mongol Jews’ financial institute of Lazard burned the body in a vacant garage. The coroner
Freres (not too many American-born Christians get believed the victim was still alive when burhed.
Sheinbein fled to Israel, and the Israeli Mongol Jews
those jobs with the Wall Street Jew operation).
Now we get back to assassinations. In France refuse to hand him over to the Maryland authorities.
This Jew law is the major crux of the entire
the U.S. Ambassador Rohatyn got right down to his
Mongolian
Jew hoax; it could open the door for the
mission-he
blackjacked the French citizens into
submission with America’s might. Soon after light to shine on the whole mess.
Purportedly Israel was created as a refuge for
Rohatyn’s arrival in Paris, Princess Diana and the
wealthy, influential Arab were dead. Prime Minister persecuted Jews and the issue they claim is of
Netanyahu and his buddy ‘Evil-Eye Finkel’, flush citizenship and belonainq. That is the keyword,
with success right after the assassination of the ‘belonging’. It prompts the deciding question, do the
Mongolian Jews belonq in Palestine?? With the
Princess and Arab, then attempted to assassinate
another politically powerful Arab in another foreign knowledge that God has made so perfectly clear to
country. But alas, their luck has run out and they us, the answer is an unequivocal, resounding NO!!
The Mongol Jews claim the ‘Right of Return’ and
were caught in the act.
And now, I know you haven’t forgotten A.M. that is where it falls apart completely, because how
Rosenthal, the Mongol Jew Editorialist with the could the Mongol Jews return when they had never
New York Times who insolently praised the Wall been there in the first place? They are total
Street Jews’ thievery and his brazen-faced, arrogant conspiratorial imposters. The Mongol Jews have
assault against the Christians. Well, Rosenthal is worked the biggest and longest-running scam the
back; with big black editorial ‘headlines’ he praises World has ever known.
Prime Minister Netanyahu and his murdersSamuel Sheinbein is the big question that
remains -is he a genuine Holy Land descendant or
‘ASSASSINATION
JUSTIFIED’.
Rosenthal
claims it’s OK for Jews to murder people they don’t a Mongol Jew?
like. Rosenthal claims to be an American; yes, he
Well, God has handed us the key, and he expects
lives in America, but we have to remember that he us to use it-if we don’t take actions as Christians,
is actually a Mongolian Jew, and they don’t we are denying God and his Son Jesus Christ.
recognize the laws of the country where they reside.
With DNA, the & we have been handed, the
Can you imagine the unholy whining and shrieks of ‘Jew Question’ since Centurv 700 A.D. will unravel
the Jews if a real American reporter exhorted the in its entire sordidness of murder, assassination,
murder of a Jew just because he didn’t like him??? robbery and usury, etc., etc. All the District
But, now, once again the Mongol Jews have a Attorney Robert Dean of Montgomery County,
big problem in France -the
popular Maurice Maryland, has to do is get a DNA report on Sol
Pampon, an 87-year-old French patriot has been ‘set Sheinbein and determine if he is a Mongol Jew_if
up’ by Ambassador
Felix Rohatyn and the he is, so is his son Samuel, and if Samuel is a
financially and politically powerful Mongol Jews. Mongol Jew, he doesn’t ‘belong’, or have the ‘Right
In 1939-40 Pampon was an official of the Vichy to Return’ to Israel and neither do any of the Mongol
Government when they passed the law to remove the Jews
assassination of Prime Minister Rabin was
corrupt, oppressive Mongol Jews from government The
control over their country. Pampon is a living the opening bell of the first round of the Civil War
symbol of this 60-year effort by the French patriots ready to explode in Israel between the Ashkenazi
to ‘take back’ their country. A symbol such as this Mongol Jews and the Sephardic Pharisee Jews. It is
is terribly frightening to the Jews, and they intend to a struggle for power between them.
kill him or put him in solitary prison. The Jews
The word Jew actually has no historical or true
Originally it was nothing more
claim that Pampon sent 1,200 Jews to prison camp, meaning of ansng.
but again, President Roosevelt sent 100,000 than a bastard corruption by the Mongols of the
American Japanese to prison camp, but I guess we word Juda to their pronunciation Jew when they
are supposed to remember that the Jews are the only were converted to Judaism in Centurv 700 A.D.
But for lack of anything better, they will
people who have ever suffered. But in 1939-40 the
Germans and French people knew what was wrong continue to be called Jews. The grief they have
with their countries; the Mongol Jews were eating created in the world is about to be compounded
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beyond belief. Any Civil War and massive
destruction the Jews precipitate in the Middle East
will explode with fury in America-we
will be
drawn inexorably into it, and for the first time since
the U.S. Constitution was enacted, there will be
terrible war, hell on Earth, death, fire and
destruction of our own cities on our own shores.
“In all your dwelling places the cities shall be
laid waste.” Ezektal 6:6
But Jesus has promised those who remain
faithful to him, “Because you have kept my word of
patient endurance, I will keep you from the hour of
trial (Tribulation) which is coming on the whole
world to test the inhabitants of the Earth.” (Rev.
3:10).
In the U.S. there are between 40 & 45 million
Jews- the Jews will scream and deny that for thirty
years the Jewish Defense League has been training
a standing Army of heavily armed Jew Militia that
has no concern for America or its Christian people;
they are trained in warfare to protect Jews only and
to kill everyone in their way.
They are armed and trained to a point that they
would overwhelm and smash within a few days the
local American Militias, who have been so
demoralized and demeaned and infiltrated by Jew
spies that they are not even a house of cards. What
God has cut out for the Christians to do will not be
easy because the Mongol Jews will not give up any
of the loot or power they have stolen without
creating WWIII. With the knowledge and strength
God has given us, it can be done without fire and
destruction and deadly upheaval.
As I am writing this Report to the People,
another serious event occurred in Salem, Oregon. It
involves a Jew teacher at the Sprague High School
and the South Salem High School.
An organization called “Volksfront” allegedly
circulated fliers in Salem, Or., regarding the Jew
subject. In the Portland Oregonian October 19,
1997, their Editorialist branded them as being
“racist fliers”, but for some reason the editor did e
state one word of what the ‘flier’ said except that it
was ‘racist’ by encouraging those interested in the
advancement and survival of the White race in
North America to join Volksfront.
I say alleaedlv circulated by this ‘Volksfront’
organization
because I have no knowledge
personally of this organization or that it even exists.
I have no knowledge of who printed the fliers-1
have not seen one of them and know nothing of what
it says or who distributed them.
But in their editorial the Oregonian quotes a
teacher, “There are a few things that get me to react
and this is one of them. It’s a slap in the face of what
you try to accomplish each day.” But this quoted
teacher.refuses
to state his name. The Jewish
teacher’s home allegedly was targeted with fliers
and the Oregonian newspaper stirs up race riot and
chaos by encouraging the Jew teacher’s neighbors to
plan rallies to discourage White supremacists from
trying to gain a foothold in South Salem. At that
point of the Oregonian b pot-stirring, the neighbors
had no idea of any of the facts or who or what was
behind this incident.
If these neighbors would go back to the Salem
school incident, where the young boys tried to kill
the little girl, and ferret out what and who was
behind that, they would be much further ahead than
letting the Oregonian suck them into race, riot and
chaos.
Salem police Cpl. Jack Janssen said, “There’s
little authorities
can do because the First
Amendment protects the fliers as free speech.”
Janssen leaves it at the point where it sounds
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like a crime occurred and the police are helpless to
investigate the culprits. But what he really means is
that m crime occurred and the police have no
authority to investigate.
This entire incident relates to the French,
‘Pampon’ trial I have just written about and the
‘Jew Question’.
I ask Cpl. Jack Janssen to reveal to the public
that one of first things a policeman has to learn ‘on
the job’ is that there are two sides to every story and
it is his duty to check out both sides before drawing
conclusions or making accusations.
I ask Cpl. Jack Janssen to answer this question
in relation to the Pampon case in WWII. You are a
policeman in Salem, Oregon; President Franklin
Roosevelt issues a Presidential Order declaring the
Japanese people in the U.S. to be a menace to the
country.
Your Superior, the Chief of Police, orders you to
pick up a Japanese person and put him in jail where
he would later be sent to a prison camp. Instead of
obeying the Chief’s order, would you immediately
organize and plan rallies by the Salem people to
remove the Chief of Police and defy the Presidential
Order? And what would happen to you and your job
and your family if you took this course?
Please don’t answer with “Well, these are
different times, things are different now,” or other
such silly nonsense; just state the facts.
Nothing is different, it is the same old problem
that has existed for m
years.
[To be continued.] &
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From Doris Ekker

ComingUpForAir
AndOtherInsights
11/18/97 #l

DORIS EKKER

May I please editorialize a bit? I have only used
up one of my annual “twice permissions” to write on
my own account and thank my beautiful friends for
all the wondrous love and joy they have sent this
year. I am totally filled with laughter at some of the
things which come back to me, like the beautiful
letter that came to “Dirus”. Then, there was a
lovely note about my new name which I had

GOD

apparently affixed to a note. No, it is not a new
name, it is simply that my right hand didn’t know
what my left hand was doing and was on the wrong
typewriter keys.
I chuckled as I recalled an Art Linkletter session
with his little kids saying the damdest things. The
little boy was just turned six and it was only a few
days before Christmas
and the subject got,
somehow, around to race. The boy said he was
Jewish and Art asked him, “How do you know that
you are Jewish?”
Answer, with total logic:
“Because my favorite gum is Jui-cy Fruit.”
Art: “Oh, then do you get a lot of that in your
stocking on Christmas and do you have a Christmas
tree up and ready?” Reply: “Oh sure, because
everybody knows you have to have a tree to grow
packages .”
Art: “Well then, are you a believer in Santa?”
Answer: “No, I’m a Catholicism Protestical.” (!!!)
It makes you wonder, doesn’t it? As humans we
lose sight, totally, of ourselves and our directions as
we hang onto that which is physical and manifest
upon our stages of experience.
I also hang onto that adage that “God Loves
YOU!“, and “you” in first person is “me”, I choose
to believe.

PUT ME ON EARTH
TO ACCOMPLISH
A CERTAIN
NUMBER
OF THINGS.
RIGHT NOW
I AM SO FAR BEHIND
I WILL NEVER DIE,%
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With all this KNOWLEDGE in full-blown
acceptance, I know there will always be a reason, a
logical reason, for everything that comes along as
long as I hold truth, honor and knowing at the head
of my directions and actions.
I don’t have to
complain, nag, bitch and moan over anything. This
doesn ‘t mean, please, that I don ‘t do these things;
it is simply that I don’t have to.
Am I a messenger? Well, in that I type a lot I
suppose the “message” manages to come throughbut no, I do not actually consider myself to be much
of a messenger-just
“a” (among zillions of) little
observers.
HE is the Messenger, and in that
realization I do not have to be perfection to serve
HIM. Every moment of the day and night I try to
always recognize that THE Man said: “I am fhe
way, fhe frufh, and the life. No man comefh unto
the Father but by me.” John 14:6

It took almost a lifetime of foolishness to figure
out what was meant here by that recognition and it
surely makes life a lot easier for me. I marvel that
it takes so long and so much trouble to finally
recognize the point of this journey;
Was this “man”, Jesus-THE WAY? No, that
is not what he said. He said that through the
CHRIST way was the only passage to our Father.
And now, we don’t even REMEMBER the way.
I realize that I can now say, “Except through me
you cannot realize the gifts of The Father.” It has
nothing to do with “me”; it means that except
through the directions, instructions, truth, light and
life can we recognize that we even have gifts. Then
we must reach out beyond ourselves to perfect and
bring to honorable conclusion those gifts as intended
for our return passage unto the Father. [Doris, If18-971
With this statement made, I can only surmise
that I will live long enough and receive enough
guidance to endure and see to it that our mission is
accomplished in spite of everything the adversary
can toss in our faces. Watching and marveling over
“miracles” has NO MEANING; we must create the
miracles for same to have any value, any meaning or
any realization.
Am I now putting myself above others? No, for
I am only ONE of the myriads of speakers,
receivers, holders of gifts great and small, and only
a tiny fragment of the ALL which shall prevail. I
am so grateful to have come to realize my purpose,
my mission,
AND MY RESPONSIBILITY.
Wouldn’t it be fun to come to know just HOW
LONG I have searched and blown it? And, if we
have experienced through the eons of time and
space, why is remembering so elusive? Perhaps it
is because it is not what you were but, rather, what
you ARE that has meaning if there should be a
“will” be.
Without putting down any person or persons
who have come through this way and shared a bit “in
love” with me, I am grateful and hope that I have
offered back some measure of meaning of the term,
“love”. However, to be in love is not the same
things as a soul being ‘IN LOF!??“. I have no way
to offer back unto the One who keeps me WITHIN
LOVE to ever bring more than a pittance back in
return.
One of the first questions always asked of me,
even from such as Shulman of EXTRA is “But, why
do you do this?” My only response could be: “Do
what?”
I know what people mean to ask, but I can’t ever
seem to respond with other than something that
seems trite and unworthy, and since truth and
goodness
seem to make everyone else quite
uncomfortable. the subiect is usuallv ended nrettv
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quickly. But, you see in the person’s eyes that they
have heard you and they, too, will-never be so
sloppy in their presentations, again. I watch EXTRA
as often as I can and I find that hardly a segment
passes, when the subject Mr. Shulman covers is
important,
that he doesn’t phrase something
Commander Hatonn told him “that” infamous day in
our little borrowed-for-the-occasion
multi-purpose
room.
It was decided to never run a rebuttal to the
original international story they ran, which was total
fabrication, because “the subject is simply too great
to allow further confusion by those who can’t see or
hear.” They will help us in legal actions against
those who set up the whole encounter but respect
compels them to leave, at the least, Dharma alone.
He went to the parking lot to do his “lead-in” and it
was starting: “Everyone comes to an idea or a story
with skepticism-BUT.
..”
Following the encounter, we understand the CIA
and FBI both had major meetings of top-level
entities and the orders came down: “LEAVE THEM
ALONE”. You have to understand that only WE
don’t understand the magnitude of our place in this
“They” do know and they know the
play.
agreements and “they” make every effort to simply
place higher secrecy covers on the LEAD player(s).
I don’t even rank high enough for a bother to tuck
me in at night!
We try to live every action so that we neither,
further, get “tucked away” for some blunder. And,
we note the adversary’s team is simply collapsing
into a heap of worthless garbage.
I find myself wondering what it must be like to
meet God at the end of a journey such as Ed Cleary,
ex-Priest, had to face [upon his transition.
1 l/I O/971 in the confrontation of that which IS and
has recently been perpetrated by him with his socalled “new friends”. He once told me in great
humor that “I have just now learned to feed myself;
it was nice being King.” I wonder what it was like
recognizing wrong intentions and directions when
standing face to face with THE MAN OF HIGHER
UNIVERSAL
BEING.
I’m sure that it was
wonderful, for God has nothing save forgiveness
and HE doesn’t judge-so
we make our own
contracts and know what kind of sentence we next
have to serve if we blew parts of the prior one. And
Ed? Well, I assume he realizes that whatever
negative “stuff’ he dumped onto us will be among
our greatest learned lessons for use as we move on.
There was no crowd to honor his life-he
was
ultimately ALONE as to human friends- if there
was even ONE. Even his care was a “paid-for”
undertaking and the heart is saddened at the loss for
I do not like perceiving that anyone has to have
lesser that I might have my lessons, and yet, how
else do we ever get our lessons except through the
relationships of that which IS and is presented in
more than one observation platform?
If no one
states their misunderstandings
and “what went
wrong” how can we correct even so much as a
business presentation?
And I have learned that
when people try every way imaginable to get
whatever I have, even if I can’t see anything, then I
have to realize that I have something THEY WANT.
Since Spiritual Truth is rarely what I assume
people want in this world play of “getcha” and “get
it”, then I have to, again, assume that what I hold
they might well have in order that we can move
along in our own special direction under and
through God’s way. And, indeed, we set about
discerning and judging just how best to offer, with
bonus shares, that which they seem to be trying to
steal. Thev can iollv well work out their own final
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and ultimate realizations. All we have to do is act
with integrity and within truth and honor and we
shall have that which is needed for ultimately
concluding our own intent of a “better way” for our
having passed, again, THIS way.
Is “it” slow in coming? Only to us does it seem
slow for we are impatient and, once seeing “the
way”, we are annoyed with everyone else who can’t
seem to grasp a meaning outside themselves and
their centralized worlds of realization.
Can we do and accomplish that which is given
us to accomplish? Of course; it can’t be otherwise.
How do I KNOW? Because, friends, if “I am the
way, the truth, and the life, no man cometh unto the
Father but by me.” And, if the only ULTIMATE
focus or purpose of MAN is to return to and within
“the Father”, what other assumptions are there to
accept save that this SHALL BE DONE. This is not
religion or pious prattling. It is factual truth beyond
religious doctrines laid forth BY MAN for his own
better status in power and ego. And moreover, I
have no right nor wish to thrust my knowing upon
your believing.
I have also come to know that my “dying” will
not relieve me of my contract nor of my commission
accepted. Perhaps when we all realize this one
truth, we can better work hand-in-hand
to
accomplish
goodness upon this place.
My
realization
is that when “me” is working and
praying only for “thee” and “thee” is only doing the
same for “me’‘-then
and only then can we
accomplish ANYTHING, for until “thee” is more
important to “me” than is “me”, we can’t progress
off dead center of self,
I have recently given much thought on the lesson
from Little Crow who speaks about “breath” being
“life” in this dimension. When you can’t breathe, it
becomes very important, these little words. I have,
as I have been more and more deprived of “breath”,
come to realize that those ACTIVITIES of living
ARE NOT THE SAME THINGS AS LIFE. I have
learned more about “life” and “living” than in all my
running about hither and yon thinking that spinning
on the treadmill was the purpose of being somehow
“alive”. No, running around is but an effort to come
to grips with “death” as we erroneously suspect it
comes to pass. But, friends, GOD HAS TO HIT
US, USUALLY, WITH THAT 2x6 to even begin to
get our attention!
I can’t run the local marathon for any good
cause- but nothing stops me from running my
fingers over the keyboard except pure laziness. I
don’t even have to work up a sweat or breathe
deeply to click away on these new-fangled print
machines. In addition, the plus of not being able to
speak so much non-stop is that I find far fewer of my
own feet stuffed in my mouth. Might we all have
such a respite in our journey!
I now know something else of great importance,
and that is that we do not need go back to the very
meagre basics of living to survive and grow-we
only have to go back to the Spiritual Truth of the
CONCEPTS of basics. And, further, we only have
to seek out that which holds the basics for our use
and create a way to again accomplish
the
“impossible”
from that which is ALWAYS
POSSIBLE.
GOD WILL ALWAYS PRESENT
THE “POSSIBLE’‘-NEVER
THE NEGATIVE
ASPECTS OF NON-CREATIVE IMPOSSIBILITIES.
I don’t need to write a book here and I realize
that over the years I have grown and I have been that
open book which all of you see more openly than can
I for we have walked long together in agreement and
disagreement while we struggle to accomplish
whatever we oerceive is our task. I can honestlv
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ready, willing, and able (with that 2x6). I come now
to realize that I (WE) can no more fail to become
that for which we are destined than can the mighty
eagle become a sparrow.
I do not wish to “come unto the Father but by.. .”
for, if I would choose another route, I would not
reach THE Father Whom I so surely seek. I would
remain among the hapless seekers of the generations
who miss the boat every time it sails.
I will go now and I think I might meditate a
while as I realize that my Teacher wrote my lesson
for me-AGAIN.
In that quiet place I shall be
shown the WAY, the TRUTH and the LIFE, and we
will be instructed on our next actions to make sure
we accomplish the worthy goals we have jointly
chosen to share in this journey. You who know me
KNOW that I am nothing and that you are nothingBUT TOGETHER WE ARE BEYOND ALL
MEASURE OF ABILITY OF AN ENEMY TO
BRING DOWN. That realization makes it clear
that IF NOT ME, WHO? And, if there be “me”,
there is a “you” and among us-we have it ALL. It
is simply universal LAW.
Let us make this the year of the COMING
AGAIN OF GOD AMONG US for it takes me and
it requires YOU. Can we not make GOD a
finalization of all that is goodly and stop allowing
the term to simply be a prefix for “damn”? Why
must we turn the wondrous perfection
of the
universe into a gutter-being to make our egos be
able to function in this world of physical
misfits‘? GUNS DON’T KILL PEOPLEPEOPLE KILL PEOPLE AND THAT
LOVE
OF
KILLING
IS
THE
DESTRUCTION OF OUR SPECIES.
GAIACOL is a combination
of colloidal
silver, trace colloidal
gold:
This
I shall walk a bit taller this day because
combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency
and potent
of this lesson shared and, perchance,
that it could quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight against the new
breathe a little more deeply (pun intended),
and
in that deeper breath of life perhaps see
antibiotic-resistant
diseases that we face today. Colloidal silver was used extensively
a
little
farther, and in that larger vision
and very successfully against bacteria, viruses, fungi and the like before the advent of
perhaps God shall show me the way! I am
the first antibiotic, penicillin.
The many uses of colloidal gold were documented for
quite sure that the CHOICE is going to be
the restoration of health as early as 1885, and gold was noted for its ability to calm
mine and that I shall have to confront that
choice, myself and myself alone-AS HE
and harmonize the emotional body. Once the chemical companies began manufacturing

report, though, that I now KNOW God loves me and
God loves you-AND LOVE NEVER HURTS OR
DESTROYS--NEVER.
So, I also KNOW that
when we stop perceiving every blemish as a big deal
of God’s punishment,
only then can we let go
enough to succeed in those “impossible” games.
Another secret I will share is that, were I feeling
better and could breathe normally, I would NOT be
at this keyboard for I perceive so many other things
to be done as to stagger my own mind. Nay, my job
is HERE-AT THIS KEYBOARD-for
this is the
ONLY way the instructions get past my own fingers
and brain. If I KNOW and I do not share that
knowing, then I have lived selfishly and totally in
vain. This becomes a hopelessly lost world ONLY
IF WE ALLOW IT TO HAPPEN.
I see all the loving things people send to shore up
my hurts and the love expressed in everything from
cards to flowers and I am overwhelmed for I know
it is not to a lady named Doris; it comes to a servantin-arms and in coalition with the senders of those
flowers and they say to me: “Come on, get up off
your self-pity and let’s get on so we ‘each’ can get
our jobs done.” Some things sent are so precious
and have such meanings to only the sender as to
shock us into realization that we are ALL in this,
equally and together. We hold those things in safety
against the day when abundance is about us and the
“things” can be returned or kept as precious
reminders of the true value of our passage. We only

have lack of abundance in a measure that we create
to limit our growth. I choose to have no more
limitations for I hold to the first portion of the
GREAT LESSON: “ZAMTHE WAY, THE TRUTH,
AND THE LIFE... “. Irrthis are ALL THINGS
MADE POSSIBLE.
It is suggested that I am sounding like a preacher
of some kind-if I had a “religion”. So, therefore,
I do religiously have a Spiritual reality which is ok
with me. I am appalled at the great numbers of
people who make religion a career of some kind.
Revelation doesn’t ‘just happen”, except as insight,
and those who pander to the uninsightful are lower
than criminal to me, in my own estimation. They
tout that which they are “fed” to glorify some
doctrine or other-while God is left out in the cold,
outside the heart of the so-called church which
claims HIS name.
May I always accept the gift offered unto me
that I can then take that gift and figure out what I
might do with it to better serve. It always works, so
I wonder at our own futile attempts to deny it.
So, do I fear God? Apparently in some measure
of human misunderstanding.
But I realize that I
only RESPECT God for there can be no fear in
TOTAL LOVE. I accept-HE
LOVES. I realize
that I, like you, can only be that which I AM, and to
be more I must learn and come into knowing. If,
though, I accept that when the student (me) is ready,
the teacher (HIM) will be present, accounted for,

their endless array of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for treatment.
However, the antibiotics have had increasingly less effect on the more resistant viruses,
fungi and parasites. Now we face a new generation of bugs that are completely resistant
to any antibiotics due to antibiotic over-prescribing
and resultant survival-of-the-fittest
microorganisms.
Research has demonstrated that colloidal silver is non-toxic to humans, yet it allows
no known disease-causing
organism to live in its presence. With the addition of trace
colloidal gold, the frequency of GAIACOL is remarkably enhanced to facilitate the
demise of these newer, more powerful viruses and bacteria. GAIACOL is gentle enough
to use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth condition without fear of toxicity
and is outstanding for bums.
.
For internal use during any type of infectious process, start with one teaspoon the
first day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue until the infection
clears. Then maintain with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue. IMPORTANT:
Due to the powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected, so it is
advisable
to replace the natural intestinal
flora with some type of acidophilus/
lactobacillus
supplement daily, or at least when symptoms are noted such as cramps,
bloating, diarrhea/constipation
and a general feeling of malaise.
GAIACOL is said to be safe for children and pets, and can be taken with other
medications without incident.
This product is not addictive and does not build up a
tolerance to it in the body. Available in 2oz., 16oz., and 3202. bottles.
Offered

through

New

800-639-4242

Gaia

Products

AWAITS
DECISION.

MY

CHOOSING

AND

I think that on my tombstone it will
read: WHATZN THE WORLD TOOK YOU
SO LONG? It should not have required a
rocket scientist to figure it all out-but it
did, and all I can do now is move on and get
the job done. Do I fear God? No, but I am
terrified in fear of everything OUTSIDE of
GOD. So, if you see me hanging on for
dear “life” in that bubble of invisible
shield, come on in because I will make
room for you-1 will not move out for you.
I will live for you and for God; I am
unwilling to die either for you or for that
which would be a false God who would
even ask such a choice.
But for now, and perhaps more
important to the weary reader, I shall close
this lecture to myself. Thank you for your
indulgence and sharing a bit of a coffeebreak with me. I will remind myself that
you were not actually a “captive” audience
for you could have quit reading anywhere
from the first word onward.
May the Light that guides our way be
THE Light so that we never fall nor wander
from our task in point.
With any kind of luck, for you readers,
this will be my final personal time-grab for
this year. D.J.E. .&$
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MARTIN

“The most important aspect of any technology,
more often than not, turns out to be how it is
applied, by whom, and for what purpose, Consider
lasers. They can be used for delicate eye surgery,
rock dance light shows, pickups on CD players,
Corporate
planners
and
and death
rays.
politicians may decide what uses take precedence,
but it is scientists, designers and design engineers
(by whatever name) who make the deployment of
a technology possible.
They transform a basic
It is
technology
into available
products.
unfortunate
that persons with so important
a
mandate
are so narrowly
specialized
and so
vulnerable to compromise and corruption.
“Some of the worst problems arise when a new
technology
is utilized for weaponry.
There is
some truth to the cliche that guns don ‘t kill
people, people kill people; but it won ‘t do. There
is a curious short-sighted state of mind that seems
to dominate
weapons
work.
For example,
thousands of anti-personnel
mines, permanently
undetectable
by any means, are buried each year
in the soil of what is (temporarily)
regarded as
“enemy territory”.
Even the conqueror cannot
use or reclaim the land, yet those mines are still
sold. An ordinary citizen, perhaps a neighbor,
got up one morning, had coffee, kissed the wife
and kids, and went to the ofJice to design those
mines on purpose to be an ongoing, irretrievable
scourge.
Other good citizens made, packed and
shipped
the unselectively
maiming devices.
I
wonder what those folks tell their kids they do for
a living?
Dark-tech
tends. to darken mind and
spirit.
“Seemingly
benign technologies
may have
equally undesirable
consequences
designed into
them. Automobiles were once hailed as freedombringing, egalitarian transport, andfor their role
in banishing
dangerous
urban
diseases
engendered
by streets fouled by manure (horse
exhaust).
But car exhaust has turned out to be a
leading
cause of disease
and environmental
degradation in ways not easily foreseen a hundred
years ago.
“Some technologies
inherently require a pact
with the Devil.
Auto collisions have killed and
injured millions of people and animals, a price
societies
seem willing to pay. Some carnage is
inevitable if people are to move about quickly and

easily. (If cars had not been developed, millions
of horses
would probably
be even more
dangerous.)
Some of the environmental damage is
preventable
by better car design.
But what’s
really needed is a redesign of the entire autobased transport system, considering every aspect.
Many other technological
systems need similar
attention if they (and perhaps we) are to continue.
“Designers
have not been educated
or
required to consider the effects of their decisions.
Their clients are often investors
or marketers
rather than the actual users (much less Nature,
who is always a client nevertheless).
Until
recently, designers and those who hired them had
little concern for such matters as the fate of wornout products,
or the safety of the fabricating
workers.
Environmental
problems belonged to
somebody else. It is now obvious that technologycaused problems
belong to all of us. People
acting as designers, and their masters, must think
comprehensively
if technology is to be employed
for the greatest good while doing little harm.
“To accomplish
this, Buckminster
Fuller
called for a new discipline-Comprehensive
Anticipatory
Design Science.
It’s still not
formally taught. Ranging far beyond generalists
who know a little bit about a lot of things,
comprehensivists
work to understand
many
spe.cialties and the connections between them. A
high
standar.d
of integrity
is required.
Demonstrations
of comprehensive
thought are
scarce, but impressive.
(The Rocky Mountain
Institute is an inspiring example.)
Since nobody
can be entirely comprehensive,
there ‘s obviously
plenty left to do. ”
Thank you, J. Baldwin-from
The Millennium
Whole Earth Catalog: Access To Tools and Ideas
For The 2Ist Century.

Patents are often taken for granted or, in most
cases, not considered. But some things in our dayto-day life are worth knowing a little more about.
For example, do YOU know who invented Liquid
Paper? The woman’s name is Betty Nesmith
Graham. In 195 1 she started using a white paint
to correct her tvuoaraohical
errors. After her
coworkers began*re&e&ing bottles of the paint,
she started a small company to sell it. Over the
years her small company grew to a large industry.
Did you know that Abraham Lincoln held a
oatent?
He did. It was for a device to helu
iteamboats pass over sand bars. It was never
tested or manufactured. He is the only president to
ever hold a patent.
What patents were issued to Mark Twain
(Samuel Clemens)? In 1871 he was issued a patent
for suspenders.
His second patent was for his
famous Mark Twain’s Self-Pastinn Scraubook.
His third patent was in 1885 for a; edu&ional
game that helped players remember important
historical dates.
Why are pencils yeliow? Painting pencils
yellow became a sign of quality during the 1890s.
The practice had originated as early as 1854 in
Keswick, England, most likely to cover the
imperfect wood used in some pencils. It was the
American Koh-I-Noor Company whose successful,
high-quality
yellow pencil became firmly
established as a sign of “pencilness” in the minds
of users; any other color was assumed to indicate
an inferior pencil. Yellow has thus become established
as the preferred color for a writiug pencil.
What was the first patent issued in the United
States? It was in 1790, issued to Samuel Hopkins
for making pot and pearl ashes-a
cleaning
formula called potash (a key ingredient for : oapmaking then). The first really significant patent was
issued for a cotton gin, to Eli Whitney in 1794.
WHAT
CANNOT
BE PATENTED?

In The Inventor’s Desktop Companion,
the following: [quoting]

we find

Many things are not open to patent protection:
The laws of Nature, physical phenomena and

abstract

ideas.

A new mineral or a new plant found in the

wild.

Inventions useful solely in the utilization of
special nuclear material or atomic energy for
weapons.
A machine that is not useful (i.e. does not have
a useful purpose or does not operate to perform the
intended purpose).
Methods of doing business.
Printed matter.
In the case of mixtures of ingredients, such as
medicines, a patent cannot be granted unless the
effect of the mixture is more than the effect of its
components.
Human beings cannot be patented. (Yet.)
Mere substitution of one material for another
or changes in size to a previously known useful
invention without “novelty”. [End quoting.]

In the first two parts of this series on the U.S.
Patent Office, we have reviewed the various (and
complex) definitions and aspects of applying for a
patent. Caution is an important keynote to any
would-be inventor. There are many ways to go
about something, and product development is no
exception. Proprietary information is wisely held
close, and NOT distributed out of your immediate
FINANCING
YOUR
INVENTION
control. With this in mind, let’s continue in our
examination of securing a patent, companies which
In The Inventor’s
Handbook,
we read the
are there to “help you” with your invention, and following: [quoting]
the patent office’s agenda for the next several
The following companies are interested in
.
years.
financing promising inventions. We would suggest
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that an inventor contact these companies only after
a successful prototype model has been built or an
experiment run so that they would be in a better
position to judge the worth of an invention.
The financial help and assistance could be in
the form of development
or setting up a
corporation to develop and market the invention
and the purchase of some of the corporation stock,
or in the form of a loan with the invention as
collateral, etc. These firms often will have the
experience of where and how to commercialize the
invention.
Battelle Development Corporation, 505 King
Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43201;
American Research and Development Corp.,
200 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass. 02116;
Adelphia Capital Investment Corp., room 807,
1518 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19101; and
Arthur
D. Little,
Inc., Acorn Park,
Cambridge, Mass. 02 140.
The submission of inventions from outside
sources is welcomed by Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Because it recognizes
that individuals
and
corporations
cannot
properly
always
commercialize
their own inventions, ADL can
under a variety of special circumstances provide
technical and commercial assistance at no cost to
invention owners. [End quoting. ]
So, on a hunch, I decided to check out one of
these companies,
at random, on the Internet.
Here’s what I found.
ARTHUR

D. LITTLE,

INC.

The first thing which appeared
on their
han epage seemed to tell the tale (read carefully):
“The U.S. Department of Energy and Arthur D.
Little (ADL) Unveil
First-Ever
On-Board
Gasoline
Powered
“Fuel
Cell”
for the
Automobile.
New Technology Discovery Promises

New Market
Opportunities,
Greater
Fuel
Efficiencies, Near-zero Emission Levels and Lower
Cost Fuel Alternatives For Automobile Industry.”
ADL at a Glance...[quoting:]
For more than a century, Arthur D. Little has
been a leader in the consulting industry. Founded
in 1886 by Arthur Dehon Little, it was the world’s
first consulting
firm. Today, it is one of the
world’s premier consulting
firms, with staff
members based in more than 50 offices and
laboratories
around the globe. [Still quoting,
elsewhere on the homepage:]
Making Technology
Work:
Cambridge
(England) Consultants Limited (CCL) has been one
of Europe’s leading innovators for more than 30
years. We use our broad industry knowledge and
technology base to help companies define the way
ahead. We offer a complete innovation service,
applying our skills in design, development and
manufacturing
integration to produce practical
solutions. We work closely with our clients to
ensure control and clear direction-and we pass on
the benefits of best practice. [Still elsewhere on
the homepage:]
Invention Management On Line. Arthur D.
Little Enterprises
(ADLE) is the invention
management subsidiary of Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
one of the world’s premier consulting
firms.
Through expertise in technology development,
intellectual property and technology transfer, our
Invention Management Program commercializes
innovations
by turning early-stage ideas into
successfully
licensed technologies.
If you’re
looking for help in bringing your innovation
to
. .
market-or
want to learn more about the mvention
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marketing process-you’ve
come to the right place.
These are exciting times in the world of
intellectual
property management.
Patents,
trademarks,
trade secrets and other forms of
intellectual property are now at the center of a
company’s assets. Such intellectual property is
providing
a competitive
edge, keeping the
competition at bay, and in many cases, generating
unprecedented licensing income. More and more
countries are adhering to international standards
protecting intellectual property, paving the way for
innovators worldwide to advance the field of
knowledge. The sky is the limit when innovation is
valued and protected. [And still elsewhere:]
Our Foundation: Arthur D. Little was founded
to provide technology expertise to industry. For
more than a century, we have helped leading
companies and government organizations leverage
technology for strategic benefit. Today, our highly
sophisticated research facilities and laboratories
include both our U.S.-based
operations
and
Cambridge Consultants Limited, one of Europe’s
foremost
contract
design and development
Our experts provide hands-on
companies.
assistance across a wide range of existing and
emerging technologies to help our clients create
innovative products and technological solutions.
[End quoting. ]
And now, let’s move directly to the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office’s own website. The next
series of quotes is quite long, and perhaps very dry
reading to the non-interested-however,
if you
ARE interested in the future of patents via this
office, please pay attention, Here goes: [quoting]
THE UNITED
STATES
AND
TRADEMARK

PATENT
OFFICE

Congress established the United States Patent
and Trademark Office to issue patents on behalf of
the Government. The Patent and Trademark Office
as a distinct bureau may be said to date from the
year 1802 when a separate official in the
Department
of State who became known as
Superintendent of Patents was placed in charge of
patents.
The revision of the patent laws enacted in 1836
reorganized the Patent and Trademark Office and
designated the official in charge as Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks.
The Patent and
Trademark Office remained in the Department of
State until 1849 when it was transferred to the
Department of Interior. In 1925 it was transferred
to the Department of Commerce where it is today.
The Patent and Trademark Office administers
the patent laws as they relate to the granting of
patents for inventions, and performs other duties
relating to patents. It examines applications for
patents to determine if the applicants are entitled to
patents under the law and grants the patents when
they are so entitled; it publishes issued patents and
various publications concerning patents, records
assignments of patents, maintains a search room
for the use of the public to examine issued patents
and records, supplies copies of records and other
papers, and the like. Similar functions
are
performed with respect to the registration
of
trademarks. The Patent and Trademark Offrce has
no jurisdiction over questions of infringement and
the enforcement
of patents, nor over matters
relating to the promotion or utilization of patents
or inventions.
The head of the Office is the Assistant
Secretary of Commerce and Commissioner
of
Patents and Trademarks, and his staff includes the
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Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce and
Deputy Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
several assistant
commissioners,
and other
officials. As head of the Office, the Commissioner
superintends or performs all duties respecting the
granting and issuing of patents and the registration
of trademarks; exercises general supervision over
the entire work of the Patent and Trademark
Office; prescribes the rules, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of Commerce, for the conduct of
proceedings in the Patent and Trademark Office,
and for recognition
of attorneys and agents;
decides various questions brought before him by
petition as prescribed by the rules; and performs
other duties necessary and required for the
administration of the Patent and Trademark Office.
The work of examining applications for patents
is divided among a number of examining groups,
each group having jurisdiction
over certain
assigned fields of technology.
Each group is
headed by a group director and staffed by
examiners. The examiners review applications for
patents and determine whether patents can be
granted. An appeal can be taken to the Board of
Patent Appeals and Interferences
from their
decisions refusing to grant a patent, and a review
by the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
may be had on other matters by petition.
The examiners also identify applications that
claim the same invention and initiate proceedings,
known as interferences, to determine who was the
first inventor. In addition to the examining groups,
other offices perform various services, such as
receiving and distributing mail, receiving new
applications, handling sales of printed copies of
patents, making copies .of records, inspecting
drawings, and recording assignments. At present,
the Patent and Trademark Of&e has about 5,700
employees, of whom about half are examiners and
others with technical and legal training. Patent
applications
are received at the rate of over
200,000 per year. The Patent and Trademark O&e
receives over five million pieces of mail each year. [Still
quoting from the Patent Of&e’s website:]
WHAT

CAN

BE

PATENTED?

The patent law specifies the general field of
subject matter that can be patented and the
conditions under which a patent may be obtained.
In the language of the statute, any person who
invents or discovers any new and useful process,
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter,
or any new and useful improvement thereof, may
obtain a patent, subject to the conditions and
requirements
of the law. The word process is
defined by law as a process, act or method, and
primarily
includes
industrial
or technical
processes. The term machine used in the statute
needs no explanation. The term manufacture refers
to articles which are made, and includes all
manufactured articles. The term composition of
matter relates to chemical compositions and may
include mixtures of ingredients as well as new
chemical compounds. These classes of subject
matter taken together include practically everything
which is made by man and the processes for
making the products.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 excludes the
patenting
of inventions
useful solely in the
utilization of special nuclear material or atomic
energy for atomic weapons.
The patent law specifies that the subject matter
must beuseful. The
connection
. . term_ useful
_ in_ this
.
refers to the condition that the subject matter has
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machine or other subject matter for which a patent recognized the importance of indellectual property
is sought is required.
[Again, still from the protection
in a global and technology-based
website:]
economy. The attached Strategic Information
Technology
Plan documents
the role that
INFRINGEMENT
OF PATENTS
information technology plays in achieving the
PTO’s vision and goals. The plan also defines a
Infringement
of a patent consists of the vision for the PTO’s information technology
unauthorized making, using, offering for sale or environment that will greatly enhance the quality
selling any patented invention within the United of the PTO’s service to its customers and guide the
States or United States Territories, or importing PTO Information Technology Program during the
into the United States of any patented invention FY 1997 to FY2002 period.
during the term of the patent. If a patent is
As a result of the FY 1997 Congressional and
infringed, the patentee may sue for relief in the FY 1998 OMB budget decisions, the PTO was
appropriate Federal court. The patentee may ask required to substantially modify its information
the court for an injunction
to prevent the technology
program
plans. Our strategic
continuation of the infringement and may also ask information technology vision remains the same; it
the court for an award of damages will simply take longer to attain the vision. Many
because of the infringement. In such an FY 1997 and FY 1998 information technology
infringement suit, the defendant may project activities were reduced, and others that
Total number of patents granted
Year
raise the question of the validity of the could not be completed by September 1998, were
patent, which is then decided by the deferred until FY1999 and beyond. While these
court.
Infringement
is determined
modifications are significant, I want to asrure you
25,544
1901
primarily
by
the
language
of
the
claims
that
every effort has been made to enstire that
37,798
1921
of
the
patent
and,
if
what
the
defendant
needed
information technology capabi!ities are
45,226
1930
is
making
does
not
fall
within
the
provided
to the PTO work force.
42,238
1940
language
of
any
of
the
claims
of
the
This
plan
continues to emphasize the need to
43,040
1950
patent, there is no literal infringement.
migrate the PTO’s existing information technology
47,170
1960
Suits for infringement of patents capabilities to a standards-based
open system
62,857
1965
follow the rules of procedure of the environment
while continuing
to improve
64,427
1970
Federal courts. From the decision of the automation support to the PTO’s customers. The
61,800
1980
District Court, there is an appeal to the plan documents
the following
proposed
71,700
1985
Court of Appeals for the Federal enhancements:
83,000
1987
Making PTOnet Robust, Reliable, and
Circuit.
The Supreme Court may
77,900
1988
thereafter
take a case by writ of Scaleable to Meet Future Needs
102,712
1989
Making all PTO Software Applications
certiorari.
If the United States
90,366
Government infringes a patent, the Accessible from Desktop Workstations
:390
Expanding the Content of and Improving
patentee has a remedy for damages in
Sources: The Univcrsol Almonuc 1992, p.522;
the
United
States
Court
of
Federal
Access
to Patent
The World Almanac And Book OfFacts 1992, p. 199.
J
Claims.
The
Government
mav
and
Trademark
Data
Bases --_
_ Search
. .
-I
use anv Patented Invention
Kedesigning Legacy Systems to Operate in
Patent Applications Received
without Permission of the an Open Systems Environment
patentee, but the patentee is
Implementing Reengineered Patent and
entitled
to
obtain Trademark Business Processes
Improving Electronic Information
compensation for the use by
or for the Government.
Dissemination to the
The
Office
has
no PTO’s Customers
All PTO organizational units should ensure
jurisdiction
over questions
relating to infringement of that current and planned information technology
patents.
In
examining
program initiatives are in conformance with this
applications
for patent, no plan. This plan will be used as the primary basis
determination is made as to for justifying
and prioritizing
future budget
whether the invention sought requests
involving
information
technology
to be patented infringes any resources.
prior patent. An improvement
invention may be patentable,
INTRODUCTION
but it might infringe a prior
unexpired
patent for the
The Patent and Trademark Office’s (PTO)
invention
improved
upon,
if
mission
is to administer the laws relating to patents
Trademark Applications Received
there is one.
and trademarks, promote industrial and technical
[Still quoting from the progress in the United States, and strengthen the
PTO’s website:]
national economy. As an integral part of this
mission,
the PTO provides
inventors
and
PATENT OFFICE’S
and
entrepreneurs
with
the
protection
STRATEGIC
encouragement they need to turn their inventive
INFORMATION
and creative ideas into tangible 1ealities. The PTO
TECHNOLOGY
PLAN
has also established the follov :ng two business
FOR FISCAL YEARS
plan goals designed to protect in llectual property:
1997-2002
* Play a leadership role in i .ellectual
EXECUTIVE
property rights policy developrr nt.
OVERVIEW
* Provide our customers wit the highest level
of quality and service in all asp cts of the PTO
In the PTO Strategic Plan operations.
for the 1996-2001 period, I
An important component oft ;e PTO’s strategic
outlined a new vision and agenda is its corporate found: tion strategy for
goals for the PTO which leveraging
information
tech lology, to more

a useful purpose and also includes operativeness,
that is, a machine which will not operate to
perform the intended purpose would not be called
useful, and therefore would not be granted a
patent.
Interpretations of the statute by the courts have
defined
the
limits
of
the
field
of
subject matter which can be patented; thus it has
been held that the laws of Nature, physical
phenomena and abstract ideas are not patentable
subject matter.
A patent cannot be obtained upon a mere idea
or suggestion. The patent is granted upon the new
machine, manufacture, etc., as has been said, and
not upon the idea or suggestion
of the new
machine. A complete description of the actual
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effectively support its business environment.
The PTO’s overall corporate.vision is to lead
the world in providing customer-valued intellectual
property rights that spark innovation,
create
consumer confidence, and promote creativity. To
achieve this vision and meet the challenges of the
future, the PTO has developed an ambitious
strategic agenda to help position the agency to
operate more successfully and efficiently in the
2 1st century.
An important component of the
PTO’s strategic agenda is its corporate foundation
strategy for leveraging information technology to
more effectively support its business environment.
To help managers
and employees
better
understand this corporate foundation strategy, as
well as their role in helping the PTO achieve its
mission,
goals, and objectives,
the Chief
Information Officer annually prepares and issues
the Strategic Information Technology Plan (SITP).
The SITP directly supports, and is issued as an
Appendix to, the PTO’s Corporate Performance
Plan. The SITP provides important information on
the PTO’s long-term
strategic vision for its
ongoing information technology modernization
effort, as well as its associated program goals,
governing strategies, objectives and priorities. The
SITP also contains
important
descriptive,
scheduling,
and funding
information
on
information
technology
initiatives
currently
underway, as well as those planned during the
Fiscal Year (FY) 1997-2002 period. During this
period, the PTO plans to spend nearly $1 billion to
develop, maintain,
enhance, and operate’ its
automated information systems and the underlying
infc rmation technology infrastructure.
PTO’S

STRATEGIC
VISION
FOR
LEVERAGING
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

Whether employees are examining a patent or
trademark application, assessing fees, answering
customer questions, or providing assistance in the
public search facilities, the quality, accuracy, and
efficiency of their effort often depends on their
ability to access information in a timely manner
and in a useful format. With this in mind, the PTO
is focusing on a strategic direction to develop an
information technology environment for itself, its
international partners, and the public, where patent
and trademark
information
is created once,
managed effectively, used often, and evolved over

*
*
Nevv-Gaia
Products
1 (800)
NEW-GAIA
(639-4242)
for information and
a free catalog
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time to electronic commerce whereby most internal
and external
transactions
are performed
electronically
and are accessible through the
Global Information Infrastructure.
CURRENT
TECHNOLOGY

INFORMATION
ENVIRONMENT

The current PTO information
technology
environment represents the baseline from which
future improvements
will evolve. The PTO’s
current information technology environment is
comprised of the following six components:
Patent Systems
Trademark Systems
Administrative Systems
Information Dissemination Systems
Information Technology Infrastructure
General and Other Support
The PTO’s programmatic
systems (patent,
trademark, and administrative systems) represent
the primary automation
support provided to
examiners and administrative
personnel.
The
PTO’s information dissemination program uses
various information
technology products and
services
to provide
intellectual
property
information to its customers throughout the world.
The information technology infrastructure area
encompasses
all of the foundation hardware,
and
system
and
data
base
software,
communications
that have been deployed in
support of the PTO mission. General and other
support includes those information technology
activities that support all PTO AISs, such as
information
technology
acquisitions,
system
engineering,
data management,
and software
product assurance.
A distinctive
characteristic
of the PTO’s
information
technology
environment
is the
management of large and continually growing text
and image data bases coupled with a requirement
to process very large volumes of transactions to
support
Patent and Trademark
application
Patent
application
filings
are
processing.
expected

to

reach

[annuaff~] by FY2002.

approximately

258,000

Trademark
application
filings
are also
expected to continue their growth and reach
approximately
351,000 filings by FY2002.
In FY1996, other PTO workload activities
reached the following levels-:
The PTO received 191,116 utility, plant, and
reissue (UPR) patent applications and examiners
issued 105,529 UPR patents.
The PTO received 22,353 provisional patent
application filings.
The
PTO
received
200,640
Federal
trademark applications
and registered 91,339
trademarks in all classes of goods and services.
The PTO
managed
the accessibility,
accuracy, and integrity of over 38 million patent
and trademark related documents (referred to as
search files).
Examiner
search transactions
averaged
close
to 400,000
per month.
Administrative
system transactions
averaged
close to 6 million per month.
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applications
and to support
information
dissemination.
The PTO plans to replace the
existing text search systems with modern COTS
products, expand the content of PTO data bases,
and provide greater access to external data bases
and administrative functions. The infrastructure
includes the ability to electronically search the text
of U.S. patents issued since January 197 1 and the
more than two million trademark registrations and
applications.
These text search functions are
provided by commercial products modified to meet
the PTO’s requirements. The patent and trademark
search systems are expensive to maintain and can
be difficult to learn and use. in addition, both the
Patent and Trademark search systems are limited
by the number of concurrent users that can be
supported
(less than 100 under the current
configuration).
The PTO plans to replace the
existing text search systems with modern COTS
products, expand the content of PTO data bases,
and provide greater access to external data bases.
The PTO currently plans to begin replacing its
current Patent Text Search System early in N1998 and
complete this replacement by N2000.
Patent examiners will need extensive search
capabilities for both text and other patent content
in order to shift the reliance on paper files to the
electronic files. Text search is a key component to
a number of the PTO operations,
including
examination and classification.
The PTO plans
major improvements to the content of, and access
to, patent prior art data bases and the functionality
and user friendliness of the search tools. The PTO
currently plans to begin replacing its current Patent
Text Search System early in FY1998 and complete
this replacement by FY2000. The PTO envisions a
number of COTS search products to support the
unique requirements of the different art groups.
Future text search products will be able to search
the text, sections of text (e.g., claims) and
ultimately, graphics and other complex work units
attached to a patent, such as chemical structures,
and be fully integrated into the PTO’s electronic
operations. All patent data, U.S. and foreign, will
be treated as a single comprehensive
search
resource, whereby an examiner can conduct a
single search using multiple search products and
data bases and receive a consolidated search result.
The PTO also plans to work with its Trilateral
partners to develop common search tools in an
acceptable cost-sharing arrangement.
The PTO plans to incrementally load the full
foreign patent images and make Japanese and
European images available by October 1998.
Based on the search of the European
and
Japanese abstracts,
patent examiners will be
able to obtain foreign patents from their desktop
PCs through the Foreign Patent Access System.
The PTO plans to incrementally
load the full
foreign patent images and make Japanese and
European images available by October 1998.
Working with our Trilateral partners, the PTO
plans to incrementally load foreign patents from
Patent Cooperation
Treaty (PCT) countries
beginning in 1999.

The PTO has determined
that Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) technology can
provide a cost-effective method to create textEXPAND
THE CONTENT
OF
searchable prior art. The PTO plans a three-phased
AND
IMPROVE
ACCESS
approach to capture text information of U.S.
TO PATENT
AND
TRADEMARK
patents issued prior to January 1971. The PTO
SEARCH
DATA
BASES
will establish an OCR Production Facility in July
The PTO is building an open system standards- 1997 and begin scanning and converting the U.S.
based information technology infrastructure
to backfile. The PTO plans to convert all U.S. patents
support the examination of patent and trademark back to 1960 and selected arts to earlier periods by
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September ~1999. The ,European Patent-Office
(EPO) has a &nilar OCR project. The PTO also
plans to obtain from the EPO the full text of nonU.S. patent documents through a data exchange
and cost-sharing program.
The PTO also plans to make significant
improvements in the performance of the current
Trademark
Search System by expanding this
system’s ability to support a greater number of
concurrent users.. . .
The PTO also plans to make significant
improvements in the performance of the current
Trademark
Search System, by expanding this
system’s ability to support a greater number of
concurrent users now that it is accessible from the
examining attorney’s desktop workstation over
PTOnet. The PTO also plans to evaluate COTS
search tools to replace the current system.
Additional search functions required include range
searching,
additional
search fields, and the
[End
capability to stop a search in progress.
quoting from the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office website.]
BROADENING

THE

VIEW

Now, if you’re still reading, consider this from
Connections by James Burke: [quoting]
It seems inevitable that, unless changes are
made in the way information is disseminated, we
will soon become a society consisting of two
classes: the informed elite, and the rest. The
danger inherent in such a development is obvious.
In the meantime, we appear to be at another of
the major crossroads
in history.
We are
increasingly aware of the need to assess our use of
technology and its impact on us, and indeed it is
technology which has given us the tools with which
to make such an assessment. (Still quoting, later:]
The high rate of change to which we have
become accustomed affects the manner in which
information
is presented: when the viewer is
deemed to be bored after only a few minutes of air
time, or the reader after a few paragraphs, content
is sacrificed for stimulus, and the problem is
reinforced. The fundamental task of technology is
to find a means to end this vicious circle, and to
bring us all to a fuller comprehension
of the
technological system which governs and supports
our lives. It is a difficult task, because it will
involve surmounting
barriers that have taken
centuries to construct. During that time we have
carried with us, and cherished, beliefs that are
pre-technological in nature. These faiths place art
and philosophy at the centre of man’s existence,
and science and technology on the periphery.
According to this view, the former lead and the
latter foflow .
Yet, as this book has shown, the reverse is
true.
Without
instruments,
how could the
Copemican revolution have taken place? Why are
we taught that we gain insight and the experience
of beauty only through art, when this is but a
limited and second-hand reuresentation
of the
infinitely deeper experience to be gained by direct
observation of the world around us? For such
observation to become significant it must be made
in the light of knowledge. The sense of wonder
and excitement to be derived from watching the
way an insect’s wing functions, or an amoeba
divides, or a foetus is formed comes in its greatest
intensity only to those who have been given the
opportunity to find out how these things happen.
Science and technology have immeasurably
enriched our material lives. If we are to realize the
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immense potential of a society living in harmony
with the systems and artifacts which it has created,
we must learn-and learn soon-to use science and
technology to enrich our intellectual lives. [End
quoting. ]
And now, returning to patents.
CHANGING

PATENT

LAW

In the June 2, 1997 issue of Business Week
there is an article titled “Rumble At The Patent
OffIce- Small inventors say proposed changes
would favor Big Business”. Let’s see what it has
to say: [quoting]
Patents provide the fuel of interest to the fire of
genius, as Abraham Lincoln said. But these days,
patent law is providing fuel for something else- a
pitched battle over intellectual property. Congress
is in the midst of altering U.S. patent law, and
depending on whom you ask, the changes will
either bolster the U.S. industry’s technological
edge or kill off innovation. The likely outcome is
a compromise that will change the U.S. patent
system in a way that helps most companies. The
new bills “will create a more efficient patent
system,”
says Senate Judiciary
Committee
Chairman Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah).
In one corner is a small band of independent
inventors and their congressional supporters. In
their view, American corporations once habitually
stole outside innovators’ ideas and infringed their
patents, safe in the knowledge that many courts
wouldn’t uphold the patents. [Still quoting, later
in the article:]
Large companies are fighting back by trying to
change the patent laws, small inventors charge.
“They want to return to the good old days of
complains Grand Blanc
stealing everything,”
(Mich.) inventor Ronald J. Riley. [Quoting, still
later:]
But less government oversight would allow big
companies to exert undue influence over patent
decisions,
small inventors
argue.
Another
provision would require that all patent applications
be published 18 months after filing instead of
keeping them secret until the patents are actually
granted-a
process that sometimes takes years.
The change, small inventors fear, would enable
companies
to steal their ideas or develop
alternative
technologies
that circumvent
the
patents. [End quoting.]
FORFEITURE
OF
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY

Senate Bill 507, sponsored by Senator Orrin
Hatch, paints a pretty scary picture to those concerned
about patent rights. To quote one of CONTACT’s
private sources, “This bill, termed The Omnibus
Patent Bill, would
call for a revamping [
of our current
patent system and
would
facilitate
efforts of foreign
L SOLD MY ANTIdomestic
and
GRAULTY PATENT
corporations
who
TO A COfiPhNY
want to challenge
WHO WANTS To
an American patent
DENEFLTS TO
w
h
i
1 e
simultaneously
invaliding patents
already
being
issued. The result
would
be I
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devastating to American patent holders, small
businesses, and inventors alike.
“An opponent of S507, Senator Kit Bond, assured
us that the bill ‘will destroy the certainty of a patent
that is critical for the smal1 guy to attract investors.’
It would force the inventor to challenge and defend his
patent, which is a very costly process.”
“In addition to all that, Senator Hatch wants to
strip inventors of their rights only 18 months after
their patent applications are filed, whether or not the
patent is ever granted. But, puzzling enough, at the
same time, he supports strong copyright protections,
including a bill before his own Judiciary Committee
that would extend the term of copyright from 50 years
to 70 years beyond the life of the author. I wonder
why the inconsistency? Could it be that it’s because
Senator Hatch recently released a compact disc of
religious songs that he authored? As the Salt Lake
Tribune points out, that release would now make
Senator Hatch the proud holder of a copyright.”
And so, my recommendation, readers? PAY
ATTENTION.
SOME
CLOSZNG
THOUGHTS
FOR CONSIDERATION

Man is a creative and inventive being, with the
assistance of Divine Inspiration. Man is gifted with
reason. In today’s increasingly complex society,
government will continue to intrude and encroach
upon all freedoms, and freedom of creative expression
through invention is no exception. Under the auspices
of “protection”, the people, mostly uninformed of the
true agenda of control and manipulation, will go along
with any new legislation that promises “protection for
the greater good”.
In the era of New World Order, the Elite
Controllers intend to HAVE IT ALL. How .nany
“free energy” inventors have been killed eve: the
years or have simply disappeared? How much of
today’s technology was available to the Power
Elite decades ago, only through subversion of the
patent application process? And a better question
still is: How much advanced technology has been
available to the Elite in the private sector, as well
as in the underground bases, that has NEVER
SURFACED to be used by the general public? I
guess we’ll never really know.
If you are an inventor: document, witness,
draw and model your invention carefully and
privately, then move right on to production and
distribution in the private sector. That way you
will be able to reap the rewards of your efforts and
mankind will benefit from the idea. Be careful, be
smart, and most of all, be aware. When God
inspires man with an idea, man must also be a good
steward of the idea, particularly if it is for the greater
good of man. Do not tilt your cards in any winning
same.
or the discoverv- ofthe a&
&
. be it t&et
s
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cities and countries where they were applied, and
thus the rulers often tried to ban the Jews. Philip IV
of France issued an expulsion fiat in 1306. In 1492,
King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella ordered all Jews
expelled from Spain. In 1489, Charles VIII of
France ordered all Jews to embrace Christianity and
become loyal and good citizens and cease their
parasitism or suffer forfeiture of their goods and
chattels, and expulsion from France.
The French Jews under Charles VIII then wrote
to the Elders of Zion in Constantinople, asking for
advice as to what they should do. The Elders
replied:
“Dear beloved brethren in Moses: We have
received your letter in which you tell us of the
anxieties and misfortunes which you are enduring.
We are pierced by as great pain to hear it as
yourselves.
“The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is
the following:
“As for what you say that the King of France
obliges you to become Christians; do it, since you
cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses by
kept in your hearts.
“As for what you say about the command to
despoil you of your goods: make your sons
merchants, that little by little they may despoil the
Christians of theirs.
“As for what you say about their attempts on
your lives: make your sons doctors and apothecaries
that they may take away Christians’ lives.
“As for what you say of their destroying your
synagogues: make your sons canons and clerics in
order that they may destroy their churches.
“As for the many other vexations you complain
of Arrange that your sons become advocates and
lawyers, and see that they always mix themselves up
with the affairs of State, in order that by putting
Christians under your yoke you may dominate the
world and be avenged on them.
“Do not swerve from this order that we give you,
because you will find by experience that, humiliated
as you are, you will reach the actuality of power.”
As an example of how these instructions were
applied, the Jesuit Order was established in the
Catholic church by the Jewish Ignatius Loyola.
When you are trying to find truth behind history and
politics, you will often find Jesuits at the source of
the problems (such as the Jesuit, President William
Clinton). The Jesuits are one of the behind-thescenes secret societies referred to by Benjamin
Disraeli.
Adam Weishaupt,
founder of the
Illuminati, was a Jesuit.
At the time of the American Revolution, which
was essentially an economic revolution against the
Royal British banksters
and their King, the
Founding Fathers had seen what had happened in
Europe and did not want that happening here. Nesta
H. Webster (died 1960) wrote much on these
subjects in her books The French Revolution, World
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The Founding Fathers of the United States were
aware of the recent “outbreak of the destructive
prin :iple in Europe” (usually known by such names
as w,iat became the French Revolution) and tried to
write into the Constitution laws that would prevent
such from happening here.
For instance, to prevent the economic ravages
caused by the banksters,
they wrote into the
Constitution
that only gold and silver could be
money, and only Congress (not a private bank)
could issue money.
Let’s look at some examples of how they really
felt. They do NOT teach these facts in your history
classes. Mr. Charles Pinckney, one of the framers
of the Constitution,
published a diary for private
distribution among his friends under the title “ChitChat Around the Table During Intermission” in
which he said of Benjamin Franklin:
“Dr. Benjamin Franklin, a venerable figure,
weighed down by years and wisdom, leaned one
hand on his staff, the other on the table and said,
‘There is a greater menace to these United States of
America.. .
“‘This great menace, Gentlemen, is the Jew!
“‘In whatever country Jews have settled in any
great numbers they have lowered its moral tone;
they have depreciated its commercial integrity; and
segregated themselves; have not assimilated; have
sneered at and tried to undermine the Christian
religion upon which this nation is founded by
objecting to its restrictions; have built up a state
within a state, and when opposed have tried to
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Austin, TX 78745
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e-mail: wrldline@texas.net
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strangle that country to death financially, as in the
case of Spain and Portugal.
“‘If you do not exclude them from the United
States in this Constitution, in less than two hundred
years they will have swarmed here in such great
numbers that they will dominate and devour the
land, and change our form of government for which
we Americans have shed our blood, given our lives,
our substance, jeopardized our liberty, and put into
it our best thoughts.
“‘Gentlemen, Jews are Asiatics. Let them be
born where they will, or how many generations they
are away from Asia, and they will never be
otherwise.
Their ideas do not conform to an
American’s, even though they live among us ten
generations.
A leopard cannot change its spots.
Jews are Asiatics, are a menace to this country if
permitted entrance, and should be excluded by this
Constitution.“’

Franklin was the American ambassador to
France, and was well aware of what the Jewish
banksters had done and were doing to Europe. He
was also aware that Spain and Portugal had expelled
the Jews, then afterwards became the wealthiest
countries in the world.
Some will call me, this writer, anti-Semitic
merely for quoting these famous persons, so I will
point out that I am Semitic and this whole smear
game of calling someone anti-Semitic who points
out facts detrimental to the rulers is just another
brainwashing tool of those rulers. Those who cry
“anti-Semitic, anti-Semitic” are merely advertising
their slavery to their brainwashing. And those who
cry that they are Jews who are being persecuted, are
usually not even Jews, but are only pretending, for
political and economic advantage! Most who say
they are Jews are racially descended from the
Asiatic and Tartar Mongols such as Genghis Kahn
(Kahn or Cohen is a prominent Jewish name). Thus
most who claim to be Jews are actually Mongols
(Mongoloids?). For further information on this, see
for instance The Thirteenth Tribe by best-selling
author Arthur Koestler, himself a Jew. The real
(Sephardic) “Jews” are heavily persecuted by the
Ashkenazic “Jews.”
One of the reasons Jews have been “persecuted”
throughout history is the fact that they (I am
speaking generally of the Jews who are not real
Jews, but are only pretending) have developed tools,
protocols and procedures to give them immoral
control and advantage over others. These parasitic
protocols and procedures tended to devastate the

Revolution,
Secret
Societies
& Subversive
Movements, and The Socialists Network.
A writer contemporary with George Washington

was Professor
(Edinburg
University)
John
Robinson, author of Proofs of a Conspiracy
(published
1798 in New York).
This book
documented
a secret conspiracy
called the
Illuminati. The Reverend G. W. Snyder sent a copy
of the book to George Washington, who replied to
Snyder in a letter dated September 25, 1798:
“I have heard much of the nefarious,
and
dangerous plan, and doctrines of the Illuminati, but
never saw the book until you were pleased to send it
to me.... I must correct an error you have run into,
of my Presiding over the English lodges in this
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Country. The fact is, I preside over none, nor have
I been in one more than once or twice, within the last
thirty years.” Washington was defending himself
against an accusation that he was a member of a
secret Masonic Lodge along with the Illuminati
members.
Later (October 24, 1798), Washington wrote
again to Snyder and stated:
“It was not my intention to doubt that, the
Doctrines of the Illuminati,
and principles of
Jacobinism had not spread in the United States. On
the contrary, no one is more truly satisfied of this
fact than I am. .” (John Fitzpatrick, ed., Writings of
Washington, Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government
Printing
Office, 1940, v. 36, pp. 452-45 3).
Washington may have been referring also to another
book called Memoirs Illustrating
the History of
Jacobinism
by Abbe Augustin Barruel, which
claimed that the Illuminati society had subverted the
Freemasons into a conspiracy to undermine church
and state and create a one-world government.
Washington also made another statement that
few historians dare to quote. He said that Jews
should be “hunted down as pests of society, and the
greatest enemies we have to the happiness of the
United States” (Maxims of George Washington, pp.
125-126).
JACOBINISM

Note that Washington
recognized that the
doctrines of the Illuminati were the same as the
principles of Jacobinism, which reminds me of
another subject many of you readers will have
trouble understanding. It is a related subject so bear
with me.
According to the Bible, when Moses went up on
the mountain of Sinai, he asked God, who are you?
What did God say (according to the story)?
For instance, the King James Bible says:
Exodus
3:13: And Moses said unto God,
Behold, when I come unto the children of Israel, and
shall say unto them, The God of your fathers hath
sent me unto you; and they shall say to me, What is
his name? what shall I say unto them?
Exodus 3:14: And God said unto Moses, I AM
THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto
the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you.
However, the Hebrew manuscripts, and the
Jewish Torah, and Tanakh in the newer English
versions based on the Masoretic text, say that God
said His name was “Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh”. “Ehyeh”
is anglicized Hebrew for “I am”, but “Asher” is the
name ofa prominent “pagan” god and was
name for the male sex organ.
The Jewish TORAH, The Five Books of Moses,
A new translation
to the Masoretic
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There can be no doubt that the Hebrew
Masoretic text upon which the majority of Bible
versions are based says “ehyeh Asher ehyeh”. The
arguments occur over the interpretation
of the
words; some say it means this, others say it means
that. Let me remind you that, according to the rules
of translation, you. do not translate proper names.
President Eisenhower was Eisenhower in every
language, he was not President “Iron-worker”. You
might argue that Asher means “that” or “black” (see
Strong s Concordance # 806) or “I Am” or “tree”
Nevertheless,
by the rules of
or whatever.
translation,
the name is not translated,
it is
transliterated. Asher is Asher, but the translators
violate their own rules and conventions and LIE to
you. There is plenty of proof that the old
manuscripts said “I am Asher.”
Adam
Clarke’s
Commentary,
Earle’s
Abridgement, p. 94, concerning this verse, says:
“14. I AM THAT I AM. Eheyeh asher Eheyeh.
These words have been variously understood. The
Vulgate translates, ‘I am who am.’ The Septuagint,
‘I am he who exists,’ The Syriac, the Persic, and
the Chaldee preserve the original words without any
gloss.”
Most Hebrew scholars agree that “eheyeh” or
“ehyeh” means “I am.” So you have “I am Asher I
am.” Hebrew reads from right to left, and when it
was transposed into left to right, an extra “I am”
was put in. If you want to check it out, you will find
that “I” and “am” are not in the Strong’s or Young’s
concordances which are usually used to research
Biblical words such as these unless you know how
to find them. Try Strong’s #1961, hayah. The “h”
is often silent in ancient languages such as what we
(wrongly) call Hebrew (as in Har-mageddon or
Armageddon, and see Judges 12:6 where 42,000
Israelites were murdered by other Israelites because
of this). Ehyeh and hayah were basically the same
Hebrew word, spelled (misspelled) to confuse you.
The emphasis had to be shifted to “I am,” away
from “Asher”! We can argue over who and what
was Asher, but you will find that the Asher was
anciently considered to be the male sex organ! And
a strange thing is-the Bible condemns worshipping
the Asher! One example out of many that could be
given: “And they forsook the house of the Lord, the
God of their fathers, and served the Asherim [plural
of Asher] and the idols; and wrath came upon Judah
and Jerusalem for this their guiltiness.” (2 Chron.
24: 18, The Holy Scriptures
According
to the

is allowed to see God, and only fromthe back. God
covers Moses’ eyes “while My glory passeth by”.
The Hebrew word used here for “glory” is kabod.
This word kabod “is sometimes used idiomatically
to refer to the male reproductive organ” (The Harlot
By The Side of the Road-Forbidden
Tales of the
Bible by Jonathan Kirsh, Ballantine Books, 1997,
page 8). Jack Miles, in God: A Biography, says:

“The fact that the Lord wanted to be seen only from
behind may suggest that he is concealing his
genitalia from Moses.”
I have a friend who has done research on this
and he learned that the “kabod” was worshipped as
the male organ. An ancient Hebrew word for God
was the letters which transliterate to “IE” and are
pronounced “ehyah” or “eeyou” which, we have
seen above, are also translated “I AM”, another
name for God. The God Peter was IE-PETER or
“eeyou-piter” or “Jupiter”. The God Zeus was
simply “IE” or “eeyou’, with the Latin terminus
added. The “God Zeus” became “eeyou-Zeus”, or in
modern English, “Jesus”. The penis was also called
the God Kabod or the “IE KABOD” or “eeyoukabod” and has come down to us in English as
“JACOB “. In fact the word “Jew” is the same as
the older word for “God”, which was usually
represented by the phallus and is now translated “I
Am”. There was no “J” in Hebrew and there was no
“J” in English until a few hundred years ago. The
books will tell you that “Jacob” comes from “heel”,
but they usually won’t tell you that “heel” is a
euphemism for the male “protuberance”.
See
Strong’s Concordance #6119 and Jeremiah f3:22:
“For the greatness of thine iniquity are thy skirts
uncovered, and thy heels made bare.” The word
“heil” means “virility”.
“A king’s virility [heil] was periodically tested,
and when it waned, he was usually killed and
replaced,” p. 379, The Woman ‘s EncyclopedLr of
Myths And Secrets. That’s why some “heil” the king
(or Hitler). When the word was used in Greek (John
13:18: “He.. .hath lifted up his heel against me”.
The Greek word for “heel” was “pterna”, from the
same root as “peter”. My friend has much more
evidence backing this, but my point is that if you
will study the Illuminati Jacobites you will find
considerable evidence that shows that the Illuminati
worship Lucifer, who pretends to be God, and that
the sex rituals and symbols are a very considerable
part of their practices!
The practices
are
camouflaged to the public and to the initiate, but
Masoretic Text).
become more blatant as the initiate progresses in the
1.nExodus 33:18-23, we are told that only Moses degrees of the “mysteries”.
There are massive

of the Holy Scriptures

according
text by the Jewish Publication

Society, says: “And God said to Moses, ‘EhyehAsher-Ehyeh.’ He continued, ‘Thus shall you say to
the Israelites, ‘Ehyeh sent me to you.“’
The translators shifted the emphasis onto the
words “I am” away from the too-blatantly obvious
name, “Asher”. Some “experts” and “authorities”
will disagree with me. Others, though, agree, and
some modern translations
clearly say “Asher”.
Don’t blindly accept the opinions of “experts” or
“authorities” OR ME. I merely bring these things to
your attention; I hope you have the maturity to think
and study and come to your own understanding.
George Lamsa’s Translation from the Aramaic
of the Peshitta says: “And God said to Moses, I am
AHIAH ASHAR HIGH (that is, THE LIVING
GOD); and he said, Thus you shall say to the
children of Israel, AHIAH has sent me to you.”
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in majbr wars and
conspiracies
going on here, involving even the hired the Hessians from William the Landgrave of behind these efforts,.resulting
“Christian” “very elect”, stemming from things we Hesse, and it cost him $20,000,000 which was losses of thousands (eventually millions) of lives.
In 1774, Weishaupt received orders from
loaned to Mayer for 20 years (Mayer had arranged
are taught that we do not try to verify.
the deal). Mayer then used the money to make loans Rothschild to foment wars in England, France and
(for interest, of course) to the Revolutionists and to the American Colonies. The French Revolution was
THE NEFARIOUS
ILLUMINATI
finance bringing the Jews out of the ghettos and scheduled to start in 1789, but in 1784 a copy of the
On May 1, 1776, a prominent date among making them fellow banksters. He also financed the orders were being sent to Bospiere [sic], who was to
head the French Revolution, when the courier was
Communists and Satanists, a secret society called rise of Napoleon. Neat, huh?
struck by lightning. The Bavarian police found the
The Illuminati
was formally
founded by a
SPARTACUS
manuscript, and as a result raided the Lodges of the
representative
of the banksters named Adam
Masonic Grand Orient and the homes of Weishaupt
Weishaupt. Mrs. Webster wrote that the ideals of
Mayer/Rothschild
sent Adam Weishaupt to and his associates.
In 1785, the Bavarian
the Illuminati were:
America to help establish the Rothschild banking government outlawed the Illuminati and closed all
system. Weishaupt wrote a book describing his lodges of the Grand Orient in Bavaria. In 1786,
1. Hatred of God and all forms of religion.
2. Destruction
of private
property
and plans for the Illuminati. An original ofhis book was they published details of the plot and sent them to
in the library in Philadelphia but they did not want European heads of government, who simply ignored
inheritance.
to loan it out, so in 198 1 I obtained a Xerox copy of them. As a result, the Revolution took placed as
3. Absolute
social and racial equality,
the book. The book is written in Old German. A planned in 1789.
promotion of class hatred.
Weishaupt recruited secret agents to form secret
4. Destruction of all formr of either monarchial friend arranged for a local German lady to translate
societies
inside secret societies in order to carry out
it.
Weishaupt
called
himself
Spartacus
(that’s
what
or democratic governments, including civil liberties,
such as freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly the book says). Here is a sample translation of what their plans. He tried to recruit a high-ranking
Mason named John Robinson, a professor of
it says, beginning with the cover page: [Quoting]
and of trial by jury.
Natural History at the University of Edinborough.
5. Destruction
of all nationalism,
love of
First Partition [Section] Correspondence More Robinson did not fall for the scheme but obtained a
country, patriotism
and allegiance to civil or
Original Letters from Spartacus (Weishaupt). I copy of Weishaupt’s Constitution
and in 1789
political rulers.
6. Abolition of marriage and practice of free have now read all communicata [letters], and will published a book called Proofs OfA Conspiracy To
Once
send them back next Thursday with the messenger. Destroy All Governments and Religions.
love.
I have seen, that you put in a lot of effort [had a lot again, most did not believe him and the plans of the
They infiltrated the
How well do you suppose those ideals have been of trouble] to get everything in order, but it will Illuminati went forward.
Scottish
Rites
groups
of
Masonic Lodges in
achieved? These same protocols were later adopted always be hard work. The destruction [decay] will
be very big [great] and the indifference [unconcern] America, in spite of the protest of George
by the Communists.
against the [at this point in the text is a circle with Washington.
On July 19, 1789, the President of Harvard
a dot in the center, some sort of code] takes the
REDCOATS,
RED SHIELDS
AND
University, himself a high-ranking Mason, warned
THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION
upper hand.
To be effectual, I will use the following rules. against the Illuminati. John Quincy Adams, who
had helped organize the New England Masonic
in Germany, Amschel Mayer (Mayer Amschel
1. I will look for steady, active, hard working Lodges, also issued a warning. Adams outlined the
Bauer), with his five sons and daughters, was
applying the protocols.
One thing he did was to men. I believe (24.) Z == [another code of some details of how Thomas Jefferson was using his
approach William the Landgrave of Hesse and sell sort] should not be neglected. You will read about influence to aid the Illuminati. Thomas Jefferson
him coins. William was a coin collector. Mayer had my other project in my letter to Celsus.
was a member of the Illuminati. The letters were in
what we would call a pawn shop. Outside the shop
2. During the meeting I would put people in the Whittenberg Library in Philadelphia.
was a red shield, advertising
the shop, which leading positions who have dignity, authority,
The Russian Czar did take the warnings
became known as the house of the red shield. In influence, and who are admired by the young people seriously and would not cooperate
with the
German, “red shield” is “rot schild”, so the Mayer as Oracul, and who are serious and have high Illuminatists, so the Illuminatists made plans to
Amschel family became known as the family of the morality [morals].
eventually eliminate the Czar and his family.
House of the Rothschild.
3. The recruiting would be done by our own
In the meantime, the Americans were revolting capable people, who know how to drill [train] the
ROTHSCHILD’S
VICTORY
AT WATERLOO
against King George III of Britain. George needed people. Plinius and Pythagoras have excellent skill
soldiers to fight against the American rebels, so he in that. [End of quoting]
During the Battle of Waterloo in 18 15, the
made a deal with William the Landgrave of Hesse
There are 25 1 pages. It is more evidence of the
for the use of 17,000 Hessians for which George III great banker conspiracy going on, whose purpose Rothschilds were able to falsify a report of the
was to pay the sum of nearly $20,000,000. William was to take control of the world. At first glance, battle, so that the English people believed that
and his financial partner Mayer (who had arranged some ofthese things seem rather silly and harmless, Napoleon had won. The British stock market
the deal with the King) had a secret friend in but keep in mind that there was SERIOUS money crashed, while Rothschild agents were there buying
America known as Haym Solomon of Philadelphia,
who made it possible for Robert Morris to finance
the American rebels, with money that traced back to
Rothschild/Mayer ahd King ‘George, against whom
they were fighting. Thus the Jews Solomon and
Mayer were financing
both sides of the
Revolutionary War. Robert Morris became the first
tas
Two or the
president of the Bank of North America chartered bv
Congress in 1782 at Philadelphia.
To start the
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them
bank, he used money obtained from Rothschild in
Wonderful soup extender and both
just like pinto beans.
178 1 to finance Washington’s Yorktown campaign
and his own money obtained
while he was
make super salad/sandwich
sprouts.
Superintendent
of Finance ( 178 l-84) under the
Articles of Confederation.
In 1775 he contracted
with the Continental Congress to import guns and
Adzuki Beans
*$X0.
50-lb. bag
ammunition. War is profitable! Thomas Paine and
50-lb. bag
*$30.
Red Lentils
others attacked him for profiteering.
Here’s the skinny of how it worked: Solomon
and Morris financed the Rebels and egged them on
Order From New Gaia-Call
800-639-4242
against King George. King George then had to hire
* Plus UPS delivery
charge
17,000 Hessians to fight the American Rebels. He
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up the stocks at pennies-on-the-dollar prices. Later
when the truth came out, the stocks skyrocketed,
resulting in huge profits for the Rothschilds, who
then were able to take control of Europe. They also
took control of the British banking system and
forced Britain to set up a new Bank of England,
totally controlled by Rothschild.
In the 1850s a British Illuminist named Wright
held a secret meeting in New York in which a plan
was launched to organize atheists, Nihilists and
other subversives into an international organization
which later came to be known as Communism. It
was to be the tool to conquer the world. Horace
Greeley, Quentin Roosevelt (ancestor of FDR) and
Charles Dana were appointed to head a commission
to raise funds for the new venture.
ALEXANDER

HAMILTON

Alexander Hamilton was born as Alexander
Levine in 1757 on the island of Nevis in the British
West Indies. In 1772 he went to New York and
married Elizabeth Schuyler in 1780. In 1782 he
established a law office in New York and entered
politics. In 1782 he was elected to the Continental
Congress and in 1789 he became Secretary of the
Treasury. He was often in conflict with Jefferson
and Madison and others because of his disdain for
the common man, his extreme sympathies for Great
Britain, and his questionable business practices. He
called the British government “the best in the
world”. He wanted to establish a monarchy in
America. Newspaper accounts appeared in the
summer of 1787 alleging that a plot was under way
to invite the second son of George III, Frederick,
Duke of York, the secular bishop of Osnaburgh in
Prussia, to become “king of the United States”.
Alexander Hamilton set up the Bank of the
United States, the first of the British-affiliated
American
banks, in 1791. Due to growing
awareness of its danger and political opposition, its
charter was not renewed in 18 11, resulting in the
War of 1812 in which the angry Britishers burned
Washington,
D.C. Its assets were acquired by
Stephen Girard who continued the business as the
Girard Bank.
Hamilton was killed in a duel with Aaron Burr
in 1804.
Demand grew for another bank because of the
indebtedness
created by the War of 1812 and
because of cash payoffs to our politicians from the
British, so a second Bank of the United States
opened in 18 16 and issued notes redeemable in coin
“on demand” and were called “demand notes”. This
bank continued until Andrew Jackson became
President, and in 1833 he removed the public money
from the bank. The charter was not renewed in 1836.
It became a state-chartered bank, but failed in 184 1.
During this period the British banksters
encouraged fraudulent banks and “wildcat” banks.
A few investors with a few thousand dollars could
buy state bonds, on margin. They would then
deposit them with the state Treasurer and obtain a
bank charter. They could then issue money up to the
value of the bonds. So they would promptly use the
new money to pay off the bonds. Many canals and
turnpikes were financed this way, resulting in waves
of failures and losses.
Another type of bank was called the “Wildcat
Bank”. These were non-existent banks chartered in
some faraway place so far out in the sticks that
“only wildcats could be found there”. They would
then try to swap their phony money for other money
or goods of value. Variations on this theme are still
going on these days-how many of you bought the
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coins from the Marshall Islands that were advertised that affair which I neither understand, nor like, and
so heavily on TV? Have you tried to sell or swap in wish I may not have cause to dislike it worse as the
your coins?
mystery unfolds .”
The Indians were happy to sell Henderson the
DANIEL
BOONE
land, since it did not belong to them anyway! For
the most part, Indians did not live in Kentucky.
Daniel was the sixth child of 11 born to Squire They used Kentucky as a hunting ground. Indians
and Sarah Boone, who came to Pennsylvania from from the north would go south into Kentucky to do
Devon, England.
Squire was a weaver and a their hunting, then would return home. Indians from
Quaker. Daniel was born in Berks County, PA, in the south would go north into Kentucky for the same
1734, where he grew up on the farm. His days were reason, then return home. When the various tribes
filled with heavy chores and hunting.
met, there was often a battle, so Kentucky was
When he was 16, in 1750, his family moved known as “a dark and bloody ground”. But for the
most part, there were no Indians settled there.
down the Great Valley Road in the Shenandoah
Henderson hired Daniel Boone to lead some
Valley to Linville, where they settled a while, then
moved on south to the Yadkin River Valley, about armed men into Kentucky to take possession of his
12 miles from Salisbury, N.C. In 1755, Daniel newly acquired land. They were attacked near the
became a wagoner in General Braddock’s army, and Kentucky River by Shawnees. Two men were killed
was at the defeat of Braddock at Ft. Duquesne in and others began to flee, but Boone gathered them
western Pennsylvania. Among the survivors were together and fought off the Indians. He then had the
men build a fort, but they foolishly built it below
Daniel Boone, George Washington, Christopher
some hills where the Indians could fire down into the
Gist, and John Findlay.
In 175 6 Daniel married 17-year-old Rebecca fort, and built it on a flood plain. When Henderson
Bryan, and in 1759 he paid his father 50 pounds for arrived, he ordered a new fort be built at a better
640 acres of land in the Yadkin area where he began location.
After the Revolutionary War, Virginia annexed
farming. He did very poorly, and in 1763 some
citizens of Salisbury sued him for nonpayment of Kentucky as a county of Virginia, in December
debts. He took to the woods and in 1763 bought 1776, and let Henderson keep 200,000 acres of
some land in Pensacola, Florida. When he returned, prime land. Boone’s only reward was being named
his wife refused to go with him to Florida, perhaps a captain in the Virginia Militia, and having the
named
of Henderson’s
colony
capital
because she did not want to leave her friends.
He never received the land that
In 1768, Boone was visited by John Findlay. Boonesborough.
Findlay had been in Kentucky as early as 1752 and Henderson had promised to him. The history of
wanted to return. He asked Boone to go with him. banking is tied in with the history of these
Attorney Richard Henderson had dreams of questionable land deals and speculations, beginning
setting up an empire in Kentucky, where he would at the time of Columbus and spreading westward
sell land and become rich. Records show that other with the migration of the Europeans.
In 1776, Indians captured Daniel’s daughter aid
land speculators of that period include Thomas
Jefferson, Patrick Henry, and George Washington. two other girls. Daniel and the boyfriends of the
Washington sent his own agent out in 1767 to three girls followed them and captured them back
secretly spy out the land “under the pretence of (the girls later married their rescuers). In 1778,
hunting other game.. . .” The fact that it was done Boone and about 30 men traveled about 70 miles to
secretly and other factors indicate that there was the salt springs at Blue Lick, on New Years Day.
something going on that was not quite “kosher”. There they boiled down the salty water to gather
This might account for some of the soft attitudes salt, necessary for the preservation of meat. By
towards banks by our early “Founding Fathers”. February 7, they had about 300 bushels. Boone
Washington,
for instance, was a friend and went off to check some traps and ran into a party of
supporter
of Alexander Hamilton who was a Indians. It was snowing so hard that they were right
spokesman for the British and Rothschild banksters. upon him before he saw them. Ah, but I digress! If
Henderson bailed Daniel Boone out of his you want to know the rest of the story, you will have
financial troubles and sponsored him to, also to look it up!
secretly, spy out Kentucky for him, so Daniel and
SIMON
KENTON
AND
four others, with Findlay as a guide, set out from
ANDREW
JACKSON
Salisbury for Kentucky on May 1,1769, through the
Cumberland
Gap, The Cumberland
Gap has
An interesting book covering the time period of
become associated with Daniel Boone in history, but
actually the Gap had been discovered 19 years Daniel Boone and George Washington is The
Frontiersmen
by Allen Eckert, copyright 1967,
earlier by Dr. Thomas Walker.
The party disbanded when attacked by Indians, published by Little, Brown and Co. and available
but Boone stayed and explored for two years. Then through any library. It is about Simon Kenton, the
in 1773 he undertook to guide his family and other leading Indian fighter in the Kentucky area at the
settlers to Kentucky, but they were attacked by time of Boone. Kenton once rescued Daniel Boone
Indians near the Cumberland Gap and Daniel’s from the Indians. One incident in the book I want to
oldest son James was killed. They retreated to bring to your attention is on pages 2 10-2 12. It
Virginia. In 1774, James Harrod had built the first seems that Andrew Jackson, who is famous for
town (fort) in Kentucky at Harrodsburg. In 1775, winning the Battle of New Orleans (against the
Boone gathered the Cherokee Indians to a meeting British) and became President of the United States,
with Richard Henderson.
At this meeting,
Henderson bought twenty million acres from the 1YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
(
Indians, and paid them with pots, pans, tools, etc.
TO
BY
Henderson now had his empire, which he called
I
Transylvania. How much George Washington knew
CALLING
and how much he was an unknowing victim is
debatable,
as when Washington
heard about
Henderson’s deal, he said, “There is something in
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was somewhat of a brawler and bully in his younger
days. He was head of a survey crew (and bragged
that he had beaten up every man on the crew). He
went into a bar near Harrodsburg, where he saw the
famous Simon Kenton. Just like in the movies,
Jackson picked a fight with Kenton. Kenton, a
professional killer, or in more polite terms, a combat
soldier, would have beaten Jackson to death had not
others pulled him off. But if you check when this
event happened (3 1 Oct. 1779) and check when
Andrew Jackson was born, you find that Andy was
only 12 years old at this time (born 1767). How
could a twelve-year-old boy be head of a survey
crew? Obviously Allen Eckert was in error about
when this event occurred, right? Wrong! The
answer is-Andrew
Jackson was born overseas.
According to the Constitution,
someone born
overseas cannot become President of the United
States. Jackson had his birthdate and birthplace
changed so that he could become President. I have
read an interview with the midwife who was present
at Jackson’s birth, overseas.
This is another
example of how historical “facts” are often altered
by the powers-that-be. [HistoricalMagazine,
May,
1859, has an article by Judge John James who talked
with Kenton at his home in 1833 and took notes.
General Henry Lee corroborates this information,
the original documents are in the Draper Collection
(a collection well known to genealogists).
Judge
James said in the magazine article: “In September,
1840, when General Harrison was coming to Urbana
from the Western countries to attend one of the large
meetings of that day, I was requested as I was
personally
known to him and they not. I was
accclmpanied by John Chambers of Kentucky, who
took a seat with me, and I drove him to Urbana.
Among the many things said during that drive, this
statement by him is most vividly remembered:
‘There is in my neighborhood an old woman, of
humble rank, but a member of a church, and very
much respected, who says that she came to America
in the same ship with Gen. Jackson’s parents, and
that Jackson was born at sea, three days from land.
(The “land” that they were three days from, as I
recall, was Ireland.) She said, “I received him in my
own hands .“’ Mr. Chambers said he had intended to
have her statement reduced to writing, and verified,
but he had neglected
it. Her statement was
doubtless known to others in Kentucky.” Andrew
was born in either 1754 or 1756.1
THOMAS

HART

BENTON

One close friend of Andrew Jackson was “Old
Bullion Benton”, although 1 homas Hart Benton
(1782 - 1858) nearly killed Jackson in a duel. At
that point in history duels and brawling were very
common. Benton fought with Jackson against the
British in the War of 18 12, and against the Indians,
who had been stirred up by the British. Part of the
trouble between the “White man” and the “Indian”
was directly the result of British agitation,
During the period from 18 11 to 1816, the
number ofnote-issuing state banks jumped from 88
to 246, while their note circulation was extended
from $45 million to $100 million between 18 12 and
18 17. The force behind these banks was generally
people like John Jacob Astor and Stephen Girard,
who were pro-British.
The United States did not
have paper money until forced into it by the Civil
War, but there were many private issues. Before the
Civil War, most bank loans were made by issuing
notes on the bank to the borrower, instead of
establishing credit or a deposit in the borrower’s name.
Each bank engraved its own notes in its own design.
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At this time (18 12), ihe official price of gold
was $17.777777 per troy ounce and silver was
$1.074344648 per troy ounce (Numismatic News,
Sep. 1, 1987, p. 10).
Benton became a bank speculator and got
involved with the Bank of St. Louis which began in
18 16. He was arrested because of some banking
squabbles, and by 18 19 the bank had failed. He was
learning the hard way about banks. He later became
editor of the St. Louis Enquirer newspaper and
promoted the fur trade and western growth. His
daughter married the famous explorer John
Fremont. He promoted growth along the Oregon
Trail and promoted the fur trade and other interests
in opposition to the British-backed John Jacob Astor
American Fur Company interests.
The booming land interests drew many statechartered banks, which supplied ever-expanding
credit at inflated prices backed by nothing. Benton’s
newspaper began printing articles telling about banks
that were going bust and warning about the papermoney mania. His newspaper stated: “Banish paper
and you introduce gold and silver. Where gold and
silver is the standard, the price of everything is
reasonable, and a dollar stands for a dollar.”
Benton was nominated for state senator by
Thomas Boone, son of Daniel Boone and by 1821
Benton became the first Senator from the State of
Missouri. Later Andrew Jackson became a fellow
Senator, and although they had tried to kill each
other ten years earlier, as they worked together they
eventually became good friends.
ANDREW
THE

JACKSON
BANKS

AND

Andrew Jackson hated banks. When Jackson
became President, in his first message to Congress
in 1829, he questioned “both the constitutionality
and expediency” of the Bank of the United States
(which was actually a British-backed institution),
and in February Benton issued a resolution “That
the charter of the Bank of the United States ought
not to be renewed”. Benton warned that it was an
institution
“too great and too powerful to be
tolerated in a government of free and equal laws”.
He said that “great moneyed powers” would “make
the rich richer, and the poor poorer; to multiply
He pointed out that by
nabobs and paupers”.
expanding and contracting credit, the banks had the
power to transfer all wealth into their own hands “to
the Neptunes who preside over the flux and reflux of
paper”.
Benton said that when the re-charter of the first
national bank had been refused in 18 11, they made
a great mistake by not providing a national
substitute for the national bank’s currency. He said
that “gold and silver is the best currency for a
republic; it suits the men of middle property and the
working people.” The common people liked what
Benton said, but his colleagues in government. many
of whom were getting under-the-table payoffr from
the British-backed banksters, were less enthusiastic.
Henry Clay was one who ongmally bitterly opposed
banksters, but was bought off and hired by the
banksters and by 1820 had become one of their
highest-paid attorneys. The aristocrat (and head of
the Bank of the United States) Nicholas Bidale
wrote to Clay “your remuneration, liberal as it was
designed to be, has been amply earned.” (Nicholas
Biddle to Clay, March 11, 1825, Clay Papers.)
Clay and Biddle became close political allies.
Recharter of the bank was finally achieved by
the Biddle/Clay forces on June 11, 1832, by a vote
of 28 to 20. Biddle wrote to Cadwalader, “Now for
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the President” (Biddle to Cadwalader, July 3, 1832,
in McGrane, Correspondence,
p. 192), meaning
that now they were going to “get Jackson”. They in
fact tried to kill President Jackson. Jackson said,
“The bank, Mr. Van Buren, is trying to kill me, but
I will kill it! ” He said “the rich and powerful,. .bend
the acts of government to their selfish purposes.”
THE ATTEMPTED
ASSASSINATION
OF
ANDREW
JACKSON

On January 30, 1835, Richard Lawrence
attempted to fire two pistols at President Jackson,
and they both misfired. He was tried and found
innocent by reason of insanity, and he later boasted
that he was working for the European banksters who
had promised to protect him if he were caught. They
protected him by declaring him insane, and who can
believe the testimony of an insane man?
The reason they tried to kill Jackson was
because he vetoed the banking bill. Here is a quote
from his Veto Message, Washington, July 10, 1832:
[quoting]
To the Senate:
The bill “to modify and continue” the act,
entitled, “an act to incorporate the subscribers, to
the bank of the United States,” was presented to me
on 4th July, instant, Having considered it, with
solemn regard to the principles of the Constitution,
which the day was calculated to inspire, and come
to the conclusion that it is not to become a law, I
herewith return it to the Senate, in which it
originated, with my objections.
A bank of the
United States is, in many respects, convenient for
the Government
and useful to the people.
Entertaining this opinion, and deeply impressed,
with the belief that some of the powers and
privileges possessed, by the existing bank, are
unauthorized by the Constitution, subversive to the
rights of the States, and dangerous to the liberties of
the people, I felt it my duty, at an early period of my
administration, to call the attention of congress, to
the practicability,
of organizing an institution,
combining all its advantages, and obviating these
objections. I, sincerely, regret, that in the act before
me, I can perceive none of those modifications, of
the bank charter which are necessary, in my opinion,
to make it compatible with justice, with sound
policy, or with the Constitution of our country.
. . . More than eight millions of the stock of this
bank are held by foreigners,
by this act the
American Republic proposes virtually to make
them, a present of some millions of dollars.. . . The
present corporation has enjoyed its monopoly during
the period stipulated in the original contract. If we
must have such a corporation, why should not the
Government sell out the whole stock and thus secure
to the people the full market value of the privileges
granted? Why should not Congress create and sell
twenty eight millions of stock, incorporating the
purchasers with all the powers and privileges secure
in this act and putting the premium upon the sales
into the treasury?
But this act does not permit competition in the
purchase of this monopoly.
It seems to be
predicated on the erroneous idea that the present
stockholders have a prescriptive right not only to the
favor but to the bounty of the Government. It
appears that more than a fourth part of the stock is
held by foreigners and the residue is held by a few
hundred of our own citizens, chiefly of the richest
class. For their benefit does this act exclude the
whole American people.... [End of quoting]
Note that the bill was presented for Jackson’s
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signature on July 4th!
Other famous statements of Jackson, that were
in history books when I was a kid but have since
been removed as the controllers continually rewrite
history, include:
“You [bankers] are a den of vipers and thieves
and I intend to rout you out, and by the Eternal God,
I will rout you out.” (address to Congress, 1829).
“If the American people only understood the
rank injustice of our money and banking systemthere would be a revolution before morning.. . .”
“If Congress has the right to issue paper money,
it was given them to be used by themselves, and not
to be delegated to individuals or corporations.”
Jackson removed the government deposits from
the Bank in September 1833. When Treasurer Louis
McLane balked, Jackson removed him and replaced
him with William J. Duane, who also did not want
to cooperate, so Jackson removed him and brought
in Robert B. Taney as Secretary. The Biddle/Clay
bankster crowd counterattacked by reducing credit
and causing a depression.
By fall of 1834, the
financial panic created by Biddle came to an end and
the bankster forces were losing. In June of 1834,
coinage legislation was passed to increase coinage,
resulting in increased mintages of many coins in
1834 and 1835, and resulting in the reinstitution of
minting of silver dollars in 1836 (the minting of
silver dollars had ceased in 1803).
This was a period of “hard times” created by the
angry banksters. To help alleviate the crisis, many
stores issued their own metallic money which
became known as “Hard Times Tokens”. These
often had political commentary on them such as
“Substitute for Shinplasters”. Shinplasters referred
to paper money.
For more information about Benton, see Old
Bullion Benton, Senator From The New West by
William Nisbet Chambers, copyright 1956, Little,
Brown and Company.
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P. BENJAMIN

The famous writer and poet Stephen Vincent
Benet wrote of Judah P. Benjamin in the well-known
narrative poem, John Brown ‘s Body:
“Judah P. Benjamin, the dapper Jew
Seal-sleek, black-eyed, lawyer and epicure,
Able, well-hated, face alive with life.. . .”
Judah Philip Benjamin was born August 6,
18 11, on the island of St. Thomas, British West
Indies. His parents were Orthodox Jews. He
became a lawyer and politician (Senator from
Louisiana),
and was one of the first southern
senators to advise secession.
The Rothschild
banksters placed their man Judah P. Benjamin in the
Confederacy, and in hindsight it appears that his job
was to help create the war the banksters wanted.
On December 8, 1860, he particularly advocated
separate secession from the Union by Louisiana.
The Jewish writer Benjamin Kaplan, in an article
about Mr. Benjamin in the book Jews in the South
(Louisiana State University Press, 1973), said: “As
Benjamin entered the ferment surrounding secession
and war, his zeal burned with a fire that did not
always seem a pure flame. This writer believes that
his fervor was made to serve a purpose of which
most biographers are as yet unaware.” (p . 84).
Kaplan said that Benjamin was extremely fervent in
FAVOR of slavery.
Strangely, Benjamin also became a close friend
of Jefferson Davis. Davis said: “Mr. Benjamin, of
Louisiana, had a very high reputation as a lawyer,

:

and my acquaintance with him in the Senate had
impressed me with the lucidity of his intellect, his
systematic habits and capacity for labor.” (Jefferson
Davis, The Rise and Fall of the Confederate
Government,
New York: D. Appleton and Co.,
1881, I, 242). J.P. Benjamin was the only known
Jew high ranking in the Confederacy, and became
the Adjutant General, the Secretary of War and the
Secretary
of State.
His picture is on the
Confederate $5 bill, 1861 issue. This September 2,
186 1 issue with Benjamin’s picture was never
authorized, so the reference books say the date must
be an error. One of the bills authorized that year
had a picture of someone called “Ceres”.
Benjamin was Jefferson Davis’ closest advisor,
even though others such as Confederate General
Joseph E. Johnston were bitterly against him.
Johnston wrote to Davis: “The course of the
Secretary of War [Benjamin] has not only impaired
discipline, but deprived me of the influence in the
army, without which there can be little hope of
success .” [The War of the Rebellion:
A
Compilation of the Official Records of the Union
and Confederate Armies (Washington, D.C., 1881),

Ser. I, Vol. V, 1087.1
Kaplan said: “As secretary of state, Benjamin
did his best to obtain recognition
for the
Confederacy from Great Britain and France and
endeavored to secure foreign aid wherever he
thought possible, but European countries were
pessimistic about the South’s chances for success
and remained aloof.” (p. 86). Near the end of the
war he fled to Britain, where he was knighted for his
services to the British and became Sir Benjamin, or
so I have heard but I cannot now find the proof. In
1870 he was made queen’s counsel for the county of
Palatine of Lancaster, and was honored at a banquet
given by the bar of England in the Inner Temple Hall
(ibid, p. 87).
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ASSASSINATION
OF LINCOLN

Just days before his assassination, President
Lincoln said: “As a result of the war, corporations
have been enthroned and an era of corruption in high
places will follow and the money power of the
country will endeavor to prolong its reign by
working on the prejudices of the people until wealth
is aggregated in the hands of a few and the Republic
is destroyed. I feel at this moment more anxiety for
the safety of my country than ever before, even in
the midst of war.”
I have in my office an original copy of The New
York Herald for Saturday, April 15, 1865. It does
not have headlines
in the manner we are
accustomed; it has headlines only for items in the
columns. The front page is seven columns wide and
the left column is headed:
“IMPORTANTASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLNThe President Shot at the Theatre Last EveningSECRETARY SEWARD DAGGERED IN HIS
BED BUT NOT MORTALLY WGUNDEDClarence and Frederick Seward BADLY HURT.
ESCAPE OF THE ASSASSINS-INTENSE
EXCITEMENT IN WASHINGTON-Scene
at the
Deathbed of Mr. Lincoln-J.
WILKES BOOTH,
THE ACTOR, THE ALLEGED ASSASSIN OF
THE PRESIDENT, &c., &c., &c.” These are all
headlines in the left column.
The article then continues: “THE OFFICIAL
DISPATCH. War Department-Washington,
April
15-1:30 P. M. Major General Dix, New York:“This evening at about 9:30 P. M. at Ford’s
Theatre, the President, while sitting in his private
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box with Mrs. Lincoln, Mrs. Harris and Major
Rathbone, was shot by an assassin who suddenly
entered the box and approached
behind the
President.
“The assassin then leaped upon the stage,
brandishing a large dagger or knife, and made his
escape in the rear of the theatre.
“The pistol ball entered the back of the
President’s head and penetrated nearly through the
head. The wound is mortal.. ..”
A couple of paragraphs tell of the stabbing of
Frederick and Clarence Seward, then continues:
“General Grant and wife were advertised to be at the
theatre this evening, but he started to Burlington at
six this evening.”
The article is signed by Edwin M. Stanton,
Secretary of War.
Another article in the same column says:
SECOND DISPATCH-Washington,
April 14,
1865. An attempt was made about 10 o’clock this
evening to assassinate the President and Secretary
Seward. The President was shot at Ford’s Theatre.
Result not yet known. Mr. Seward’s throat was cut,
and his son badly wounded. There is immense
excitement here.”
I did not realize until reading this paper, that
Lincoln was shot on Good Friday.
An article in the fifth column (no pun intended)
says: “It is now ascertained with reasonable
certainty that two assassins were engaged in the
horrible crime. Wilkes Booth being the one who shot
the President, and the other an accomplice, whose
description is so clear that he can hardly escape.
“It appears from papers found in Booth’s trunk
that the murder was planned before the 4th of
March, but fell through then because the accomplice
backed out, until ‘Richmond could be heard from.“’
Isn’t it strange that Presidential assassin:. and
lone bombers always leave diaries and pa,>ers
around implicating themselves? Or perhaps this is
merely the coverup modus operandi of the true
killers? Works, doesn’t it.
Other articles said that cotton was 42 cents a
pound, flour was $9.00 per barrel. About half the
paper was devoted to advertisements and personal
testimonies
concerning a miracle cure called
Hepaticure, price one dollar per bottle. One column
lists over 50 items that will be cured by Hepaticure,
items such as sudden stoppage of urine, pain in
back, pain in joints, loss of flesh, coated tongue,
tube casts, “tired and sleepless”, falling of the
womb, etc. According to all the written testimonies,
the stuff must have really worked. I suspect it was
alcohol and something else, perhaps cocaine or
mercury or arsenic.
There were previous attempted assassinations of
Lincoln, including one before he was inaugurated.
Upon his arrival in Washington, as he was preparing
to assume office, the armed Knights of the Golden
Circle were preparing to kill him and seize the capital
but were prevented by General Winfield Scott.
THE

JEWISH
AND

ASSASSINATION

B’NAI
THE

B’RITH

OF LINCOLN

Another of the Rothschild “emissaries” was
Simon Wolf (1835-1923) who was the head of the
Order of B’nai B’rith in Washington, D.C., for the
period of the Civil War. In 1862, Wolf was arrested by
Lafayette C. B er, who was the chief of detectives for
the city of Wast ington and later Lincoln’s chief of the
U. S. SecretService, on charges that Wolf was spying
and blockade running on behalf of the Confederacy.
Wolf was charged with being part of a conspiratorial
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organization (the B’nai B’rith) which was working with
Jews who were spying for the South. “B’nai B’rith”
means “Sons of the Covenant”, the covenant being
circumcision.
When General Grant took command of the Western
Front, he immediately issued Order No. 11, which
expelled all Jews from the military district within 24
hours of its implementation because he had information
that they were working with Judah P. Benjamin.
Lincoln, afraid that it would seem to be an attack on
religion, rescinded the order, and thus it could be said
that he thereby sealed his own doom.
A very good book on the Lincoln assassination is
The Lincoln Conspiracy
by David Balsiger and
Charles E. Sellier, Jr. Balsiger is the author of many
books including In Search of Noah’s Ark and The
Satan Seller. Sellier is producer of films including The
Lincoln Conspiracy, In Search of Noah 3 Ark and The
Life and Times of Grizzly Adams. The Lincoln
assassination documents were sealed for 75 years, just
as they did with the Kennedy documents, but the 75
years have passed and Balsiger and Sellier gained
access to many of the documents and to secret service
documents, congressmen’s diaries, old letters, deathbed
confessions, and the purported missing pages from the
John Wilkes Booth diary and correspondence secretly
intercepted by Secretary of War Edwin Stanton. The
book is very good as far as it goes; the authors
apparently were not aware of the British banker
connection, although they do say that evidence showed
that Booth escaped to go to England.
In the chapter titled “The Moneymen Conspire”,
they say that certain congressmen arranged for Booth
to meet Judah Benjamin, to carry out the conspiracy
aga;nst Lincoln.
“Booth made another trip to
Richmond to see Judah Benjamin...”
(p. 58,
paperback). Benjamin arranged for Booth to meet with
him and Jay Cooke, Henry Cooke (head of the First
National Bank and National Life Insurance Company),
Senator Zecharia Chandler, cotton broker Samuel
Noble, and political boss Thurlow Weed. “I think most
highly of Judah Benjamin. And I must acknowledge
that anyone the old fox should send would be the best
man available,” said Henry Cooke to Booth (p.60).
“Rebel Judah Benjamin had set up a meeting between
him and the Northern financiers and speculators” (p.
69). And thus the arrangements were made for the
assassination of Lincoln.
The authors said that afterwards, Secretary of War
Edwin Stanton, Chief of Secret Service Lafayette
Baker, Chief of War Department Telegraph Office
Major Thomas Eckert (later president of Western
Union), Assistant Secretary of War Charles Dana and
others high in the government directed the conspiracy
cover-up. Booth went to England where he married
Elizabeth Marshall Bumley. He had changed his name
to John Byron Wilkes.
On page 122 of the book, the authors said that on
the morning of the assassination, “Booth breakfasted in
Washington’s National Hotel dining room with Miss
Carrie Bean, a merchant’s daughter. The actor spoke
briefly with another young woman, Lucy Hale, as he
left the hotel and went to the barbershop for his
morning shave.” Keep this meeting with Hale in mind
as we look at this next quotation.
In 1987, the ADL (Anti-Defamation League of
B’nai B’rith) published an authorized biography of
Simon Wolf, which of course painted Wolf in the most
favorable light. It says:
“Locally the group’s theatrical productions
received a good press. Wolf, who would often play the
Ghost in Hamlet or Shylock in The Merchant of
Venice, bore an uncanny resemblance to John Wilkes
Booth Lincoln’s assassin. Earlier in Cleveland, Booth
had ioined Wolf and Peixotto in dramatic
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performances. Years afterward, Wolf remembered that
he had met Booth once again at the Willard Hotel, on
the morning of the day Lincoln was shot. There, at the
bar, Booth explained that Senator John P. Hale’s
daughter had just rejected his marriage proposal, Wolf
attributed Lincoln’s murder to this personal tragedy in
Booth’s own life. Wolf also recalled that once he sat
for a picture entitled ‘The Assassination of President
Lincoln’ .”
Considering that Wolf was Booth’s liaison with J.
P. Benjamin doyou think the ADL told the whole story
about that meeting? In Wolfs book, Presidents I Have
Known, Wolf says that he and his longtime
acquaintance John Wilkes Booth did some drinking
together at the Willard Hotel on the day Booth shot
Lincoln. Benjamin Peixotto, mentioned above, was
also a high B’nai B’rith figure.
When the British and Rothschild banksters failed
to regain America in the War of 18 12, they did not give
up trying. In 180 1, the pro-British Tory faction of U.
S. Freemasonry set up as the “Grand Council of the
Princes of Jerusalem of the Mother Supreme Council
of the Knights Commander of the House of the Temple
of Solomon of the Thirty-third Degree of the Ancient
and Accepted Order of the Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry in the United States.” This lodge was
chartered in Charleston, S.C., It was this lodge that
later was in charge of creating the Civil War. Through
their network of spies and politicians, they became very
wealthy, mostly from cotton and the slave trade. The
founders of the Charleston Scottish Rite Lodge were
Isaac DaCosta, Moses Cohen, Israel De Lieben, Dr.
Isaac Held, Moses Levi, and Moses Peixotto, probably
related to the Benjamin Peixotto mentioned above.
The B’nai B’rith’s own magazine, The Menorah,
said this about the founders of the group:
“Their reunions were frequent and several of them
being members of existing benevolent societies,
especially the order of Free Masons and Odd Fellows,
they finally concluded that a somewhat similar
organization, but based upon the ‘Jewish idea’, would
best obtain their object. The Jewish religion has many
observances and customs corresponding to the secret
societies known to us. The synagogue, for instance,
might be compared to a lodge room. It used to be open
twice a day. For a Jew desiring to find a friend, they
had but to go there and make themselves known by a
certain sign and token. The sign consisted of a grip
with a full hand and the magical word Sholem
Alachem. The messussah on the doorpost was the
countersign. Shema Israel (Hear, 0 Israel) was the
password.”
The purpose of the B’nai B’rith was to destroy the
Union and pave the way for the reconquest by Britain.
Israel Joseph Benjamin, in his memoirs Three Years In
America, 1859-62, wrote of the B’nai B’rith that “this
is a secret society, like the Freemasons, with passwords
and the like and was quite a new phenomenon for
me.. .still I think the existence of such a society not at
all necessary.”
When Judah P. Benjamin moved from the British
West Indies to the U.S., he went to Charleston, S.C.,
and became involved with the B’nai B’rith. He later
became the actual head of the Confederate secret
service charged with protecting Jefferson Davis, and he
used this opportunity to arrange the assassination of
Lincoln by Booth and John Surratt.
Benjamin’s liaison with Rothschild and the British
banksters was a Northerner, August Belmont (real
name Schoenberg),
who was chairman of the
Democratic Party and a fellow member of the
Charleston, S.C., B’nai B’rith. Belmont’s daughter
was married to John Slidell, who was a business
partner of Judah Benjamin. Belmont was a private
secretarv to the British House of Rothschild before he
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went to New York in 1837, The head of the Mother
Lodge of the Scottish Rite in England was at that time
Lord Palmerston, Britain’s Prime Minister and head of
the British secret service.
Fellow slave traders and cotton traders from the
Charleston Scottish Rite Lodge included the Lehman
Brothers, who moved to New York after the
assassination and became prominent in Wall Street
banking and stock brokerage and eventually part
owners of the Federal Reserve Bank system.
When Andrew Johnson became President after
Lincoln’s murder, he pardoned the Scottish Rite
insurrectionists-including Albert Pike-and accepted
a rank of 32nd Degree in the Freemasons. He also
absolved Simon Wolf at this time. Albert Pike went to
Tennessee and founded the Ku Klux Klan, using
Scottish Rite leadership!
The British Scottish Rite directors were the heads
of the British East India Company, including Prime
Minister Palmerston.
Henry Carey, one of the
arChiteCtS
of Lincoln’s Reconstruction program, wrote
a book in 1853 called The Slave Trade, Domestic and
Foreign in which he warned about Britain’s Opium
War against China (forcing China to accept opium).
The Chinese fought back, using a strange form of
boxing (now known as kung fu), and it became known
as The Boxers’ Rebellion. The British Royal Family
and banksters are still to this day behind the world’s
major illegal drug trade (and legal, for that matter). For
exhaustive details see Dope, Inc. by the editors of
Executive Intelligence Review. The back cover of that
book says:
“Dope, Inc., The Book That Drove Henry
Kissinger and the Anti-Defamation League Crazy.. . .
When the first edition of Dope, Inc. was published in
1978, the most powerful bankers of London and Wall
Street went running for cover, and the gangsters at the
Anti-Defamation League launched L multimillion
dollar drive to bury its authors under an avalanche of
slanders and government dirty tricks. Why? Because
Dope, Inc. revealed the most deeply held secrets of the
big names behind the world’s illegal narcotics trade.”
After Simon Wolf was forgiven by President
Johnson, he went on to later become advisor to
President Theodore Roosevelt in mobilizing support for
In his
the overthrow of the Russian Czar.
autobiography, he says he met secretly with Roosevelt
at his Sagamore Hills estate to launch a drive to brand
the Czar as “anti-Semitic”. The Jews hated the Czar,
going back to his recognition of the danger of the
Illuminati at the time of the American Revolution.
During the Civil War, in 1863, Czar Alexander II
dispatched the Russian Navy to New York and San
Francisco to come to the aid of Abraham Lincoln and
threatened to go to war against Britain if the Royalty
joined the war on the side of the Confederacy (with
their man Judah P. Benjamin).
In 1972, a publication called Jew In Review quoted
from the Jewish Tribune which said: “Masonry is
based on Judaism.. Eliminate the teachings of Judaism
from the Masonic ritual and what is left?”
The Jewish Encyclopedia says: “The technical
language, symbolism, and rites of Masonry are full of
Jewish ideas and terms.”
WHY
WAS
LINCOLN
ASSASSINATED?

Because Lincoln was forced into the War between
the States, he was forced to use paper money. The
United States had no paper money until the Civil War,
except for private and state bank issues. Because of the
war, there were simply not enough coins. The
banksters offered Lincoln money at 24-36% interest.
Lincoln reasoned: Why should we borrow money from
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WHO
PUT
these foreigners at such outrageous interest, when we accustomed currency is wholly inadequate. The
“IN GOD WE TRUST”
could issue our own money for no interest? He pulled Government has for many years used only gold and
ON OUR MONEY?
the rug out from under their plans by asking Congress silver for this purpose....
The business of the
to pass a law authorizing the printing of legal tender Government
and the business of the country
Lincoln’s Secretary of the Treasury, Solmon P.
United States Notes. The Treasury issued over 400 require some substitute for coin. We must therefore
million dollars in what were called “Lincoln create a new.. .[paper] currency. We must therefore Chase, was the one who ordered “In God We Trust”
Greenbacks”, United States Notes with no interest. A create a public debt, establish a currency, and to be added to money. His picture is on the 10,000
Globe, 37th dollar bill, the largest ever issued except for some
note, by the way, is a loan, that has to be paid back, impose new taxes.” (Congressional
Congress, 2nd Session, Appendix, page 43 et. seq., inter-bank transfer documents. Think about it, why
usually with interest.
should “In God We Trust” be put on MONEY of all
The British banksters did not like being defeated in Feb. 5, 1862).
Lincoln issued a national currency, $450 million things? In a letter to James Pollock, director of the
their scheme to collect interest, so they issued the order
to “Get Lincoln”.
called “greenbacks” because the backs were printed in Mint, dated December 9, 1863, Chase wrote:
“I approve your mottoes, only suggesting that on
On December 28,186 1, the New York Associated green. The greenbacks were attacked by BritishBanks suspended specie payments to the government. backed newspapers as needless instruments of that with the Washington obverse the motto should
You could no longer get gold out of the bank, and they inflation. In the meantime, J. P. Morgan sold huge begin with the word ‘Our’, so as to read:
“‘Our God and our Country’. And on that with
stopped transferring gold to the government which had quantities of U. S. gold overseas, to try to wreck the U.
been pledged for the purchase of government bonds. S. currency. Other newspapers openly attacked the shield, it should be changed so as to read: ‘In
God we Trust’.”
Other banks followed. In 1862 the bankers headed by Morgan and his British-backed traitors.
On March 3, 1865, the words were added to our
The new greenbacks were issued by Secretary of
James Gallatin tried to force the government to sell
high-interest bonds to the European bankers. William the Treasury Solmon P. Chase through Philadelphia coins by Act of Congress.
The following month, Lincoln was assassinated,
Cullen Bryant, editor of the New York Post, began a banker Jay Cooke, who was the sole agent for the
series of articles attacking Lincoln’s policies. In bonds. Cooke, recall, was one of the bankers who met on April 5, 1865. Chase helped in the subsequent
Britain, August Belmont, who was then meeting with the with John Wilkes Booth to arrange the assassination of coverup of the crime, and therefore I suspect
Rothschilds, dispatched protesting messages to Lincoln. Lincoln, and the Chase family later married into the he was involved in other ways, but I have no
Belmont met with the Rothschilds and Britain’s Rockefeller familv and started the Chase Manhattan rDroof.
Prime Minister Henry Palmerston (the head of the bank. Ah, the tangled webs!
[To be continued.]
.&&
Mother Lodge of the Scottish Rite in
England and head of their secret
service) and Chancellor
of the
Exchequer William Gladstone. By
controlling the world’s gold supply,
the British ruled the world, and they
did not like what Lincoln was doing.
They made plans for war.
On January 1, 1862, there were
1,496 banks in the United States.
There were around 7,000 legitimate
notes issued, and about 5,500
counterfeit notes. The notes were no
This book shatters the image that has traditionally
been portrayed
longer backed by gold under the
as American History, by exposing the high-level corruption that passes
suspension by the Associated Banks.
for business
as usual in the Halls of Congress,
the White House and
The banking system was in turmoil.
throughout
our
entire
Judicial
system.
On February 25, 1863, Lincoln
The Untold History ofAmerica
was written for the specific purpose
signed the National Currency Act and
of
providing
a
high
school
textbook
for all American schools that would
the National Banking Act on June 3,
1864. As a provision of the Banking
educate students
into the real nature of our national situation.
With a
Act of 1863, commercial banks could
clear understanding
of things as they exist in reality, students
will
be incorporated under federal charter,
then be in a much better position to go on in life and do something
to
instead of state charter. A lo-percent
correct
our
current
downhill
course.
tax was levied on all notes issued by
This book is for those who want to know why America is the way it
state banks.
The number of
is today, where we went wrong, who are the responsible
parties, and
uncontrolled state banks fell to 297,
and the number of federally-chartered
what we can do to bring back the American Dream our forefathers
and
banks rose to 1,634.
mothers fought so hard to establish and gave their very lives to defend.
Usury laws were put into effect
Special
emphasis
is placed throughout
the book on the original
limiting usury to 7 percent or leas. If
inhabitants
of
America,
the
Native
Americans.
They lived for thousands
a bank was caught exceeding this
of years on this continent
in complete
harmony and balance. with the
limitation, it would forfeit the loan and
would have to refund the victim double
Earth.
With their help we may yet be able to turn things around so
his money. Banks were not allowed to
that our tomorrows will be something
we will all be honored to pass on
hold real estate for more than 5 years
to the children who are our future generations.
(exceptingthepropertyuponwhichthe
bank sat).
The Legal Tender Acts were billed
as a wartime emergency measure
The first 16 parts of Ray Bilger’s ongoing series,
designed to help damage the enemy,
The Untold History Of America, have finally been compiled into a book,
Representative
John Crisfield of
Maryland said:
The Untold History
America, Vu/. I,
“. . .to handle the vast amount of
now available from Phoenix 80urce
Distributors
means necessary for the prosection of
this war, to enable the people to pay in
for $7.00 plus S/H
and the government to pay out, we
(see Back Page for ordering information).
must have a larger and more abundant
currency that (sic] we have heretofore
The
found to be necessary.

TheUntoldHistory
OfAmerica
byRayBilger
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Full credit and appreciation is given to the
magazine and to the author, Amanda Spake and

[Continued

from

Front

Page]

It is with great. seriousness that I ask you to pay
attention and this attention should go around the
globe for, with the extremes in weather patterns and
flooding expected to be widespread, you will find a
major and rapid upsurge of all diseases and
contamination of animals and farm lands along with
produce brought to market. Your only line of
defense is a full-out line of offense to pre-treat food
products in every possible instance while also being
prepared to IMMEDIATELY take counter-action if
symptoms occur. If anyone eating with you begins
to present symptoms-ACT
INSTANTLY.

[QUOTING:]
other leading news magazines.
of News Desk on p. 51, so the breakinlestorv pees.
The cover pictures a sick calf and the printed
“0”
IS FOR OUTBREAK
Manv tons of the “stufp is stored and urgent fear reference reads: First, a calf on this Vermont farm
of leakape is upon YOUail! This is described as got sick. Then the cows started dying. Then the
TROUBLED
PARADISE:
“war material” and is airborne. I hope this gets people fell ill. Soon, federal scientists
were
Some 70 percent of all outbreaks
placed on the “hotline” [805-822-02021 as more hunting down a virulent new microbe.
offoodborne
illness are traced
information
is gathered at CONTACT it was
back to meat and poultry products.
I have stressed prior to now and will attempt to
because it would appear to me that criticism and again warn you and stress once more the dangers
criminal sanctions might well need to start on your involved in what is now taking place to endanger the
by Amanda Spake
own doorsteps instead of killing off the rest of the good health of every living animal species on your
world at your convenience.
globe.
When a drug-resistant
salmonella
struck a
Dharma can only deal with one topic at a time as
What can you do? Well, I can’t do more than Vermontfarm, health ofJicials knew it might be just
we still TYPE every word of every article handled remind you to get
the beginning...
by her and me. This is to cause full attention to the and find out all
Cynthia Hawley walked
topic as well as to realize that if we can write ityou can about the
out the back door of her
I have stressed prior to now
you have time to read it! I am confident that by next colloids now being
mother’s house about 8 a.m.
and will attempt to again warn
Tuesday’s
paper deadline there will be more offered
for use
to feed the calves. It was a
you and stress once more the
[contact New Gaia
cold May day at Heyer Hills
information.
Farm, but she remembers the
Products
at
dangers involved in what is
I (800)639-42421
Sun was shining, unusual for
OTHER
WARNINGS
IN THE
now taking place to endanger
Franklin County, Vt., 50
because
CURRENT
NEWSCAST
miles south of Canada, where
antibiotics
are
the good health of every living
snow stays on the Green
Ok, readers, the push is on for care in cooking becoming
more
animal
species
on
your
globe.
Mountains sometimes into
and storing holiday foods, especially turkey and any and more useless
June.
meats. “You need to defrost everything in the with each new
Hawley crossed the stone
refrigerator, cook thoroughly, purify the cutting outbreak.
I also
boards and the counter tops EVERY TIME USED, remind you that you can still find purification
steps to the barn and got the pails for the calves’
and ‘use common sense’.” To make your holiday through the use of hydrogen peroxide [35% food grain and fresh milk. When she carried Evita’s food
time more relaxing, the mouths go on to exclaim you grade] prior to intaking items that might be into her hutch, she saw that the calf’s eyes were
sunken and her belly was bloated. Evita, mostly
need to be cautious of unpasteurized apple juice and contaminated.
I can only speak on these topics, suggest black with just a little white, was her baby, her
cider and any eggnog, along with raw or poorlycooked eggs. They also point out that such as possibilities for protection and then, readers, the beauty, a perfect Holstein. Hawley gave the calf
salmonella can be present on greens and sprouts and ultimate responsibility for yourself and family rests some aspirin, a shot of the antibiotic ampicillin, and
upon your own shoulders. We are a newspaper and the milk. But by 2 p.m. Evita was worse. Hawley
even on nuts.
Have a happy, happy HOLIDAY, friends. I have no input to your medical or physical health phoned her veterinarian, Milton Robison, and left a
hope some of you are around after the fact to wish matters. We do make an effort to make available message that a calf was very sick.
Robison arrived at the farm about 4 p.m. All the
useful items and information but we can do no more.
you had paid attention.
WE DO NOT IN ANY WAY PRACTICE
calves were running high fevers. Suspecting he
MEDICINE NOR DO WE PRACTICE LAW. might be dealing with some sort of salmonella, he
~
These professional practices are gods and god-like treated the animals with analgesics, with electrolyte
CONTAMINATION
IN THE
organizations run by the Medical Association and solutions because they were dehydrated, and with
FOOD
SUPPLY
Bar Association (private entities and not licensed, more ampicillin to knock out the bug. None of it
I have written so frequently and in such depth federally-authorized entities). I, further, have asks d helped Evita, and about 9 p.m. the calf died.
The next morning, another calf was down.
prior to this on the various mysterious outbreaks of repeatedly that YOU NOT ASK US TO EVEN
disease along with new or old microbes which have REMOTELY
DIAGNOSE
OR SUGGEST Wednesday morning there was a third. Most of the
become so resistant as to be considered possible of TREATMENT FOR ANY HEALTH OR LEGAL animals suffered blood diarrhea, a sign that bacteria
were destroying their intestinal walls. In the vet’s
pandemic genocide that I have hesitated to nag you CIRCUMSTANCE.
This topic is so important, however, as to cause experience, cows fought off salmonella on their
readers more about care and attention.
Lately, however, there has been such attention me to ask to run the article as offered: U.S. NEWS own, just as most healthy people do. But these
and so many petitions for input that I feel compelled AND WORLD REPORT, Nov. 24, 1997, Cover and animals weren’t fighting it off. And the odd thing
was that the antibiotic wasn’t working either. Was
to again speak on the subject, having been sent a beginning story, page 70.
Since we will not go to press in time for hisdiagnosis wrong? Anautopsyonthe
second calf
copy of the current U.S. News and World Report
wherein even the cover is pointing out the immediate newsstand issue to be purchased we will, as agreed, that died revealed massive damage to the lining of
dangers. This, while you have a pending war in Iraq offer the entire article and copies can be obtained the intestine. Yes, it was salmonella. But what
kind? Robison already had sent stool samples from
and other amazingly important topics are covered by directly from the magazine.
wars?

No, it is in mid-Indiana [see story at end
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the first calves to the veterinary lab at Cornell
University, his alma mater, but results were days
away. Now he sent a section of the dead calf s
intestine on to Cornell, too.
At Robison’s suggestion, Hawley, 45, and her
mother,
Marjorie
Heyer, kept the young
grandchildren away from the barn. But, like many
dairy farmers, the Heyers drank their own,
unpasteurized milk. “It tastes better,” Heyer says,
“and you’re selling it for $1 a gallon. Are you going
to buy it [at the store] for $2.50?” They’d never had
a problem with contamination at the farm before;
why should their raw milk be unsafe now? [H: I
have to remind you that only 7 drops of 35%
food-grade hydrogen peroxide or OxySoi would
purify the gallon of milk, or pasteurization
(heating) of the milk in a pan on the stove would
also have purified
this particular
form of
contamination.]

Neither Hawley nor Heyer knew that they were
battling a virulent new foodborne pathogen. Or
that, within days, nine members of the family would
fall ill, and one would nearly lose her life.
EACH YEAR UP TO 8 1 MILLION Americans
suffer a foodbome illness; 9,100 die. The cost to the
nation is anywhere from $5.6 billion to more than
$22 billion per year in medical treatment and lost
wages. Bad food also makes big headlines. Last
August, Hudson Foods ordered the largest meat
recall in history- 25 million pounds of hamburger
patties-after
E. coli 015747, a deadly bacterium,
was found in its burgers. Imported raspberries
contaminated with the parasite cyclospora sickened
thousands in 29 states in the spring of 1996 and
again in 1997.
Last month, United States
Department of Agriculture inspectors discovered E.
coli 0157-H7 in ground beef shipped to a Virginia
grocery by Beef America, resulting in another big
recall. And earlier this month, some 700 people
became infected with Salmonella heidelberg after
eating ham stuffed with greens and spices at a
church supper in rural Maryland. Two women died
and 31 other people were hospitalized.
THE ODD
THAT
THE
WEREN’T

THING
WAS
ANTIBIOTICS
WORKING

Traditionally, America has had the safest food
supply in the world, enviable for its quantity,
quality, and cleanliness.
Rapid changes in food
production have put a cheap chicken in every potand a chicken takeout shop on every corner-and
brought the bounty of the global garden to our
doorstep.
We live in a “culture of plenty”,
unimaginable 50 or 60 years ago when most food
still was grown locally by individuals and small
producers on family-owned farms.
Plenty has its price, however. Outbreaks of
foodborne illness have become more common,
larger, and international in source and scope. And
federal enforcement of food-safety laws, spread
among 12 different agencies, has grown disparate
and chaotic as the food industry has expanded and
become more complex.
The Food and Drug
Administration has 700 inspectors and lab personnel
to monitor 53,000 food-processing plants and all
imported produce. Plant inspections have slipped
from once every three-to-five years in 1992 to once
every 10 years today. “Recalls,” says Maurice
Potter, assistant director for foodborne diseases at
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in
Atlanta, “are an admission of defeat-they’re
bad
for everyone.” Recalls of FDA-regulated products
have increased almost fivefold since 1988.
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About 70 percent of outbreaks of food-borne Nicholas’s cultures were positive for salmonella.
illness are traced back to meat and poultry products, The illness can be deadly to young children (who
according to the USDA which regulates animal don’t yet have well-developed immune systems), to
foods production and processing. Eighty percent of the elderly, and to people with chronic illnesses,
illnesses and 75 percent of deaths from meat and cancer, or AIDS. In some cases, the bacteria pass
poultry products are caused by two pathogensthrough the intestinal wall into the bloodstream
salmonella and campylobacter. Crowding animals where the infection, if not stopped, can be fatal. The
together on large farms, multistep processing, and CDC estimates there are 2 million to 4 million
food- all, salmonella cases in the United States annually, and
broad distribution
of perishable
ironically, hallmarks of our modern food systemperhaps 200,000 of those people alre sick enough to
see
doctors.
the
promote
About 6 percent
spread of both
of
serious
bacteria.
Wall underscores his point with a story
Scientists
infections
about holiday turkeys.
Last year some
been
invade
the
have
turkeys were put on fluoroquinolone drugs
bloodstream.
familiar
with
An estimated
some strains of
by a farmer in England who feared a
1,000 to 2,000
two
these
respiratory disease would make them ill
people die of
pathogens
for
and unsalable. “But once you introduce a
salmonella
years.
But as
yearly.
quinolone drug to kill one bug, it causes
better ways to
Nichols’s
produce
foods
resistance in all the others,” Wall says.
doctor wasn’t
been
have
“So a large number of these turkeys ended
taking
developed,
the
any
up
with multiresistant DT 104 infections
chances. He put
bacteria
have
the child
on
found new ways
resistant
to
that
were
also
Bactrim,
an
to infect the food.
fluoroquinolones.”
antibiotic
“If
YOU
Soon after, there was an outbreak in a
combination of
understood
the
trimethoprim
epidemiology of
restaurant where frozen turkeys were left
n
d
a
foodborne illness
out all night to thaw. The next morning,
sulfhmethoxazole.
10 years ago, you
the chef came in and thought the turkeys
Soon, Heyer and
don’t necessarily
five or six other
understand
it
were fresh.
He didn’t cook them long
people
around
today,”
says
enough to kill all of the DT 104 bacteria
the farm who’d
Michael
in the meat. “Thirteen people became ill
been drinking
Osterholm, chief
milk came down
epidemiologist at
with sahone ZZaDT 104 infections,” Wall
with the illness.
the Minnesota
says, “and one person died. Because the
Their doctors, in
Department
of
bacteria had become fluoroquinolone-return,
treated
Health. Five or
them
with
sistant, there was no drug to treat that one
10 years ago,
Bactrim.
says Osterholm,
very sick person.”
Robison told
the No. 1 vehicle L
a colleague
at
for foodborne
disease in Minnesota was meat; now it is produce. the Vermont Department of Health that he thought
Microbes also have shown far more cunning than something unusual was happening at Heyer Hills
researchers once imagined they could. Scientists Farm. Not only were a significant number of cattle
did not discover until 1986 that Salmonella
dying but people at the farm were getting sick, too.
enteritidis,
rare in this country in the 197Os, had He had a touch of it himself. Robison piqued the
found its way inside the shells of eggs by infecting interest of the Vermont Health Department, which
the ovaries of laying hens. Passed to humans who contacted the CDC in Atlanta.
eat undercooked eggs, the strain now kills more
Until Friday, May 16, Cynthia Hawley thought
people than any other foodborne pathogen in the she had escaped infection. She had cared for the
United States.
sick cattle, but she drank no raw milk. She had an
The most worrisome development, however, is appointment at noon to get a haircut in Burlington,
the emergence of new disease organisms resistant to 25 miles away. At the hairdresser’s, she began to
drug treatment. Like the bug that struck last spring have chills. Then she was burning up. Next, she
at Heyer Hills Farm.
began to feel excruciating pains in her stomach and
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ILLNESSES
lay down on a couch. Within an hour, she could not
might never have been recognized had it not been for stand up. At about 2 p.m. she phoned her mother
On Thursday, May 8, Robison and asked if she and Cynthia’s sister could pick her
Dot Robison.
checked back with Cornell on the calves’ samples. up and take her home.
He’d been right; the culture plates indicated
By the next day, Hawley could not keep liquids
salmonella.
By Friday, Cornell had the strain: down. Her diarrhea began to turn bloody, just like
Salmonella typhimurium., The samples were being the calves’. Heyer drove her daughter to the nearest
forwarded to the USDA lab in Ames, Iowa, for hospital, in St. Albans. Emergency room doctors
phage typing, a screen that would yield more there called in Mara Vijups, an internist. Vijups did
information about the bug. Robison reported the an examination, heard about the salmonella, and
salmonella outbreak to the Vermont Department of admitted Hawley immediately.
Health, as vets and physicians are required to do by _
The hospital hooked her up to electrolyte
law.
solutions to hydrate her, and Vijups prescribed a
By Monday, May 12, 5-year-old Nicholas
synthetic penicillin (she was allergic to Bactrim).
Heyer, Cynthia Hawley’s nephew, had become very Hawley worsened. After a day, Vijups tried another
ill with diarrhea, cramps, fever, and vomiting.
antibiotic,
a cephalosporin,
without success.
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Mostly, Hawley slept.
She struggled to the
bathroom on Sun&y to find her diarrhea watery and
very bloodv. “I was pretty scared,” she remembers.
“I knew from the cows that once their diarrhea
started getting watery and bloody, they were dead.”
On Monday morning, May 19, Vijups, Hawley’s
doctor, checked on her in the hospital. Hawley had
seen a news report the night before about the spread
of a new salmonella strain in England. “I know I’ve
got that DT 104,” she told Vijups. To her surprise,
Vijups responded, “Yeah, that’s what we’re dealing
with.”
The report from the USDA laboratories in Iowa
had come back that morning. The samples showed
Salmonella typhimwium DT 104, identifiable by its
resistance to five or more antibiotics including
ampicillin,
chloramphenicol,
streptomycin,
sulfonamides, and tetracycline.
THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
and Prevention in Atlanta is located in a six-story
brick building adjacent to the campus of Emory
University.
At the Foodborne and Diarrhea1
Diseases Branch of the Center for Infectious
Disease, eight epidemiologists spend the majority of
their time working their computers and telephones.
Eight medical investigators,
epidemiologists
in
training, are sent to the site of outbreaks. But only
in a limited number of outbreaks-about
,I2 in each
year-does the CDC actually send an investigator to
look for more cases, interview patients, take lab
samples, and report back to Atlanta. Those cases
are chosen because CDC scientists believe they will
lead to new information and advance the science of
foodborne disease.
The heart of the CDC’s operation
is the
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electronic network it has built with local health
departments in every state. The health departments
feed raw numbers t’o the CDC weekly. The public
hears about salmonella
or E. coli when large
numbers of people are hospitalized.
But most
foodborne illnesses are not associated with large
outbreaks. They are “sporadic” or isolated cases
among individuals that may never be reported to
health departments or the CDC. The CDC estimates
that for every reported
case, 10 to 100 go
uncounted.
Sitting in small cubicles, staring at printouts,
CDC epidemiologists scour the state data looking
for patterns, trends, and anomalies.
When the
epidemiologists find something curious, the CDC
notifies the state health department and asks for
more information
or suggests
avenues
of
investigation. When CDC scientists find trends that
worry them enough, they begin to track the bacteria
worldwide.
And that is how epidemiologist
Frederick
Angulo,
became obsessed
with
Salmonella DT 104.
Angulo had watched this bug sweep through
Germany,
Denmark,
England,
and Wales,
eventually emerging in the United States. DT 104
was identified in this country in 1985. By last
spring, when the Heyers were trying to save their
dying calves, Angulo had discovered that 10 percent
of all salmonella cultures being sent to the CDC
were the DT 104 strain. He knew of only one large
U.S. outbreak, among 19 Nebraska schoolchildren
in October

1996. The source was never determined.
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hospital, twice the number expected from food
poisonings. There are bacteria that stay in only one
type of animal and never make people sick. DT 104,
however, first infected cattle, then spread to other
species in every country where it gained a
foothold-and
no one was sure how.
Angulo knew that in the United States, DT 104
had already been found in sheep, pigs, horses, goats,
cats, dogs, elk, mice, coyotes, squirrels, raccoons,
chipmunks, pigeons, and starlings. The birds were
a real concern because their droppings spread
As microbiologist
Paula
disease everywhere.
Fedorka-Cray, the USDA’s DT 104 expert had said,
if it’s in birds “it would just be a matter of time
before it would show up in a lot of animal species”.
There was some evidence in England that DT 104
had first infected exotic birds, parrots, and
parakeets, which had spread the infection to cattle
through feed.
(H: My serious suggestion is that you who
have chickens
(poultry
of any type) and/or
domestic aviaries or indoor birds, that you keep
handling, especially mouth contact to an absolute
minimum. I further suggest that if you want to
avoid the problems outlined here that you treat
all water with abundant OxysOr and/or Hydrogen
Peroxide.
I further
suggest
you add some
colloidal gold, silver, titanium and copper to the
drinking water of all possible pets and even wild
animals that may feed and water at your stations.
There is no need to lose pets or wildlife to this
invasion, or to any other, but I can’t remind you
enough that the antibiotics available will not

In England, DT 104 already had become epidemic.
It was killing 40 percent of infected cattle and touch these new strains of bacteria.
I am asked if the devices which are sold to
putting 36 percent of people who became sick the

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
From New Gaia Products

8

Oh, you have no idea how much we hate having to say that already. After all, it is still 5 weeks away.
Gadzooks! ! ! What did we just say? FIVE WEEKS! ! 1
Well there’s nothing like getting the shopping out of the way early.
AND to help you with your joyous taskwe have decided to give you a hand and a break (Don’t worry
this won’t break your hand).
Beginning October 1st and running through v-extended
thru December 19th-we
will have on SALE ALL of the LIQUID COLLOIDS. The sale will be: “BUY TWO, GET THE THIRD
ONE FREE”. Well, kinda free. We will add on a small fee for each freebie, to cover the freight. The

amounts are as follows:
2oz-freebies @ $1 .OOs&h
16oz-freebies @ $2.00 s&h
32oz-freebies @ $3.00 s&h
a-liter-freebies @J$3.00 s&h
other, regular freight fees still apply.
This offer is good only on orders shipped within the United States.

*

*Limit 2 free offers per product. Also on this special will be the Giandriana and the Aquagaia. So here’s
a list of what’s on special: Note this is on all sizes: 202, 1602, 3202 and 2 liters:
Aquagaia, Gaiandriana, GaiaLyte, TeaBreeze, GaiaVite, GaiaCol, GaiaGold, OxySol, Cu29Copper,
Ti22-Titanium, GaiaLife121++, Gaia DHEA.
*The way this will work is, you can buy 4-20~ GaiaCols for $10.00 each (and get two freebies). That’s
$40.00. Plus you will add $1.00 s&h for each freebie. That’s $2.00 s&h. So the total for the 6-20~
GaiaCols would be $42.00. Or if you choose to go with the 3202 size for this Product, it would look like
this: 4-320~ GaiaCols for $96.00 each. That’s $384.00. Plus you will add $3.00 s&h for each freebie.
That’s $6.00 s&h. So the total for the 6-320~ GaiaCol would be $390.00. This is a savings of $186.00.
We hope this helps reduce your HOLIDAY expenses. Don’t forget that we also have available for
you, Gift Certificates in any denomination.
Thank You for your continued support.
Yours Truly,
NEW GAIA
800-639-4242

produce silver colloid are any good? I don’t
know. If you don’t get a good golden color tone
to your product-NO.
It may be realized before this whole thing of
new microbes settles down that there will have to
be colloids produced of iridium and even mercury
to have the frequency required to knock out these
bugs.
If you are taking silver colloids and/or gold
colloids and are getting no positive
results I
suggest you add Oxy.9of to the intake and, as well,
titanium colloid. In colloidal form these elements
are totally safe and neither can you overdose.
Avoid any large amounts of “fall-outn
in the
products. In addition I strongly suggest you get
yourself some Gaiandrianr and AquaGaia so you
can rebuild and enhance your immune systems. I
know of no other source than New Gaia Products
for OrySol or the dria products, AquaGaia and
Gaiandriana.
In addition,
it would be an
exceptionally good idea to keep on hand plenty of
GaiaLyte because diarrhea caused by these new
strains of microbes will almost instantly dehydrate
the body and damage the intestinal tract.]
IN

ENGLAND,
DT
HAD
BECOME

104 ALREADY
EPIDEMIC

The English experience with DT 104 is notable
for several reasons. Ten years ago, the bacteria
began infecting cattle and killed many of them.
Farmers in the UK treated infected cattle with
several types of antibiotics.
Within about two

years,

the bacteria

became

resistant

to the

antibiotics.
The first humans infected in the UK
were like the Heyers, dairy farmers who had direct
contact with sick animals and drank their own raw

milk. But the bacteria soon moved into other food
animals.
When Peter Galbraith,
Vermont’s
state
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epidemiologist, called Angulo in Atlanta to tell him infections in pcultry was approved by the agency in
fluoroquinolone-resistant
Now
that DT 104 had shown up on a dairy farm near 1995.
campylobacter have shown up in poultry.
Burlington,
the CDC quickly
dispatched
Linda Tollefson, an epidemiologist at the FDA’s
investigator Cindy Friedman to Vermont.
Center for Veterinary Medicine, says DT 104 has
caused some soul searching within the agency and
[SUSPEND QUOTING]
the scientific community. “I think the situation in
the U.S. has the potential to be similar to that in the
11/21/97 #l
HATONN
U.K.,” she says. “The fact that it’s epidemic in the
U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, Nov. 24, UK is something FDA takes very seriously.”
THE CDC INVESTIGATOR,
FRIEDMAN,
1997, Cover and beginning
story, page 70:
arrived
at
Heyer
Hills
Farm
shortly
after Hawley
[RESUME QUOTING:]
ONCE HAWLEY’S DOCTOR HAD THE came home from the hospital on May 24, nine days
Because the outbreak
report from the USDA lab, she realized the only after she was admitted.
drug DT 104 was clearly not resistant to, was a sickened both humans and animals and because it
powerful
class of new antibiotics
called closely paralleled the English experience, the CDC
fluoroquinolones, “the drug of last resort”, as one considered it scientifically significant. At about the
doctor calls them.
Vijups gave Hawley a same time Friedman was arriving in Vermont, other
were investigating
DT 104
fluoroquinolone
called ofloxcin, which probably CDC scientists
outbreaks in Washington State and in California.
saved her life.
Scientists have recently discovered genes that Hundreds of people fell ill from eating Mexican
or fresh cheese, made from
carry antibiotic resistance on plasmids, or extra queso fresco,
pieces of DNA, that are replicated when a bacterium unpasteurized milk and sold in Mexican-American
multiplies. What makes DT 104 so special is that communities in both states.
Washington State health officials were unable to
its resistance
genes are located right on a
chromosome, hard-wired into it, making antibiotic trace the cheese back to a particular dairy. But DT
resistance easier to pass along to the next generation 104 had been a growing problem in the state’s dairy
herds and beef cattle. According to research by
of bacteria.
[H: When on these topics the next question is Thomas Besser at the department of veterinary
usually, “Is this a man-crossed
species?”
The microbiology and pathology at Washington State
response has to now remain, “most are” and let it University, no DT 104 infections were reported in
suffice for once out of control it doesn’t matter a the state before 1986. But by 1995, 84 percent of
whit who started the thing and you should focus the salmonella samples from cattle were DT 104.
on what to do to avoid being a death statistic if Among humans, 42.5 percent of the 1994 samples
you encounter the invader. Where you have had were DT 104.
The power that emerging pathogens like DT 104
nothing identical prior and yet a lot of people
“come down” with it at approximately
the same potentially hold over our food supply has not gone
time-you
can consider that it probably is an unrecognized in Washington, D.C. Over the past
intentional process, at least in the beginning.]
year, the federal government has instituted a new
Since the early 199Os, there has been growing Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP)
controversy over using the few remaining effective system to try to halt the march of the microbes in
antibio’tics to treat animals, thereby creating
slaughterhouses
and food processing
plants.
multiresistant strains against which humans will Beginning in January, USDA inspectors will begin
have no defense. When DT 104 struck cattle in the reviewing results of the new, mandatory testing for
UK, farmers used Bactrim to treat them; since 1993, generic E. coli (a sign of fecal contamination)
14 percent of DT 104-strains in the UK had become required of the slaughterhouses
under HACCP.
resistant to fluoroquinolones and nearly 30 percent Only 1 in 300 beef carcasses, 1 in 3,000 turkeys and
had developed resistance to trimethoprim, the agent 1 in 20,OOOOchickens will be tested, however. No
in Bactrim that kills DT 104. “With antibiotics, the microbial testing is required in meat and poultry
more you use them the faster you lose them,” says processing plants.
Some of those within the government who have
Patrick Wall, chief of gastrointestinal disease at the
faith that HACCP will improve food safety still
public Health Service Laboratory in London.
“We, of course, hope
Wall underscores his point with a story about recognize its limitations.
holiday turkeys. Last year some turkeys were put HACCP will lower the pathogen load in food,” says
on fluoroquinolone drugs by a farmer in England USDA’s I. Kaye Wachsmuth, deputy administrator
who feared a respiratory disease would make them of the Office of Public Health and Science at the
ill and unsalable.
But she
“But once you introduce a Food Safety and Inspection Service.
quinolone drug to kill one bug, it causes resistance concedes that the food industry has, to date, been no
in all the others,” Wall says. “So a large number of match for the microbes. Between 1990 and 1992,
these turkeys ended up with multiresistant DT 104 for example, an average of 25 percent of all
infections
that
were
also
resistant
to chickens FSIS tested were positive for salmonella.
fluoroquinolones.”
Under the agency’s new “Pathogen Reduction
Soon after, there was an outbreak in a restaurant Performance Standards” 20 percent of a company’s
where frozen turkeys were left out all night to thaw. broiler chickens and 45 percent of its ground
The next morning, the chef came in and thought the chicken can test positive for salmonella and the
turkeys were fresh. He didn’t cook them long plant will still be in compliance with HACCP.
enough to kill all of the DT 104 bacteria in the meat. Among turkey processsors, the magic number will
“Thirteen people became ill with salmonella DT probably be 15 percent.
104 infections,” Wall says, “and one person died.
This may not be quite as bad as it sounds.
According to Michael Doyle of the University of
Because the bacteria had become fluoroquinoloneresistant, there was no drug to treat that one very Georgia’s Center for Food Safety and Quality
sick person.”
Enhancement, salmonella colonies in poultry are
The FDA’s Center for Veterinary Medicine is small and cause illness only when the birds are
reviewing an application to use fluoroquinolones to mishandled, such as when frozen turkeys are not
treat cattle. A fluoroauinolone for treatinn E. coli fullv thawed.
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The real problem with poultry is not salmonella
but Cumpylobacter jejuni. Recent data that ha-*
been made available to the federal government by
the Minnesota Department of Health show that 70 to
90 percent of chickens and turkeys in Minneapolis
supemlarkets have been tainted with campylobacter.
Unrecognized until 1977, campylobacter is now the
most frequent cause of acute bacterial diarrhea in
the nation, striking from 2 million to 8 million
people each year.
In an effort to bring order to the crazy quilt of
food safety enforcement, legislation was introduced
in Congress on November 4 that would create a $1
billion-a-year
Food Safety Administration.
Caroline Smith DeWaal, food-safety director at the
Center for Science in the Public Interest, proposed
such an agency-hundreds
of outbreaks ago.
The CDC’s Angulo says that new food safety
initiatives may eventually reduce foodborne-illness
risks, but they don’t attack the problem at its
source. “What DT 104 is calling for,” Angulo says,
“is a more comprehensive
understanding
that
foodborne illness starts on the farm. Stopping it
will require a paradigm shift, a re-evaluation of
everything from the massive use of antibiotics in
animal feed to the practice of giving calves milk
from cows who are sick or that have just given birth.
These are very common practices which no one had
to worry about until DT 104.
FRIEDMAN
ALSO
CINDY
WAS
this
comprehensive
DEVELOPING
from the ground up in Vermont.
understandingShe was interviewing family members, testing
animals, and sampling milk tanks.
By the end of the outbreak in June, 22 of the 147
cows at Heyer Hills had become ill and 13 had died.
Friedman found 17 other cows with positive DT 104
cultures.
Three of the family’s six dogs were
positive, too, but did not fall ill. “We cultured the
bulk milk tank filter on two occasions,” one week
apart, Friedman says. Both samples were positive.
“DT 104 was still in the milk.” Ninety percent of
family members who drank milk became ill. But
milk was only one cause of the illness. Caring for
sick cattle was another. “This was the first outbreak
that conclusively
showed animal-to-human
transmission,” she says.
Leaving Heyer Hills Farm after three weeks of
detective work, Friedman was still pondering the
questions that bedevil Fred Angulo and England’s
Patrick Wall: “How did DT 104 get on this farm?
How did it move around? Why is it so virulent?
And where will it show up next?”
[END OF QUOTING]
If you are inclined to take this very lightly and
pass right on over the fact that “you too can be
infected” but don’t want to bother, I suggest
something else for your possibility thinking.
Since we have long recommended that you
people carry a supply of 35% Food Grade Hydrogen
Peroxide to use in your water wherever you happen
to be, I now have another suggestion for your
attention: IN ADDITION TO THE HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE DROPS YOU ORDINARILY USE,
DOUBLE THE DROPS IN THE WATER, ADD
APPROPRIATE AMOUNTS OF OXYSOL (10 TO
20 OR 30 DROPS PER GALLON, SO AT LEAST
5 TO 7 DROPS PER GLASSFUL) ALONG WITH
GOLD, SILVER, COPPER AND TITANIUM,
MIXED COLLOIDS,
ADDED AS WELL IN
EACH GLASS. IF YOU ADD THE COLLOIDS
YOU CAN CUT DOWN ON THE AMOUNT OF
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AND THERE WILL BE
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LITTLE OR NO TASTE. DRINK LOTS OF THIS
TREATED WATER ALONG WITH YOUR MEAL
AND SOME “BEFORE AND AFTER” TO BE IN
YOUR INTESTINAL TRACT FROM ONSET OF
A MEAL. If you attend this procedure very quietly
and simply tell your host, if asked, that you are
having to add digestants per physician’s orders,
there will NO EMBARRASSMENT-PERIOD.
Somebody has to stay well, just in case. If a lot of
people get sick, for goodness sakes, somebody has
to attend them. In this capacity as attendant-keep
the colloids at ready FOR YOURSELF!
Wash hands often and rinse in hydrogen
peroxide (any old 3% from the store will do). Do
not get careless and lazy for the life you can save
THIS TIME might very well be your own, and
believe me, just the lack of the symptoms that go
along with this disease is worthy of full mention.
I ask that a message be put on the hotline
BEFORE Thanksgiving reminding everyone to be
CAREFUL, take measures to prevent illness and
take a little effort at precautions.
Let us give attention to holiday tips as listed in
conjunction with this article just presented. The
outline can be put on the hotline as a reminder that
it is serious in eating-land and that the full story will
be in the next paper. You will note the “news” is
hitting these warnings heavily, but not THE
CAUSE-only
the reminders to take care-OR
BLAME YOURSELF IN ORDER TO PROTECT
THE PRODUCERS AND MARKETERS.
[QUOTING
TURKEY

SAME REFERENCE:]
A LA

MICROBES?

by Mary Brophy Marcus
A closer look at the traditional Thanksgiving
spread-say, through a microscope lens-may make
you hesitate before eating. Here are ways to make
sure your holiday feast is safe.
Turkey and stuffing. If undercooked, turkey
can spread Campylobacter jejuni, the leading cause
of foodborne bacterial infection in the United States.
Campylobacter sickens about 2 to 8 million people
annually, causing up to 800 deaths. Doctors have
also recently discovered that campylobacter can
lead to Guillain-Barre
syndrome (GBS), an
autoimmune disease that attacks nerve tissue,
causing temporary paralysis and chronic nerverelated abnormalities. One strain of campylobacter,
0 19, seems to produce very high rates of GBS-one
case in 158 infections.
Turkey can also carry
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liquids can be decontaminated by these products
mentioned above. It is not always suitable to boil or
pasteurize the liquids, However, a warning is that
some liquids will not give up their bugs to simple
pasteurization but it certainly will take out the real
Look up temperatures
on
buggers of today.
“pasteurization” in your local dictionary. I am not
CAN’T
YOU COOK
THAT
STUFFING
a food and drug resource
for doing
your
SEPARATELY
AND NOT RUN THE RISK? homework.
THERE WILL BE NO DIFFERENCE
IN
Can you just imagine what will happen if
TASTE IF YOU SEASON WELL AND THERE contamination causes thousands to get ill or even
IS THEN NO CHANCE OF PICKING
UP perish from all the Holiday free meals for the
ANYTHING UNWANTED.
IT ALSO SAVES homeless and hungry? This could wipe out your
major downtrodden areas of any or all cities.
TIME AT THE TABLE FOR THE SCOOPING
salmonella, culprit in 2 to 4 million illnesses and at
least 1,000 deaths per year. ’ To avoid the nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea, and other more serious side
effects of these bacterial invasions, the USDA urges
shoppers to avoid prestuffed birds, to buy poultry
last, and to defrost it only in the fridge. Stuff the
bird right before cooking [H: OR NOT AT ALL;

AND
LATER
FOR
THE
PUT-AWAY
“SLAVES”.],
AND MAKE SURE IT REACHES

BUT HOW
COULD
180 DEGREES AT ITS THICKEST POINT.
CONTAMINATION
BE
STUFFING SHOULD REACH 165 DEGREES.
ACCOMPLISHED
TO SLOW-COOK
OVERNIGHT
OR HAVE
OTHER
THAN
THAT
ALREADY
PRESENT?
ROASTED MEAT OUT ALL DAY IS TO INVITE
A CASE OF FOOD POISONING,
BECAUSE
BACTERIA THRIVE AT TEMPERATURES
Bunches of ways- if contamination is the thing
BETWEEN 40 AND 140 DEGREES. The USDA’s of the day to accomplish.
year-round Meat and Poultry Hot Line (800-535I haven’t time today to focus on something that
4555) is open from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. EST on seemssoweirdandharmless,astoshockyoubutcan
ThanRs~ivin~ Dar. [H: That should tell you all have access for airborne microbes of any kind and
their effective spreading. This just happens to be a
you need to know, good feasters!]
Pate, deli meats, soft cheeses. Listeria is far cute new toy of the powers-that-be so don’t shrug it
less common than salmonella and it is sometimes off as a cute Christmas trick.
The title of the Article is: STEALTH THAT FITS
found in foods made with unpasteurized milk. The
bacterium can lead to stillbirths, miscarriages, and IN YOUR HAND. DOD joys with use of Tonkumeningitis, and causes about 250 deaths yearly, sized airplanes.
There are now, as we write, little toy-sized
though that number is dropping with prevention
efforts. One study suggests high digestive-tract
airplanes (15 cm long, the size of a man’s hand or
acidity fights listeriosis, so people on antacids may smaller) that can be sent out on patrols, missions,
contamination projects and bombing raids. These
be more at risk.
Eggnog. Homemade with raw eggs, the holiday can be placed ANYWHERE and can land on the side
favorite is an environment ripe for Salmonella
of buildings or on people. The payload can be
enteritidis bacteria growth. No amount of strong dropped, sprayed in the air currents, in the rain or
liquor will kill the bug. Amazingly, 50 percent of wherever
suitable.
Can you imagine that
Americans still eat raw or undercooked eggs. Indiana gas that is more potent and lethal than Serin
in a solution dispersed through a “toy” airplane?
Pasteurized eggnog is OK.
SHELLFISH.
Grandma’s oyster stuffing could Well, start imagining because the tricks are upon
carry the bacterium Vibrio vulnilficus if shellfish is you.
So, beloved ones, have a HAPPY HOLIDAY
undercooked.
The same goes for raw shellfish
harvested from warm waters, culprit in 10,000 SEASON and EAT WELL! But, please remember:
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION IS WORTH A
poisonings and 100 deaths annually.
Fresh produce POUND OF CURE-ESPECIALLY
WHEN
Fresh fruit and vegetables.
And remember
consumption has jumped 50 percent since 1970. THERE
IS NO CURE.
Lettuce, tomatoes, and fruit can carry salmonella if something else while you are THINKING: Saddam
tainted by sewage water or unclean hands. E. coli, Hussein has NOTHING compared to what your
and are now
the bacterium found in undercooked hamburgers, deadly dealers have available
has also popped up on lettuce.
In 1996, putting into daily use. The play for the world
Guatemalan raspberries contaminated with the takeover is now under way and it doesn’t come from
parasite Cyclospores cuyetunensis were implicated Iraq.
REMEMBER AS WELL: GOD CURES NO
in a rash of poisonings. So you might be wise to
foreno those fresh rasnberrv tarts in favor of cooked ONE. ANY TIME. ANYWHERE. HE SHOWS
berries. Perhaps serve over vanilla ice creamYOU’THE WAY, GFFERS SOLUTIONS TO THE
milk, of
course. PROBLEMS AND YOU HAVE TO HEAL SELF
made from pasteurized
OR REMAIN UNHEALED! Salu.
Mary Brophy Marcus
[END OF QUOTING]
11/22/97

Readers, I am NOT going to do your homework
for you and I have covered what to do if you are
eating OUT or at anyone’s home so as to not cause
a flap of any kind or get any attention for any
precautions.
What you are going to end up doing before the
years fold in on one another is to be responsible for
RECOOKING or at the least REHEATING or using
irradiated foods. A good cook will become one who
serves SAFE food. This does not have to be more
difficult than simply COOKING CORRECTLY or
utilizing cleansing washes.
Even in the baking of breads and pastries the

SMALL

#l

HATONN

PROBLEMS

I feel a bit at a loss as to how to dump “it all”
onto you and not have you just shut down from
overload. And, further, does it really help to know
everything
and stir your worry centers to
fiddlestrings. 7 Please remember that YOU are the
most important receiver, BUT, I have to write as if
all 7-billion
PLUS people on the p!anet are
getting their only messages from this keyboard.
Please, if an article is not your Ucup-‘o-tea”,
realize that someone has to have the information.
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Sometimes the point is just to let the Elite Power
Takers KNOW that WE KNOW. Public knowing is
the ONLY real measure of security that you are
going to gain. If you KNOW what to do to protect
yourself, or just that “they” have these potentially
lethal methods of “gettin’-ya”, you can’t be gotten
IF YOU ATTEND WITH CAUTION YOUR
PRECAUTIONS.
To move onto the Stealth that fits in your hand,
as promised yesterday, I would point out that this is
a BIG piece of equipment compared to what was
chuckled over from Japan just yesterday. There is
a tiny mechanism
which is a replica of an
automobile-but
is so small that it can only be seen
To compare size with
through a microscope.
something recognized they had painted a tiny “road”
around a couple of American dimes. The little auto
was still so tiny compared to a dime that even
enlarged by microscope it was hardly visible. Now,
that is not the wonder ofthe thing for after all it was
certainly as large as a MICROBE, AND, could
produce
and be a carrier
mechanism
for
ANYTHING chosen to be dispersed through that
tiny toy. With that in mind we will offer the new
“Defense Trends” as presented in an article sent by
2x6 from Florida.
[QUOTING
1997:]

from NAVY TIikfES, Nov. 24,

STEALTH
THAT
FITS
IN YOUR
HAND
DOD toys with use of
Tonka-sized
airplanes
by George Seffers and Mark Walsh
[H: We are talking
about the size of
something which is about 15 ems. That would be
approximately the length of less than the width of
two columns of this newspaper.]

The Defense Department wants to field fleets of
tiny airplanes, no more than 15 centimeters long,
capable
of conducting
communications,
reconnaissance, and even lethal missions.
The Pentagon’s Defense Advanced Research
Projects is expected to award a multimillion dollar
contract to develop those Micro Air Vehicles by the
end of this month.
The airplanes, which will be no bigger than a
man’s hand, will perform a variety of missions at
the brigade, platoon or lower levels in urban
neighborhoods, forests or mountains. They will be
ideal, experts say, for covert missions requiring
short flight and stealth.
“Unlike a Predator or some other unmanned
aerial vehicle, they can fly down a city street and be
unseen, or at least have a very low signature,” said
David Murphy, weapon system analyst with Delex
Systems Inc., a Vienna, Va.-based company
specializing in defense research and analysis.
The radical exploratory development program is
sponsored by DARPA, Arlington, Va., which has
budgeted nearly $15 million in 1997 and 1998.
Agency officials expect to spend about $35 million
by 2000.
James McMichaels,
program manager for
DARPA’s Tactical Technologies Office, has vowed
public silence on the project until source selection
was made, according to spokeswoman Jan Walker,
but Walker said the agency is “down to the wire” on
selections,
Possible contenders for the program include
Northrop
Grumman Corp., Los Angeles, and
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Lockheed Martin Corp., Bethesda, Md., which have
studies under way on futuristic unmanned combat
vehicles. Additionally, Xerox Corp.‘s research
center in Palo Alto, Calif., which is working with
DARPA on research for dust-like surveillance
particles, also five- to IO-year time frame,” said
Manny Garrido, director of advanced systems for
Battlespace Inc., Arlington, Va.
For the immediate future, any micro-unmanned
system would not have the ability to fly
continuously
or carry a substantive payload, a
British unmanned aerial vehicle engineer said.
[H: I am going to interrupt right here to point
out something going on as we write that you may
well have missed with all the international
distractions.
We wrote about microbes which are someirow
being introduced
into the food chain. Do you
think that the carrier
must Ufook like” a
microscopic
automobile or airplane? Come on,
readers, you can do better than that just by
listening
to, AND HEARING,
the news as
offered.
There is news offered that says to the effect
that “Iraq can manufacture enough Anthrax to
wipe out the world in just a few short weeks!”
Say what? Manufacture ? What have we here if
not the MANUFACTURE
of an artificiof
microbe? I would hasten to point out that two or
three decades ago there were THOUSANDS
of
sheep in the area around Tooele, Utah (Dugway
Proving Grounds) wiped out totally by escaped
Anthrax from an accidental spill at Dugway.
Since this is the resource for the Iraq stash and
I find it
start-up “manufacturing
capability”,
interesting
that YOU PRODUCED
IT FIRST
AND MADE IT AVAILABLE.
What restrictions
do you think might be
placed
on an airborne
bunch of microbeappearing carriers infecting specific animals and
people -any
day, anywhere, World location?
The approach is always to hit in unsuspected
areas but where the parts of the game are easily
accessible for animal, human, and plant studies.
Don’t let this leave your consciousness
for a
minute as you work through the next series of
attempts on pandemic outbreaks.
Can you protect yourself from these artificial
o r gan i s ms ? No, probably not, but you can
protect selves from the
t
I
LEPPRODUUCT~ON~
0f
same as well as from the
spread of the resulting
disease cycle.
It does,
however, depend on your
willingness
to recognize
these attempts on society
AND BE WILLING
TO
TAKE THE TIME AND
EFFORT
TO
USE
PRECAUTIONS.
EACH
IS
PERSON
RESPONSIBLE
FOR
SELF,
SO
STOP
BLAMING “MOTHER”
OR “DAD”
OR THE
LOCAL POLITICIAN
FOR NOT ATTENDING
YOUR NEEDS.
YOUR
LIFE,
AND
YOUR
SOUL, ARE YOURS, SO
TREAT
THEM
AS
THAT WHICH
THEY
ARE, IMPORTANT!]
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“But it’s certainly an area that we’re interested
in because it would be covert (hidden, secret,
silent),” said Peter Gibson, technical expert in
unmanned aerial vehicles at the British Defense
Evaluation Research Agency.
FLY-ON-THE-WALL

ROLE

The Defense Department has no requirement for
any lethal payload for unmanned aerial vehicles of
any size. But the micro-airplanes, which will weigh
only a few grams and carry tiny payloads, could
prove effective weapons in certain situations,
Francis said.
“A single bullet can do in a human being pretty
easily,” Francis said, adding that a small amount of
plastic explosives also could be carried. “If you can
pre-position a small payload near a [command,
control and communications]
nerve center, you
don’t necessarily need a big bang.” It is also noted
that the benefits ofexploring micro-vehicles may go
beyond things that fly.
“And there are likely to be interesting spin-offs
in the future,” Gibson said. “For example,
reconnaissance systems as small as a colony of ants
could negate the need for these systems to be
airborne platforms.” [H: Yes, and then you can
blame it on some magnificent ACT OF GOD or
simply never publicly know the reason something
was infected or blown to smithereens.]

CONSTRUCTION

CHALLENGES

Three major challenges to building the tiny fliers
include aerodynamics, propulsion and navigation.
[H: It is OBVIOUS
that these obstacles
have
already
been
overcome
and methods
of
management have already been perfected.]

Aerodynamics are radically different for smaller
vehicles than for larger ones, meaning that what
makes a 747 go down may make a micro-plane go
up. [H: Please NOTE that a smaller little
creature like this can ALSO MAKE ANY-SIZED
LARGER
CRAFT GO DOWN, NOT JUST
AERODYNAMICS
BUT WITH A BIG, BIG
BANG-TRY
TWA 800!] To help solve the

problems, Francis said, defense officials should use
Nature as a model.
“Birds do it and have been doing it,” Francis
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said, referring to flight on a small scale. “Did
Nature not choose propellers because it didn’t know
how to make them or because it didn’t need to?”
DARPA has not yet defined how the vehicles
will be propelled or controlled. Although battery
power is most likely for early versions, micro-jet
engines being developed by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., and
expected new similar developments could be big
players.
Retired Air Force Col. Michael Francis, the
former DARPA program manager who launched the
initiative, said the vehicles are being developed to
take advantage of revolutions in microelectronics
and micro-mechanics.
Micro-components
rapidly are becoming an
option for low-cost, highly maneuverable battlefield
technology.
The vehicles also could play a fly-on-the-wall
role; landing on walls, in trees, or near air ducts for
underground bunkers and using sensors to gather
information before flying back to the operator.
They even could be called on to fly near an enemy’s
communications center and jam transmissions.
The vehicles could be deployed from a plane,
unmanned aerial vehicle or a soldier’s backpack.
Navigation
could include remote control,
preprogramming
or, eventually, guidance by the
Global Positioning System satellite network.
The effect on the battlefield so far is a question
mark, experts said. While they cannot be relied
upon in open areas or on windy days, the vehicles
will offer an advantage in areas dangerous for
troops.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, readers, doesn’t all this just make your
day? Undoubtedly you can relax and know that your
future potentials are in good hands-surely!
Without more to-doo about little things I think
you might need some input on the more recent
discussions about “sci-fi” weapons now recognized
as “wonder weapons”.
Last July 7, 1997, U.S.
NEWS AND WORLD REPORT did a special report
on these bully-weapons and it is time to share that
with you who might not have had access to that
journal.
[QUOTING from U.S. NEWS AND WORLD
REPORT (Cover Story report), July 7, 1997:]
WONDER

WEAPONS

The Pentagon’s
quest for
nonlethal
arms is amazing.
But is it smart?
by Douglas Pasternak
Tucked away in the comer of a drab industrial
park in Huntington Beach, California [H: You
know, local readers, right down there in Southern
California where the Chinese have been and are
landing.], is a windowless, nondescript building.

Inside, under extremely tight security, engineers and
scientists are working on devices whose ordinary
appearance masks the oddity of their function. One
is cone shaped, about the size of a fire hydrant.
Another is a 3-foot-long metal tube, mounted on a
tripod, with some black boxes at the operator’s end.
These are the newest weapons of war.
c For hundreds of years, sci-fi writers have
imagined weapons that might use energy waves or
pulses to knock out, knock down, or otherwise
disable enemies-without
necessarily killing them.
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And for a good 40 years the U.S. military has
quietly been pursuing weapons of this sort. Much
of this work is still secret, and it has yet to produce
a useable “nonlethal” weapon. But now THAT the
cold war has ended and the United States is engaged
in more humanitarian and peacekeeping missions
[H: OH, BARF!!], the search for weapons that
could incapacitate people without inflicting lethal
injuries has intensified.
Police, too, are keenly
interested. Scores of new contracts have been let,
and scientists, aided by government research on the
“bioeffects” of beamed energy, are searching the
electromagnetic
and sonic spectrums
for
wavelengths
that can affect human behavior.
Recent advancements in miniaturized electronics,
power generation, and beam aiming may finally
have put such pulse and beam weapons on the cusp
of practicality, some experts say.
Weapons already exist that use lasers, which
can temporarily
or permanently
blind enemy
soldiers. [H: Or, in the case of Dodi al Fayed, just
kill them DEAD.]
So-called acoustic or sonic
weapons, like the ones in the aforementioned lab,
can vibrate the insides of humans to stun them,
nauseate them, or even “liquefy their bowels and
reduce them to quivering diarrheic messes,”
according to a Pentagon briefing. Prototypes of
such weapons were recently considered for tryout
when U.S. troops intervened in Somalia. Other,
stranger effects also have been explored, such as
using electromagnetic waves to put human targets to
sleep or to heat them up, on the microwave-oven
principle. Scientists are also trying to make a sonic
cannon THAT throws a shock wave with enough
force to knock down a man.
While this and similar weapons may seem farfetched, scientists say they are natural successors to
projects already underway-beams
that disable the
electronic
systems of aircraft, computers, or
missiles, for instance. “Once you are into these
antimateriel
weapons, it is a short jump to
antipersonnel weapons,” says Louis Slesin, editor of
the trade journal Microwave News. That’s because
the human body is essentially an electrochemical
system, and devices that disrupt the electrical
impulses of the nervous system can affect behavior
and body functions.
But these programsparticularly
those involving
antipersonnel
research-are
so well guarded that details are
scarce. “People [in the military] go silent on this
issue,” says Slesin, “more than any other issue.
People just do not want to talk about this.”
PROJECTS

UNDERWAY

To learn what the Pentagon has been doing, U.
S. News talked to more than 70 experts and scoured
biomedical and engineering journals, contracts,
The effort to
budgets, and research proposals.
develop exotic weapons is surprising in its range.
Scores of projects are underway, most with funding
of several hundred thousand dollars each. One Air
Force lab plans to spend more than $100 million by
2003 to research the “bioeffects” of such weaponry.
The benefits of bloodless battles for soldiers and
law enforcement are obvious. But the search for
new weapons-cloaked
as they are in secrecyfaces hurdles. One is the acute skepticism of many
conventional-weapons
experts. “It is interesting
technology but it won’t end bloodshed and wars,”
says Harvey Sapolsky, director of the Security
Studies Program at MIT. Says Charles Bernard, a
former Navy weapons-research director: “Ihaveyet
to see one of these ray gun things that actually
works. ” And if they do work, other problems arise:
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Some so-called nonlethal weapons could end up
killing rather than just disabling victims if used at
the wrong range. Others may easily be thwarted by
shielding.
Sterner warnings come from ethicists. Years
ago the world drafted conventions and treaties to
attempt to set rules for the use of bullets and bombs
in war.
But no treaties govern the use of
unconventional weapons. And no one knows what
will happen to people exposed to them over the long
term.
Moreover, medical researchers worry that their
work on such things as the use of electromagnetic
waves to stimulate hearing in the deaf or to halt
seizures in epileptics might be used to develop
weaponry.
In fact, the military routinely has
approached the National Institutes of Health for
research information. “DARPA [Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency] [H: Guess this one is
FRESH IN YOUR MINDS?] has come to us every
few years to see ifthere are ways to incapacitate the
central nervous system remotely,” Dr. F. Terry
Hambrecht, head of the Neural Prosthesis Program
at NIH, told U.S. News. “But nothing has ever come
of it,” he said. “That is too science fiction and farfetched.” Still, the Pentagon plans to conduct
human testing with lasers and acoustics in the
future, says Charles Swett, an assistant for Special
Operations and Low-Intensity
Conflict.
Swett
insists that the testing will be constrained and highly
ethical. It may not be far off. The U.S. Air Force
expects to have microwave weapons by the year
20 15 and other non-lethal weaponry sooner. “When
that does happen,” warns Steven Metz, professor of
national security affairs in the U.S. Army War
College, “I think there will be a public uproar. We
need an open debate on them now. [H: They ARE
perfected
and nobody has put up any debate
about them at all other than to remark how
wonderful to cut down on killing. Who is feeding
whom the B.S., readers?]

LASER

ETHICS

[H: Indeed “they” have actually used the term
“ethics”. It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World!!!]

What happened with U.S. forces in Somalia
foreshadows the impending ethical dilemmas. In
early 1995, some U.S. Marines were supplied with
so-called dazzling lasers. The idea was to inflict as
little harm as possible if Somalis turned hostile. But
the Marines’ commander then decided that the lasers
should be “de-tuned” to prevent the chance of their
blinding citizens.
With their intensity thus
diminished, they could be used only for designating
or illuminating targets.
On March 1, 1995, commandos of U.S. Navy
SEAL Team 5 were positioned at the south end of
Mogadishu airport. At 7 a.m., a technician from the
Air Force’s Phillips Laboratory, developer of the
lasers, used one to illuminate a Somali man armed
with a rocket-propelled grenade. A SEAL sniper
shot and killed the Somali. There was no question
the Somali was aiming at the SEALS. But the
decision not to use the laser to dazzle or temporarily
blind the man irks some of the nonlethal-team
members. “We were not allowed to disable these
guys because that was considered inhumane,” said
one. “Putting a bullet in their head is somehow
more humane?” [H: And carefully look at WHO
is always the one to use these mass weapons of
destruction, like the Atomic Bomb-FIRST!
You
people
always
cry out for GOD to “bless
America”?
Where do YOU COME FROM?

WHAT GOD IS IT THAT YOU PETITION

TO
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GIVE Y?*U WHAT YOU THINK YOU WANT?]

Despite such arguments the International Red
Cross (Liz Dole’s private organization) and Human
Rights Watch have since led a fight against antipersonnel lasers. In the fall of 1995, the United
States signed a treaty that prohibits the development
of lasers designed “to cause permanent blindness”.
(H: Oh well, “oops” goes a long way in explaining
anything and everything.]
Still, laser weapons are

known to have been developed by the Russians, and
proliferation is a big concern. Also, the treaty does
not forbid dazzling or “glare” lasers, whose effects
are temporary. U.S. military labs are continuing
work in this area, and commercial contractors are
marketing such lasers to police.
ACOUSTIC

PAIN

The next debate may well focus on acoustic or
sonic weapons. Benign sonic effects are certainly
familiar, ranging from the sonic boom from an
airplane to the ultrasound instrument that “sees” a
baby in the uterus. The military is looking for
something less benign- an acoustic weapon with
frequencies tunable all the way up to lethal. Indeed,
Huntington Beach-based Scientific Applications &
Research Associates Inc. (SARA) has built a device
that will make internal organs resonate: The effects
can run from discomfort to damage or death. If used
to protect an area, its beams would make intruders
increasingly uncomfortable the closer they get. “We
have built several prototypes, says Parviz Parhami,
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SARA’s CEO. Such acoustic fences, he says, could
be deployed today. He estimates THAT five to 10
years will be needed to develop acoustic rifles and
other more exotic weapons, but adds, “I have heard
people as optimistic as one to two years.” [H: Well,
you have now seen advertising for “invisible” pet
fences that do not do anything to passing humans
( ????). Come on now, don’t play dumb with me.]
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Last December,
those from Clay Easterly.
Easterlywho works at the Health Sciences
Research
Division
of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory-briefed
the Marine Corps on work he
had conducted for the National Institute of Justice,
which does research on crime control. One of the
projects he suggested was an electromagnetic gun
that would “induce epileptic-like seizures”. Another
was a “thermal gun [that] would have the
operational effect of heating the body to 105 to 107
degrees Fahrenheit. Such effects would bring on
discomfort, fevers, or even death.
But, unlike the work on blinding lasers and
acoustic weapons, progress here has been slow. [H:
I hope you have as much difficulty reading this
hogwash as I have presenting
it to you.] The
biggest
problem is power.
High-powered
microwaves intended to heat someone standing 200
yards away to 105 degrees Fahrenheit may kill
someone standing 10 yards away. On the other
hand, electromagnetic fields weaken quickly with
distance from the source. And beams of such energy
are difficult to direct to their target. Mission
Research Corp. of Albuquerque, N.M., has used a
computer model to study the ability of microwaves
to stimulate the body’s peripheral nervous system.
“If sufficient peripheral nerves fire, then the body
shuts down to further stimulus, producing the socalled stun effect,” an abstract states. But, it
concludes, “the ranges at which this can be done are
only a few meters.”
Nonetheless,
government laboratories
and
private contractors are pursuing numerous similar
programs. A 1996 Air Force Scientific Advisory
Board report on future weapons, for instance,
includes a classified section on a. radio frequency or
“RF Gunship”. Other military documents confirm
THAT radio-frequency
antipersonnel
weapons
programs are underway.
And the Air Force’s
Armstrong Laboratory at Brooks Air Force Base in
Texas is heavily engaged in such research.
According to budget documents, the lab intends to
spend more than $110 million over the next six years
“to exploit less-than-lethal biological effects of
electromagnetic radiation for Air Force security,
peacekeeping, and war-fighting operations”.

The military also envisions acoustic fields being
used to control riots or to clear paths for convoys.
SARA’s acoustic devices have already been
tested at the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base,
near the company’s Huntington Beach office. And
they were considered for Somalia. “We asked for
acoustics,” says one nonlethal weapons expert who
was there. But the Department of Defense said,
“No,” since they were still untested. The Pentagon
feared they could have caused permanent injury to
pregnant women, the old, or the sick. Parhami sees
acoustics “as just one more tool” for the military
and law enforcement. “Like any tool, I suppose this
can be abused,” he says. “But like any tool, it can
be used in a humane and ethical way.”
Toward the end of World War II, the Germans
were reported to have made a different type of
acoustic device. It looked like a large cannon and
sent out a sonic boomlike shock wave that in theory
could have felled a B-17 bomber. In the mid-1940s,
the U.S. Navy created a program called Project
Squid to study the German vortex technology. The
results are unknown.
But Guy Obolensky, an
American inventor, says he replicated the Nazi
device in his laboratory in
1949. Against hard objects the
effect was astounding, he says:
It could snap a board like a
twig. Against soft targets like
people, it had a different
effect. “I felt like I had been
hit by a thick rubber blanket,”
says Obolensky, who once
stood in its path. The idea
seemed to founder for years
until recently,
when the
military was intrigued by its
nonlethal possibilities.
The
Army and Navy now have
LOW FREQUENCY
SLEEP
vortex projects underway. The
SARA lab has tested its
From 1980 to 1983, a man named Eldon Byrd
prototype
device at Camp
Pendleton, 3ne source says.
ran the Marine Corps Nonlethal Electromagnetic
Weapons project.
He conducted most of his
ELECTROMAGNETIC
research
at the Armed Forces Radiobiology
HEAT
Research Institute in Bethesda, Md. “We were
looking at electrical activity in the brain and how to
The Soviets were known to influence it,” he says. Byrd, a specialist in medical
have potent blinding lasers. engineering and bioeffects, funded small research
They were also feared to have projects, including a paper on vortex weapons by
developed acoustic and radio- Obolensky.
He conducted
experiments
on
wave weapons.
The 1987 animals-and
even on himself-to
see if brain
issue of Soviet
Military
waves would move into sync with waves impinging
Power, a cold war Pentagon
on them from the outside. (He found that they
publication, warned that the would, but the effect was short lived.)
Soviets might be close to “a
By using very low frequency electromagnetic
prototype short-range tactical radiation-the
waves way below radio frequencies
RF
(Radio
Frequency)
on the electromagnetic spectrum-he found he could
weapon”. The Washington
induce the brain to release behavior-regulating
Post reported that year that the chemicals. “We could put animals into a stupor,” he
Soviets had used such weapons says, by hitting them with these frequencies. “We
to kill goats at 1 kilometer’s got chick brains-in vitro-to dump 80 percent of
range. The Pentagon, it turns the natural opioids in their brains,” Byrd says. He
out, has been pursuing similar even ran a small project that used magnetic fields to
devices since the 1960s.
cause certain brain cells in rats to release histamine.
Typical of some of the In humans, this would cause instant flulike
more exotic proposals
are symptoms and produce nausea. “These fields were
Report, July 7, 1997
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extremely weak. They were undetectable,” says
Byrd. “The effects were nonlethal and reversible.
You could disable a person temporarily,”
Byrd
hypothesizes. “It [would have been] like a stun gun.”
Byrd never tested any of his hardware in the
field, and his program, scheduled for four years,
apparently was closed down after two, he says.
“The work was really outstanding,” he grumbles.
“We would have had a weapon in one year.” Byrd
says he was told his work would be unclassified,
“Unless it works.” Because it worked, he suspects
that the program “went black”. Other scientists tell
similar tales of research on electromagnetic
radiation turning top secret once successful results
were achieved. There are clues that such work is
continuing. In 1995, the annual meeting of four-star
US. Air Force generals-called
CORONAreviewed more than 1,000 potential projects. One
was called “Put the Enemy to Sleep/Keep the Enemy
From Sleeping.” It called for exploring “acoustics”,
“microwaves”, and “brain-wave manipulation” to
alter sleep patterns.
It was one of only three
projects approved for initial investigation.
(H: I
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on any encounter field, and
more especially reserving the 1
BLAME
ability
to
SOMEBODY ELSE.]

Some say such secrecy is
necessary
in new-weapons
development. But others think
it is a mistake. “Because the
programs
are secret,
the
sponsorship is low-level, and
the
technology
is
unconventional,” says William
Arkin of Human Rights Watch
Arms Project, “the military has
not done any of the things to
determine if the money is being
well spent or the programs are
a good idea. It should not be
long before the evidence is in.”

"A “tunable” weapon that ca$:”
discomfort or cook the eneniy’:“E
As antipersonnel weapotts, m&Gnu4
could be used as “barriers,“causiq
pain or burns to those who e&r th
path. Phaserlike microwave ‘!&I$
guns”have also been cqntempluted
bu+ major technical hu+les si6
n&d to be overcome before&
i&?e?=F~~;~l~~

[END OF QUOTING]
And so be it, readers.

I

would suggest that this has been operational in a would remind you “out there”
magnificently
mass way for some couple of that indeed we can write and
the CIA can be the first to take
centuries now.]

DIRECT

CONTACT

As the military continues in search for nonlethal
weapons, one device that works on contact has
already hit the streets. It is called the “Pulse Wave
Myotron”. A sales video shows it in action. A big,
thuggish-looking
“criminal” approaches a welldressed woman. As he tries to choke her, she
touches him with a white device about the size of a
pack of cigarettes. He falls to the floor in a fetal
position, seemingly paralyzed but with eyes open,
and he does not recover for minutes.
“Contact with the Myotron,” says the narrator,
“feels like millions of tiny needles are sent racing
through the body. This is a result of scrambling the
signals from the motor cortex region of the brain,”
he says. “It is horrible,” says William Gunby, CEO
of the company that developed the Myotron. “It is
not
no toy.” The Myotron overrides voluntary-but
involuntary-muscle
movements, so the victim’s
vital functions are maintained. Sales are targeted at
officers
and
women, but law enforcement
agencies-including
the Arizona state police and
bailiffs with the New York Supreme Court-have
purchased the device, Gunby says. A special model
built for law enforcement, called the Black Widow,
is being tested by the FBI, he says. “I hope they
don’t order a lot soon,” he adds. “The Russian
government just ordered 100,000 of them, and I
need to replenish my stock.”
The U.S. military also has shown interest in the
Myotron. “About the time of the Gulf War, I got
calls from people in the military,” recalls Gunby.
“They asked me about bonding the Myotron’s pulse
wave to a laser beam so that everyone in the path of
the laser would collapse.” While it could not be
done, Gunby says, he nonetheless was warned to
keep quiet. “I was told that these calls were totally
confidential,”
he says, “and that they would
completely deny it if I ever mentioned it.” [H: I
suggest you keep this little “saying” close to your
hearts and you who deal with “plausible denial”
regarding everything
from Bonus Contracts to
mosquito microbes remember that this is the way
it goes over and over and over again. You can
also know when it gets as far as this, it is
perfected and the silent treatment kicks in to be
able to deny anything and everything taking place

their information prior to our
publishing date-BUT,
if you
want to keep this paper in
publication-YOU
HAVE TO
us
WITH
HELP
SUBSCRIPTIONS. We do not
accept outside advertising so
that there is no attempt at
focusing on anything for the
benefit of anyone save those we
know and serve. Our team here
simply cannot longer carry the
ball all alone in the ballpark.
We have tried keeping the
paper to the bare minimum and
still have a paper and we are
now forced, if I would again
participate to any level worthy of note, to have more
size to the paper itself.
Why don’t we just go and get God to give us
some funds? Because that is NOT the way the world
turns. We are working 24-hours-a day on that
project of “funding” but I wonder how many of you

PLEASE

U.S. News & World Report, July 7, 1997

have gone forth to solve the problem and help us a
bit? WHERE WILL YOU BE WHEN THE SKY
FALLS? Will you still be out there with Henny
Penny-waiting?
We shall see, won’t we?
Good day, and if you can rest well after all this,
God help USall. Salu. &.

DON’T

STEAL MY
1c)FrAS
BEFORE
I’VE

PERFECTED
-l-HEM.

,,,\
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HydrogenPeroxideUseFor
Purification
Of 66Stuff
Editor’s
note:
We are re-running
this
important information on the purification
uses of
hydrogen peroxide in conjunction with our Front
Page story. The following is an edited excerptfrom
a longer writing that covered other subjects in
addition to what is critical to focus upon at this
time. Also, since many of you ask, on a regular
basis, for a resource for obtaining 35% food-grade
hydrogen peroxide, we share that information with
you also (see box on this page).
It is becoming
harder to obtain this most incredibly
useful
product-anybody
want to guess why?!
4127193 #l

NECESSARY

HATONN

INSTRUCTIONS:

As we sit to pen this information I am at a loss
as to how to keep you from thinking me idiotmaterial.
However, you who already have past
information, say, regarding hydrogen peroxide and
its antiseptic-antibiotic properties, please be patient
while we offer information to those who have not
received same.
I always suggest, in adding any 35% food-grade
H,O, to anything, that it be DILUTED FIRST. Just
as you must NEVER drop concentrated anything
into the mouth (for it would damage living cellular
structures), neither do you dump it full-strength into
living culture medium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an
ounce) of water first and STIR rapidly whatever it
is you are dumping the diluted H.,O, into for
purification purposes. Naturally, if Just purifying
a gallon of water, there is no need for active stirring,
though a little closed-container
agitation (a few
shakes) won’t hurt.
[Editor’s note: Be careful when handling the
35% hydrogen peroxide, such as when filling small
dropper bottles for convenient use. You may want
to wear rubber gloves to avoid drops of the fullstrength liquid reacting with the skin. It won’t
“hurt” the skin so much as cause a tingling or
burning sensation and turn the drop spot whitish,
as in looking
bleached
for awhile.
Good
laboratory
technique is helpful, which includes
leaving
nearby sink tap-water running while
working with the hydrogen peroxide to facilitate
quick rinsing of skin, etc., should that become

easier.]

25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks.
The large bottle may be stored in the
A good maintenance could be 5- 15 drops per
refrigerator or in the freezer [preferably
in the
freezer] inside another plastic container [such as a week, or whatever makes you feel good.
If you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide on your
heavy-duty zip-lock bag]. The small eye-dropper
skin, rinse it under running water for several
bottle should also be kept in the refrigerator.
Always use caution when handling 35% hydrogen minutes.
Soak feet: l-1/2 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of water.
peroxide!
Bath: 16 oz. 35% to a tub of water to detoxify.
DO NOT use with carrot juice, carbonated
Colonic: l/2 pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of water.
drinks, or alcohol. For best results, take on an
Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt. of water.
empty stomach, 1 hour before a meal or 3 hours
Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times a day; then
after meals.
Formula: Mix the number of drops of 35% food- increase schedule.
For the more serious complaints, stay at 25
grade hydrogen peroxide into at least 6 ounces of
drops
3 times per day for 1 to 3 weeks. Then
distilled water, juice, or milk, and stir vigorously,
graduate
down to 25 drops, two times per day until
then drink the mixture. Some people eat l/4 to l/2
of a banana immediately after drinking the solution. your problem is taken care of. This may be from 1
to 6 months.
You may prefer something else to eat.
If you have a weak stomach, you may experience
If your stomach gets upset at any level, stay at
that level or go back one level. Then proceed to nausea similar to that in pregnancy. Also, as dead
bacteria or various forms of poisons are released,
increase your daily dosage again.
When free of complaints you may taper off by you will experience a cleansing effect as they are
released through the elimination organs of the body:
taking:
skin, lungs, k&teys, and bowels. 23 drops once every other day for 1 week;
Some reactions to the cleansing effect c Juld
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks;

Editor’s note: As we mentioned in the note at the beginning of this article, if you are
having trouble finding food-grade
hydrogen peroxide locally, here is a reliable resource.

Bio-Spark
P.O. Box 964,
Tehachapi, CA 9358 1
e-mail: spark@lightspeed.net

3S”/o Food-Grade
Hydrogen
Peroxide

necessary.]

HYDROGEN
(35%

PEROXIDE
Food Grade)

-

H2Q2

Purchase a small eye-dropper bottle at the drug
store. Fill your small dropper bottle from the larger
bottle as needed. [Editor’s note: Ifyou are utilizing
the Bio-Spark resource mentioned on this page for
your hydrogen peroxide,
their container comes
with a convenient pouring spout to make the job of
handling the 35% concentrated hydrogen peroxide

$13 .OOper pint for 1-3 bottles
$10.00 per pint for 4 or more bottles
(Shipping included!)
Check or Money Order; no phone orders
. Orders shipped only to United States addresses

Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

by U.S. Mail
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include skin eruptions,
nausea, headaches,
sleepiness, unusual fatigue, diarrhea, head or chest
cold, ear infections, boils, or any other ways the
body uses to loosen toxins. This is a natural
cleansing of the body and should be of a short
duration as you continue to maintain your program.
Formula to make a 3% solution of hvdrom
peroxide:
Put 1 oz. of 35% food-grade hydrogen peroxide
in a pint jar. Add 11 oz. of distilled water. This will
give you 12 oz. of 3% H,O,. Use also for brushing
teeth and applying to skin sores. (And it will not
contain “stabilizers” as does store-bought 3 %.)
Do not use 35% H,O, if you have had a
transplant.
ALWAYS KEEP FOOD-GRADE HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE
AVAILABLE
TO
PURIFY
EVERYTHING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF 35%
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE TO A
GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY IT AND
THE WATER WILL PICK UP A MUCH
IMPROVED “FLAVOR” OF FRESHNESS.
THIS is why one of the first items confiscated
from health food stores, labs, and so on-IS
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN FOOD GRADE. I
remind you readers of long standing: the best
treatment
for arthritis
and other seemingly
“incurable” diseases is hydrogen peroxide therapy
in accompanying regimen of Gaiandriana which
moves in and restores the cellular restructuring of self.
WATER
I cannot urge you often enough to TREAT your
fauc et water. Even if you have a reverse-osmosis
unit-treat
that water with proper amounts of
hydrogen peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW
WHAT IS IN THAT WATER. IT WON’T HELP
CONTAMINATION BY TOXINS, BUT IT WILL
TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR BACTERIAL
CONTAMINATES.
IT IS CHEAP AND NONTOXIC IN PURIFICATION AMOUNTS. The best
mouthwash and gum enhancer is a mouthwash of
several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a fourth cup
of water (or so) and cleanse mouth after brushing
(or just do it several times a day as convenient). If
the solution is “light”, just swallow the wash-it
can only help you unless you have an active mouth
infection.
Moreover I suggest keeping some
hydrogen peroxide near and handy to drop a few
drops of undiluted peroxide on your toothbrush a
couple of times a week-or daily-whatever.
You
will have a sterilized brush and stop spreading
germs and recontamination.
SPILLING
If you spill full-strength (35%) peroxide on your
skin -it will burn you. Rinse immediately under
water and it will be fine. It will bleach, so rinse
anything that gets splattered-in water. It is simply
one of those substances which needs to be handled
properly. Peroxide offers so many “cleaning” uses
that I won’t even effort to list them-but you will
find it about the most useful item around your
kitchen, bath, etc. You can find information at
health food stores and vitamin supply outlets.
We offer these things as a service rather than a
major business, so we are perhaps remiss in fullrange material. We can do better when the full load
eases a bit. Thank you for your patience and loving
support of the ones who have taken this load on in
addition
to
their
other
tasks-ever
without complaint and ever wishing to help and
please. &&
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Additional
UsesFor35%
Food-Grade
Hydrogen
Peroxid
Example of information printed in Echo newsletter: [Quoting]
Caution: If you spill 35% %O, on your skin, rinse immediately with water. Avoid any contact
with eyes.
To make a 3% solution: Mix loz. 35% to 110~. water.
Use distilled water as often as possible.
Vegetable soak: Add l/4 cup 3% HzO, to full sink of cold water. Soak light skinned (like
lettuce) 20 minutes, thicker skinned (like cucumbers) 30 minutes. Drain, dry and refrigerate. Prolongs freshness.
If time is a problem, spray vegetables (and fruits) with a solution of 3%. Let stand for a few
minutes, rinse and dry.
Leftover tossed salad: Spray with a solution of l/2 cup water and 1 Tbsp. 3%. Drain, cover
and refrigerate.
To freshen kitchen: Keep a spray bottle of 3% in the kitchen, Use it to wipe off counter tops
and appliances. It will disinfect and give the kitchen a fresh smell. Works great in the refrigerator
and kids’ school lunch boxes.
Marinade: Place meat, fish, or poultry in a casserole dish (avoid usiig aluminum pans). Cover
with 3% TO,. Place loosely covered in refrigerator for l/2 hour. Rinse and cook.
In the dishwasher: Add 202. of 3% %OZ to your regular washing formula.
Sprouting seeds: Add 102.3% I-JO, to 1 pint ofwater and soak the seeds overnight. Add the
same amount of 30, each time you rinse the seeds.
House and garden plants: Put 102.3% YQ, in 1 quart water. (Or add 16 drops 35% to one
quart water.) Water or mist plants with this solution.
Insecticide spray: Mix 802. white sugar, 4-80~. 3% %02 in 1 gallon of water.
Humidifiers and steamers: Mix 1 pint 3% &02 to 1 gallon of water.
Laundry: Add 80~. of 3% to your wash in place of bleaches.
Shower: Keep a spray bottle of 3% %O, in the shower. Spray your body after washing to
replace the acid mantle on your skin that soap removes.
Facial: Use 3% on a cotton ball as a facial freshener after washing.
Rejuvenating Detoxifying bath: Add 602.35% IY$O,to l/2 tub ofwater. May increase H,O,
up to 2 cups per bath. Soak at least l/2 hour.
Alternate bath: Add l/2 cup 35% $02, l/2 cup sea salt, l/2 cup baking soda or Epsom salts
to bath water and soak.
Foot soak: Add 1 1/2oz. 35% H,O, to 1 gallon water and soak.
Athlete’s foot: Soak feet nightly in 3% HO, until condition is improved.
Mouthwash: Use 3% H,O,. Add a dash of liquid chlorophyll for flavoring if desired.
Toothpaste: Use baking soda and add enough 3% q02 to make a paste. Or just dip your
brush in 3% H,O, and brush.
Douche or Enema: Add 6 Tbsp. of 3% HO, to a quart of distilled water. 6 Tbsp. is the
maximum amount to use.
Colonic: Add l/2 pint 3% 1-$02 to 5 gallons warm water. (Note: 1 pint 3% is the maximum
amount to use.)
Pets: For small animals (dogs & cats) use loz. 3% %O, to lqt. of water.
Agriculture: Use 802. 35% I-$0, per 1000 gallons of water. If you do not have an injector,
start out by using ltsp. 35% HO, in the drinking cup at the stanchion.
For the drinking water of cows that are sick, use 1pt. 3% %O, to 5 gallons of water. To drench
sick calves, put 1/3pt. of 3% HOZ in a pt. bottle and fill remainder with water. Do this twice a day.
For an adult cow, use the same procedure, but use a quart.
To foliage feed crops, put 5 to 1602. of 35% food-grade hydrogen peroxide into 20 gallons of
water. Spray on plants early in the morning when the dew is still on them and the birds are singing.
(It has been found that the singing of the birds opens the pores of the plants.)
Storing water: loz 35% 40, to 50 gallons water (kills viruses, etc.).
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War between Israel and several Arab and
Muslim states in the Middle East looms larger with
every passing day. Mrs. Albright’s failed mission to
Israel, Egypt and Lebanon was a foregone
conclusion intended to make it look as if President
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toward the area where the Hizbollah were thought to
be, on a hillside, opposite their position. It was
believed that a mortar round set the bush on the
hillside on fire. The Israelies staved in their
positions, when suddenly, the wind shifted and the
flames roared through their position, burning four
soldiers to death as they tried to flee.
Prime Minister Netanyahu
is refusing all
demands by the Israeli military and members of his
own political party to end the occupation
of
Lebanon, and my source says that if Netanyahu
continues to resist the advice of his army specialists,
“he will be left with only one way to go, and that is
a full-scale invasion of Lebanon,”
My source’s report does not look promising: “If
that happens, it will surely bring a swift response
Clinton was actually doing something to ease the from Syria, a key player in the region, yet the one
explosive anger of the Palestinians, and the Israelis, country Mrs. Albright did not visit. If the United
shocked by the Jerusalem bombing of Machane States is drawn itto the conflict, the Russian
Yehuda market. Dennis ROSS, President Clinton’s military might well depose Yeltsin and come to the
Middle East advisor and holdover from the Bush aid of Syria. Iran is more than likely to step into the
Administration is being blamed for putting too rosy fray, and, eventually, Egypt will be sucked in,
a shine on his plan which Mrs. Albright followed. although for now, it is officially standing aloof but
Dennis Pipes, editor of the Middle East privately backing Syria to the hilt. An even-handed
Quarterly was also consulted before Albright’s trip. approach by the U.S. would go a long way to
Pipes told the Clinton Administration that Albright d e fusing the perilous situation, but it is not likely to
“is going to be more even-handed
than her come from President Clinton or the Congress. That
predecessor . . . I think the emphasis is going to be on leaves the possibility of an all-out war looming on
mutuality, and that will lead to more strain. It’s the horizon.”
likely now to be more evident.” Pipes said that
Albright should place the blame for the breakdown
Libya
ofthe Oslo accord, where it belongs, with the Arabs:
“We’re seeing one party backslide. What ought to
happen is that the secretary of state tells the
The Arab League has decided to ignore U.S.Palestinians, and behind them, the Arab states, that inspired U.N. sanctions
against Libya and
it is up to them to make this work.”
announced their intention to allow Libyan aircraft to
Founder of “Americans for Peace Now”, Mark overfly any Arab state and land at any of its
Rosenbaum told State Department officials involved airfields. “This is more than a mere gesture,” my
with Albright’s tour: “I hope Albright sticks to her Cairo source told me, “this is the first explicit
double-barreled guns. We are looking for mutual rejection of the U.S.-imposed
U.N. sanctions
concessions on both the Palestinian and Israeli imposed on Libya in 1992," he said.
sides to stop the melting down in the peace
The resolution read: “We invite Arab countries
process.”
to take measures to alleviate the sanctions on Libya
The purchase of a house in the Ras al-Amud until a peaceful and just solution to the crisis can be
district of East Jerusalem by Irving Moskowitz did found.” The resolution was signed by 1g Arab
not help Mrs. Albright. But the owner of the house, foreign ministers, “and reflects the animosity felt
who was dragged out and threatened with death for toward the United States as Israel’s chief backer and
selling his property to Moskowitz, denied that he what they see as a clear bias in favor of Israel and
had done so. “I did not sell my house; I did not sell its lack of neutrality in dealing with violations of the
my house to Mr. Moskowitz,” the 55-year-old
peace agreement,” my source told me. “After the
Fouad Hadiya, a blacksmith, shouted as he tried to new Jewish settlement was opened up in East
get past Israeli security guards posted around the Jerusalem, there was a considerable hardening
house. As if to confirm Hadiya’s denials,
toward relations with the U.S. by the Arab states,
Moskowitz’s lawyers said the home was purchased and this is likely to continue and go even further
from Jews and not from Arabs, but did not give any than this resolution,” he told me.
specifics.
Added to Albright’s problems was the situation
Iran
in Israel’s “security zone” inside Lebanon where 29
Israeli soldiers have been killed in the past six
weeks. According
to accounts published
by
The CIA and the DIA got quite a bit of
correspondent
Arieh O’Sullivan,
a mission information from the Saudi citizen arrested in
undertaken by a 16-man commando Israeli Army Canada and later released to Jordan, although the
unit was to rout the Hizbollah from positions inside FBI wanted to get its hands on him in the U.S. Hani
Lebanon from where they were launching attacks Abdel Rahim Sayegh told the DIA that Iranian
into the security zone, ended in disaster: “The 16- intelligence General Ahmed Sharifi was behind the
man commando team was landed 3 kilometers away, bomb attack on the Al Khobar building in Saudi
between Sidon and Tyre, its target, the village of Arabia that killed 23 U.S. servicemen. The Saudis
Ansaria, when a Hizbollah-laid mine blew it apart. had already told U.S. security agents that Gen.
A rain of gunfire cut down those who were not Sharifi was behind the bomb plot of June 1996.
wounded in the explosion. Of the 16 raiders, 10 were Although one of the most important members of the
Pasdarans cooperati:g
with the Al Gods force,
killed, including the force commander.. .”
In a separate battle, an Israeli force in South whose spiritual and political head is Hezbollah’s
Lebanon was caught in a brush fire after a battle mullah Ahmed Salek Kashani, Sharifi denies any
between itself and Hizbollah units. The Israelis linkage to the AlKhobar bombing.
called for mortar and’artillery fire to be directed
The U.S. preoccupation with Iran has caused the

Sabre
Rattling
&Name
Calling
The following
information
is from the
International News section of the September 1997
issue of Dr. John Coleman’s
superb World In
Review. We share this intelligence from his well
placed
Middle-Eastern
sources as important
background for making sense out of the mush the
media has been slinging as things continue to heatup in this most volatile arena.
From John’s outlay you can more clearly see
how the chess pieces are REALLY lining-up on this
You can also better
turbulent
playing field.
appreciate important connections to other matters
such as the Swiss banking extortion plot by the
Khazarian Zionists. Also note who is selling arms
to whom and why. What makes the world go ‘round
is surely different from what fictions
abound
through our mind-programing
television screens.
-Dr. EdwinM. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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government
to lash out at what it calls
“unsubstantiated
rumors against us”. The war of
words is over U.S. intelligence reports that North
Korea and Russia are working together to arm the
Iranians with medium and long-range missiles of the
Nodong ballistic missile in service with North
Korea. The U.S. is accusing Russia of building the
Shahab3 with a range of 800-900 miles and capable
of carrying chemical and bacteriological warheads
as well as nuclear warheads of 1,650 pounds. The
Shahab-4 has a range of 1,240 miles and is
capable of carrying the same warheads as the
shorter-range Shahab-3, but with a weight of 2,200
pounds.
The missiles will be ready for service by 1999
and will cover the entire Middle East and as far
away as Italy and Germany. The U.S. and Israeli
intelligence services say that Rosvoorruzheniye, the
Russian arms manufacturer,
is the company
working with the Iranians and that the missiles will
be operated by Russian-trained special forces units
of the Iranian Army. General Alexander Kotelkin
dismisses U. $. and Israeli concerns as coming from
“external enemies”. (See “Russia” herein.)
Israel and the U.S. charge that by building the
Shahab-3 and Shahab-4, Iran is violating the
Missile Technology Control protocol, signed by 3 1
nations to ban the production of missiles with a
greater range than 186 miles capable of carrying
warheads in excess of 1,100 pounds.

Russia
Still seething over the Clinton insult of refusing
it N,\TO membership, sources told me that Russia’s
military leaders are taking a hand in forging closer
economic ties with Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, Qatar and Sudan, South Korea, and
Cyprus as well as stationing substantial groups of
military advisors in these countries. The first fruit
of the new drive is the formation of a the first
Islamic bank, Badr Bank, with start-up capital of
$20 million. “The U.S. can go on telling the world
we are a spent force,” my source, who is a member
of PAMYAT, told me, “and let them go on lying to
their people; Washington has always excelled in that
area.”

THE PHOENIX

Nikolai Kovalyov, head of the Federalnaja
Sluzba Besopasnosti
(FSB) Russia’s counter
intelligence
agency, is offering protection for
companies engaged in industry in Russia. Lashing
out against what he called “U.S. spying in Russia”,
Kovalyov said that the U.S. SPY agencies “have set
up shop in Russia, but we will-protect foreign
companies
working
in Russia
against
American intrigue.” Kovalyov spoke at a caves,
Switzerland, economic conclave in that city, the first
time that a Russian delegate was invited to
attend.
He met with several prominent
Swiss
businessmen and according to my source, they
exchanged views with him about recent claims of
world Jewry against Swiss banks, which an aide of
Kovalyov dismissed as “Bronfman bombast”.
Kovalyov was told that the Swiss people “are deeply
angered by what they see as an American-inspired
attack on their sovereignty to the point where the
entire Swiss government might be thrown out at the
next election. They are angry with the government
for caving in to what they see as unjust demands,”
Kovalyov was told.
Kovalyov may also have been referring to
Rosvoorruzheiye,
the giant Russian armaments
company which is locked in a bitter struggle with the
Clinton Administration
over the sale of its
sophisticated S-300-V (NATO designation SA12)
antimissile missile which is being sold in increasing
numbers to clients in the Middle East like Syria and
Iran. The S-300-V is far superior to the American
“Patriot” missile. In fact the S-300-V is the only
antiballistic missile capable of shooting down short
and medium-range missiles between 30 and 1,100
km.
Its performance is devastating when compared
with that of the U.S. “Patriot”.
Kovalyov says that the U.S. has engaged in a
campaign of slander and lies to put Saudi Arabia off
buying a large number of the missiles and that
Clinton refused to give the Colombian president a
visa, just because he ordered Russian instead of
American helicopters. The head of the Russian
armaments agency, Rosvooruzheniye,
General
Alexander Kotelkin, also lashed out against the
U.S., saying in an interview with the newspaper
Nezavismaya Gazeta: “Our external enemies are our
Western rivals. We are especially
worried by the fact that the U.S.
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Administration
has joined the struggle against
Rosvoorruzheniye, and is exerting unprecedented
pressure on the governments and presidents of
countries which are prepared to become our
clients.”

Palestine/Gaza
HAMAS, the Islamic fundamentalist group is
facing a crisis within its ranks following the double
terror bombing in Jerusalem.
A Palestinian
delegation headed by Amin al Hindi, met with
Israel’s Shin Bet secret police on August 17th and
let it be known that he would like to see HAMAS
stamped out along with the Islamic Jihad. He was
vigorously opposed by Palestinian police chief
Ghazi al Jbali, and the head of the Preventative
Security Force in Gaza, Colonel Jibril Rajoub, who
believes that HAMAS and its militant wing
Ezzedine al Qassamazre, will play a decisive role in
forcing Prime Minister Netanyahu to give up on
some of his election promises,
and make a
number of significant
concessions
to the
Palestinians.
For one thing, al Hindi told the meeting at which
several CIA agents were present, HAMAS is backed
to the hilt by Syri , and until Israel comes to an
agreement with Syria, it will be impossible to
neutralize HAMAS. He added that Hizbollah was
similarly backed by Iran which would never
withdraw its support and that fighting in the
“occupied zone of Lebanon is going to escalate.
They (the Israelis) have another Vietnam shaping up
and they better deal with it before it traps them,” al
Hindi said.
The Palestinian delegation told Shin Bet and the
CIA that the Jerusalem terror bombing was the work
of a new wing of HAMAS, operating outside of the
West Bank and Gaza, over which Arafat has no
control.
According to the Palestinians,
the type of
explosives used was not a part of the HAMAS
arsenal, but of the type which blew up members of
Hizbollah in a Jerusalem hotel on April 6, 1996.
The Palestinians said they believed that the new
wing of HAMAS was founded in total secrecy to
avenge the Shin.. Bet’s
of Yehia
Ayyash
^ -_
. .
. I assassination
“the engineer,, m tiaza and the arrest ot Hassan
Salameh, his right-hand man, which resulted in the
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flight to Sudan by Mohamed Daif, the number-three
man in HAMAS.
The Palestinians
say that the two bombers
entered Israel on British passports from Sudan,
where a large training camp is maintained, financed
by Iran, and when they tried to interrogate some of
the new HAMAS recruits at Ain Heloue, near Saida
in Lebanon, a violent confrontation occurred in
which Arafat’s men beat a hasty retreat. In the
aftermath, a car carrying Said Baraki, who has close
connections with Iran and is one of the top men in
Islamic Jihad in Lebanon, was attacked by two men
with machine guns, killing the driver. Baraki
escaped unharmed.
The special plan to involve the CIA directly in
talks between the Israelis and the Palestinians is the
work of Dennis Ross, Clinton’s Middle East
troubleshooter,
which he announced during his
recent visit to Tel Aviv. Pointing out that direct
cooperation between Arafat and Netanyahu has
deteriorated with the advent of Netanyahu to power,
which has stalled the peace process. But Ross
intimated
that his idea is not popular with
Netanyahu and his inner circle.
U.S. spokesman for Netanyahu, Frank Gaffney,
director of the Center for Security Policy (nothing
to do with the Clinton Administration) and a former
deputy assistant secretary of defense in the Reagan
Administration, says that the plan is unworkable:
“The Ross intelligence initiative puts the CIA
station chief in an undesirable, if not unworkable
position,” says Mr. Gaffney. David Wurmser, a
research fellow at the American
Enterprise
Institute, joined Gaffney in criticizing the latest
Clinton efforts to salvage what is left of the peace
process: “America’s willingness to offer up its Tel
Aviv station chief (of the CIA) illustrates the high
price America is willing to pay to keep the
process going and loss of perspective regarding the
American interests involved. The system puts
Israel on par with
the PLO in terms of
having its honesty judged by the CIA,” Wurmser
said.
Surprising support for the Ross plan came from
the American Jewish Committee’s Jason Isaacson,
who said that he was briefed on the arrangement by
American officials: “It may be just what is needed
to get the peace process back on the move,
encourage security cooperation and fight terrorism.
If the three parties are in favor of this (the Ross
initiative) then it is entirely a useful concept, a
useful formula,” Isaacson said.
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Iran, which heavily
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Egypt
Commenting on the death of Princess Diana, the
authoritative Egyptian newspaper Al Ahram, which
mirrors government opinion, says that Lady Diana’s
death “was a deliberate murder conducted by British
intelligence because the British establishment could
not accept an Arab Muslim stepfather of a future
king of England.. .” said editor Anis Mansur. I
remember the famous statesman-editor of Al Ahram,
Mohamed Helkal, whom I mention in my book The
Committee of 300 as being amazingly accurate in
his contributions
to the paper, and in personal
interviews with leading world figures, like Chou En
Lai. If the current editor is anything like his
predecessor, he may know something more than the
rest of us do.

Croatia

several other countries. Beijing plans to have 160
nuclear power stations on line in the country to keep
pace with the planned industrial expansion and to
help with the demand for power from individual
users. China recently purchased four nuclear
reactors from France at a cost of $4 billion, plus two
more from Canada at a cost of $3 billion. The
United States did not tender any bids, because Bill
Clinton does not want to be seen as stomping on the
environmentalists
at home. Meantime, China is
going ahead with its cooperation with Iran and Syria
for the supply of sophisticated rocket launching
systems, said to be easily capable of reaching any
target in Israel and Saudi Arabia, as well as
menacing shipping in the Persian Gulf.
Intelligence
sources say that some of the
sophisticated French warplanes China bought a year
ago may be finding their way to Syria and Iran. My
source says that in his recent visit to China, Israel’s
Benjamin Netanyahu brought up the sensitive
China-Syria-Iran relations, and told the Chinese,
“Iran’s attempts to become a nuclear power must be
thwarted not only for the sake of Israeli security, but
also in the interests of world peace.”

Putting aside their differences, which date back
to Croatian support of Hitler during the Second
World War, the Croatian government has entered
into a planned arms deal with Israel said to be worth
$100 million. The Israeli government is pleased with
the proposed deal, but Mark Weitzman, director of
the Simon Wiesenthal Center’s Task Force on Hate
is not altogether happy: “We still have a lot of
concerns about some of the other things that have
gone on over the last couple of years that smack of
the rewriting of history,” he said. “Whether it is the
renaming of places or the publication
of the
Protocols
o.f Zion,
there is still a question of
atmosphere here,” Weitzman said.

Kurdistan

While President Clinton is itching to have
another cruise-missile go-around against Baghdad,
Turkish military units continue to “mop up” the very
same Kurds, for whose protection George Bush
ostensibly established his so-called “no-fly zones”.
WIR has kept its readers
well posted on
developments about a Lebanon-style
“security
zone” to keep Kurdish nationalist forces from
causing trouble in support of Kurds living in
Turkey.
Turkey plans to restore 400 villages along the
border with Iran, long since abandoned by the Kurds
who fled in advance of marauding Turkish military
China
forces. The funds will come from “humanitarian
aid” money provided by Turkey. Meantime the
Turks say that there haven’t been any concrete steps
China is pressing ahead with its nuclearpowered electricity generating power stations and is taken to implement the “security zone agreement”
exporting its nuclear power generating expertise to with the Kurds. .$&

Turkey
Having deposed the pro-Islamic government of
Turkey, the U.S. now finds itself involved in the
problems of how to solve another roadblock to full
relations between Ankara and Tel-Aviv. “The
Turkish Delight (a type of candy) has gone sour,”
said my source. “The dilemma that the U.S. has to
solve is how to get Israel’s choice of ambassador to
Ankara, Ehud Toledano, ‘washed’. The difficulty is
of Teledano’s own making. A few years ago he was
on Israel state radio, accusing the Turks of
committing genocide against the Armenians. The
Ankara government
thereupon
rescinded Mr.
Toledano’s research permit to study in the archives
of the Ottoman Empire. If David Levy (Israel’s
foreign minister) insists on forcing Toledano on the
Turks, it could end military cooperation between the
two governments
at a time when the Clinton
Administration
is heavily relying on a military
alliance between Ankara and Jerusalem, as a
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of the heart will radiate out to the rest of the

coincidences that begin manifesting all around you!
This is how you create the “miracles”. This is
If you struggle constantly to find money, then the secret to creating your own “luck” whether it
your focus must be upon dollars. Let me ask you be good or bad.
There is no reason that any of you should lack
this: Did you come into this experience to seek
for anything that you are wanting. For many of
out and create dollars?
Let us assume your answer is “No!“. Then you, you have been trained to believe that you
why do most of you put dollars foremost in your must work hard for what you have. I say to you
now that when you can get rid of these old
experience?
Those of you who focus on projects and see programs and come into a better understanding of
them as complete, seldom have any problem with the TRUE nature of yourself, as well as the energy
the incidentals of money. The difference is in framework of the current experience that you are
in, you will realize that
your thoughts or beliefs
this limitation is not so!
about same.
If you
When you become
more
How hard do you
believe that you must
think God “worked” at
first have the money
CONSCIOUSLY
aware of how
creating YOU or your
prior to doing anything,
you are focusing your energy
physical universe with its
then you are greatly
TRILLIONS of suns and
(thoughts and desires), you will
mistaken and very little
planets. He did not have
will get done while you
begin the first step necessary to
to “work” at this, for He
wait and continue
to
taking control of your destiny.
understands perfectly the
worry.
of
Creation.
Laws
Remember your past
You will find that you spend less
Neither do you, when you
lessons.
You live in a
time sitting around waiting for
can let go of the old ways
bi-polar, electric, pulseof
thinking.
wave universe.
The
something
to “happen”
and
When your idea is
physical is a PRODUCT
more time creating the life exmore
inspired than not,
of this energy-not
the
periences that you want.
others will recognize the
other way around. The
value of adding their
energy that created your
energy to yours in both
planet, Sun, solar system,
galaxy, universe, and beyond came first in the desire, and if need be, money. This is the secret
form of desire-not
money. 1 Who could pay for of those who are “lightning rods” for facilitating
such?! How much do each of you pay for the Sun projects. The magnetism of the confidence they
radiate literally attracts whatever is needed to
to shine each day?!
The point here is to illustrate that money is a accomplish the goal.
When the focus is more on the LACK of
distant second to that of the creative desire that
If
you
are
having
trouble
with
something,
then the energy you attract will be more
wells up within.
money, then look carefully at what it is that you of the same and you will multiply your LACK!
This is at the heart (pun intended) of the mindplan to do with it when you get it.
When you can take what little you have and control programming strategy aimed at you ones
move forward an inner desire, and put energy into by the elite would-be kings. If you can come to
manifesting
your desire,
you will find a recognize what is at work here, you can reverse
multiplication of that energy because the basic this downward spiral.
When a good idea can be held in the heart,
Law of Creation states: Go forth and create!
And thus expand and grow. This implies the and you can see the idea begin to manifest ever
use of energy. The same energy that was used to more solidly within, you will, if you hold the
create the physical universe. 1 The same energy thought long enough, begin to attract more and
more ideas (details) into your consciousness, if
that was used to create YOU!
When you can become more focused upon the you but ALLOW for them to come. This is where
end desire of what it is that you want, and not the value of focused persistence comes into the
upon the money you think you need to accomplish equation. Maybe the better word here is to become
What is
that end desire, you will have 90% of the creation “passionate”
about your ideas!
completed. You will only have to recognize the fundamentally
implied is the FLOWING of
opportunities when they present themselves to you. creative energies in the same way that electricity
In most cases you will be amazed by the or water or wind currents must flow to be useful
universe

Good afternoon, my friend. It is I, Toniose
Soltec, come in the Radiant One Light of Creator
Source. Be at PEACE!
Please find comfort in knowing that ALL is as
it should be, and that there are reasons for ALL
things. You may not be able to see the WHY at
any given moment, but with persistence in your
searching, that which you seek WILL be revealed
to you as you are ready for same.
From a Higher perspective, all is seen in terms
of energy flows. The ability for one to understand
and use these energies in a responsible manner is
what “living” is all about. There would seem to
be rarious conflicts in this idea, for many are
efforting to utilize energy in such a manner as to
keep others from tapping and utilizing the same
Potential within. This sort of suppression is what
has placed your world in the state of turbulence
that it is in today.
As ones begin to awaken to the TRUE purpose
of experience, they will rightfully begin to utilize
their own inner determination,
and thus also
begin-perhaps
for the first time in their current
experience- to take control of their destiny. This
is a new experience
for most of you-to
CONSCIOUSLY take control of your life, that is,
take control of your energy flows.
Most, at this time, are in a state of semiconsciousness and are constantly being lulled back
to sleep or overwhelmed to a point of various
levels of shut-down. This is to say that ones are
being bombarded
so heavily with external
pressures and worries that they find little to no
time for the inner part of life that would bring
nourishment and balance.
Money has become a primary consideration
for most people.
Your world has become
“brain-washed”
into believing that you must
first create the money before you can have
anything.

This is a very big lie!
Money is, in its purest form, a means of
exchanging energy. The fundamental concept is
not too different from the flow of electricity in a
circuit and the storage of that energy in a battery.
You work (put forth energy) in exchange for
dollars, which are a mode of storing that energy
of work. The dollars can then be converted back
into energy by such as paying a contractor to build
a new front porch for you, or even by purchasing
a washing machine, which itself is the product of
the labors (energy) of others.
The most overlooked fact is that Creation
begins with desire, not money. The inner desire

and your desires will begin to manifest.
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in the natural order of balanced energy exchange.
Many of you will block these energy flows
due to past programming of your “middle-class”
(suppressed) upbringing. Those of you who came
from a more affluent upbringing will generally
find that you seldom lack those things that you
desire for you were not programmed with negative
beliefs regarding money. Any of you can overcome
the past programming and beliefs, and thus change
how you flow energy.
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Likewise, when you finally awaken to the true
(energy-driven) nature of this material “canvas”
upon which you have chosen to “paint”, your
everyday levels of confidence and inspiration
become such that you cannot easily be fooled or
controlled, and there again you become a threat
The last thing they
to the would-be controllers.
want is for you to grow beyond their manipulation
techniques!
This is enough for now. This message contains
When you become more CONSCIOUSLY
the insights that many are looking for, yet do not
aware of how you are focusing your energy
quite know it. May this be of value to those of
(thoughts and desires), you will begin the first you who desire to know why your life’s
step necessary to taking control of your destiny.
experiences have been what they have been. I am
“Toniose” Soltec, come as
You will find that you spend less time sitting Ceres Anthonious
I am sent by our Father,
around waiting for something to “happen” and Teacher and Guide.
more time creating the life experiences that you Aton (The One Light). Blessings and Salu!
want.

The manner in which you focus your energy is
directly related to all aspects of your life. Whether
it be money or health concerns or relationships
with others, look first to where you are placing
your thoughts and desires (energy). You will see
that, for instance, when you overly fixate upon
(pump energy into) a health problem, then there
will be a MULTIPLICATION of that desire-and
it will likely get worse. 1 This is why a placebo is
so often effective at “curing” someone- because
they believe and thus focus their thoughts on the
new belief instead of the old.
E& “Jesus”
Immanuel rarely healed anyone while in his
teaching mission upon your planet. Rather, it was
usually the strong belief of those he touched which
allowed these “passionate” ones to heal themselves1
The Creation is not interested in what, from
your vantage point, you may term “good” or
“evil”, “right” or “wrong”. The Creation is only
interested in expansion and growth. From that
experiential vantage point, ALL can be viewed as
learning.
When you put forth a desire, and hold that
desire within your heart, it will be multiplied.
When you are inspired, you most often pump great
energy into that inspired idea, and thus you will
see more clearly the energy amplification.
This
is a key to the success of those you call great
artists. From a technical point of view, success
comes from the energy-accumulating
(and thus
idea-manifesting) condition held in place by the
“force field” of the inspiration.
Likewise, when you hold into a state of
negativity, negativity shall accumulate around you.
When you live, for instance, in a chronic state of
depression, you will often pump great amounts of
energy into the depression, and thus amplify your
“desire” for more depression.
This is why it is often said that there are two
great motivators of people-INSPIRATION
and
DESPERATION. Remember: you live in that “bipolar” (yin verses yang, positive versus negative,
versus
no,
right
versus
wrong),
yes
electromagnetic, pulse-wave universe of Light.
There are ones on your planet at this time
who know well these basic concepts of energy
flow and energy utilization, but not all of them
are what you would refer to as “nice” people.
When these ones can keep you, in a sense, “fat,
dumb and happy” between the two polar-opposite
extremes, then they can more easily control you.
That is, like a cornered animal, if you are
driven to become too desperate, you become
dangerous to these ones who are trying to control
you.
In a condition
of desperation,
your
resourcefulness may be “inspired” to kick-in and
do something creative.
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focus your energy (thoughts and desires)! Thus
the responsibility of how you are feeling at any
given moment in time is up to you, and you alone.
If you perceive yourself to be a victim, and you
spend any length of time dwelling on this idea,
you will surely begin to manifest your desire to
be a victim.
So then you say, “BUT, I DO NOT WANT.
TO BE A VICTIM!”
I say to you that what you dwell upon, you
radiate as a desire, and The Creation responds to
you, for you are a CREATOR!
Whether you
recognize this consciously or not, YOU ARE A
CREATOR, MADE IN THE IMAGE OF TWE
CREATOR SOURCE OF ALL THAT IS!

Your desires are what you manifest. What
you mouth has very little to do with it! When
you entered into your current experience, you knew
that there would be the challenges of distractions
11/22/97
SOLTEC
that the physical expression would provide. You
Good morning, my friend. It is I, Toniose also knew there would be great value in
Soltec, come in the Radiant One Light of our overcoming these distractions, that you. would
Father. Be at peace, for there is work to be done. learn from them how to more deliberately focus
At our last writing session before important your thoughts and desires, and ultimately expand
interruptions, we left off talking about energy .and grow as an extension of Creator.
Let me give you an insight that may help you
These
flows and the dynamics of creating.
principles are the basis for bringing into existence to see more clearly the point here. Make a list of
all that you recognize as manifest reality-whether
all the things that you are wanting. Write out
we are talking about a child’s creation of a clay next to your list why you are wanting these things.
If you stop now and
turtle,
or Creator’s
take the time to do
manifestation
of an
The “don’t9
and “do riots”” fail
this, prior to reading
entire universe.
further,
you
wil!
We can see that
to register an emotional
(energy)
recognize
a greater
many do not hold long
intent because
they are merely
impact from the points
in their consciousness
I have made above.
“window
dressing”
words
on
these ideas, for there
So stop reading, and
are great numbers of
otherwise
worry-laden
and fearof
make
a list
distractions all about
laden underlying actions.
See this,
everything
that you
you.
These
are wanting and why
distractions are, for the
and more importantly, FEEL this.
it is that you are
most part, deliberately
You
wanting them.
calculated and set into
motion by those who are efforting at controlling can have ANYTHING.
every one and every thing. These ones provide
Now I am assuming that you have made your
you, who have desire to be free and to grow list. And if you could see from my perspective,
through your limitations, with a most challenging you would recognize how basically similar are so
environment in which to experience!
many of the wants on your lists.
In order to point out how it is that you are
Look not upon these ones with negativity in
your heart, but with appreciation for presenting focusing your energy, look at what it is you are
you with such challenges that will bring forth the wanting-and
more importantly, WHY.
growth that you desire! Many of you in previous
Let’s say that you wanted a good, strong,
times were in similar capacities as these ones are, healthy body, Most all of you want that. Now
and ‘you are now seeing the play from the opposite let us look at the reasons for wanting this.
perspective.
Why do you want the good strong healthy
This is so that you can appreciate
the value of both experiences, so that you can body? Is it because you hate feeling bad or sick?
better choose what it is that helps you to grow in Is it because you do not want to be inhibited in
a quite responsible manner. Such are the cycles any way.7 Is it because you don’t like being a
of experience when viewed from a more expansive burden to others? Is it because you have things
perspective.
to do and you don’t want to be held back in any
The importance of recognizing consciously how way.7 OR-is it because you love to have the
it is that you are utilizing your energy at any (and energy to do the things that you are wanting to do
every) given moment, is the key to creating your when you want to do them?
You love the
heart’s desires. When you ones become overly adventure
of living and the exhilaration
of
fixated upon a negative condition that you witness, freedom. Is it because you appreciate the balance
you tend to get stuck and thus constrict the natural of well-being that radiates from within?
I hear you saying, “Well, all of those are good
cosmic energy flow through you into the physical
realm. Joy comes from allowing the energy to reasons!” Well, I say to you: let us look at these
flow naturally and freely. You can know how reasons more carefully and perhaps we can see
your energy is flowing simply by how it is that where it is you are, energy-wise (pun intended),
you are feeling at any given moment in time. I do in relation to your desire for a good, strong,
not mean here how you THINK you are feeling healthy body.
(an intellectual focus, often susceptible to lack of
First, take all of the “don’ts” and “do nots”
honesty with self), but how you actually ARE out of the above reasons, especially before the
feeling (an emotional reading of the heart),
“OR” in the above example. When you say, “I
YOU decide how it is that you are going to don’t want to be inhibited”, you are radiating to
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the universe and all of Creation INHIBITION!
The ‘don’ts”
and “do not9 fail to register
an emotional (energy) inLent because they are
merely “window dressing” words on otherwise
worry-laden
and fear-laden underlying actions.
See this, and more importantly, FEEL this.

That is, when you say you “don’t” want to be
inhibited by a sick body, what are you actually
thinking (and emotionally worrying) about? You
are thinking about being inhibited by a sick body!
You can’t help but begin to radiate the thought of
inhibition. Likewise, when you “hate feeling bad”
this idea will cause you to dwell upon the idea of
feeling bad-and you will actually cause yourself
to feel bad if you stay with the thought long
enough!
When you can shift your focus to a vision of
a young, strong, healthy body, full of energy and
life, eager to ‘explore
new and exciting
environments, full of joy, without dwelling upon
the negative reasons, then you will be radiating
with the heart in perfect synchronization with your
head-desire, and the energy will begin to manifest
quickly and, in many cases, miraculously.
Let’s make this contrast clearer with another
example. Consider the following two statements:
(1) I hate to come home to a dirty house.
(2) I love to come home to a clean house.
At first glance you might say that the
statements are saying the same thing. However
the vibration induced by the two positions will
cause you to FEEL quite a bit different. Recognize
that the two are polar opposites. Would you rather
attract into your experience “hate” of dirt or “love”
of c!eanliness? FEEL the effect of each, even as
you read these words!
When you can discipline yourselves to use
thoughts that cause an UPLIFTMENT WITHIN,
rather than a downward negativity, you will have
realized a key to synchronizing the head and the
heart. Please appreciate the direct “physics” of
what I am explaining here: We are talking about
the consequences of higher- versus lower-frequency
energy radiations.
There is much more POWER
OF MANIFESTATION
within the higherfor such joy-generated
frequency emanation,
energy is DIRECTLY FLOWING from the Infinite
Source! The awesome power of this Energy is
what the dark ones wish you to remain ignorant
about, and thus they do everything within their
abilities to subvert or divert it.
You ones are being bombarded with negativity
that is constantly influencing your thoughts. The
“don’ts” and “do riots”” are everywhere in your
daily doses of mind-control programming.
We witness many of you pumping out contrary
vibrational frequencies to that of your desires.
This is to say that the mental focus is not in
harmony with the emotional emanations coming
forth from within.
Many are wanting from an
energy vibration of fear. The fear of the unknown.
When the fear of lack wells up within, we see that
many are preoccupied with the fear and thus dwell
in such an emotional state as to cut-off themselves
from the natural energy flows of Creator.
In
actuality, it is generally a constriction of The
Energy moreso than a complete disconnect, else
your own physical
manifestation
could not
maintain form and you would die.
The point of this exercise is to show you that
though you are saying you want one thing, you
are often radiating the opposite.
Look to your
list of reasons and remove all of the “don’ts” and
“do nots”. Also look for words with a negative
feeling to them like “hate”. These statements are
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often reflections of the self-talk or thoughts that
go through your mind when you focus upon your
desires.
Learn to focus your thoughts deliberately and,
most importantly, learn to focus your FEELINGS
associated with your desires. When you can feel
good about the subject of your desires, then you
can know that your energy is flowing in a direction
that is in alignment with who you really are and
why you are there.
This is the reason behind the statement we of
the Hosts have made so often to you, that if you
can’t do a thing with love in your heart, it is
better to not do the thing at all. And we would
also call to your attention the wise words to the
older popular song which go: “Accentuate the
positive, eliminate the negative-and
look out for
Mr. in-between.” Consider these ideas from the
point of view of energy flow and you are well on
your way to a more fulfilling and productive
experience-as
Creator intended!
If, over a period of time, you begin to feel
anxiety over a specific desire or subject of focus,
then it is because there is always a multiplication
This is to say that you are
of your desire,
projecting that which causes the anxiety to wellup within. This is as it should be, and you can be
thankful in knowing that your Inner Guidance
system is functioning properly and presenting you
with that which requires your attention toward
balancing.
With simple effort to change your focus toward
something that makes you FEEL better, you can
take conscious control over your emotional state
at any given time. Perhaps the most simple and
direct way is to look around you and find
something to appreciate.
Can you appreciate the Sun that warms your
day and gives forth life-producing energy? Can
you appreciate the rain that waters the vegetation
that gives forth, directly or indirectly to you,
energy in the form of nourishment? Can you see
how wonderful is the opportunity that you have
before you to meet your challenges and thus grow
beyond who you are this day? Can you see that
the environment in which you find yourself is, in
fact, perfect for providing
you with these
challenges?
The excitement of the journey is most often
that which you long for, not the destination. You
are Infinite, experiencing beings. You are cocreators who are directly expanding the ALL
THAT IS. Within you lies Infinite Potential to
create. You are molders of this Energy. Your
greatest joy comes from flowing this Energy-not
bottling it up or hoarding it like your elite, wouldbe controllers attempt to do.
When a goal is reached and the journey is
over, you are often left looking for your next
challenge. This is to say that you are left looking
for another journey of experience. These are the
endless cycles of life-both
in the physical
dimensions and beyond.
Money makes a good analogy, for it symbolizes
energy and is a commodity you all can easily relate
to! Let me leave you with this thought: is there
more fun in saving money (energy), or in spending
it (setting it into motion)?
I am Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, come
in the Radiant One Light of Creator Source. May
you find Inner Understanding
beyond the
limitations of these words. And from that Source
of Understanding, may YOUR Joy radiate from
within and thus be that which manifests all around
you. Salul &.
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